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INTRODUCTION  

The Handbook on Transnational Entrepreneurship and Effective Internationalization 

Strategies for Spin Offs is a training programme developed in the framework of the project 

Global-Spin - Transnational Entrepreneurship and Corporate Learning: Fostering 

Effective Internationalization Strategies in Academic Spin Offs, with the support of the 

European Union and the Erasmus+ Programme. This project aims to improve the 

competiveness of European Academic Spin-Offs and Start-ups by supporting them to effectively 

deal with the challenges faced when internationalising their businesses.  

The course‘s contents are based on the knowledge, the experience and the researches carried 

out by the consortium, which is composed of Higher Education Foundation, two Universities and 

four companies specialized in consultancy, training and research.  

The programme is divided into three units, containing ten pillars each one, completed by a 

forth section of Success and Failure Cases about ―Commercialization of new products and 

services abroad‖ and ―Attracting and recruiting international high-qualified human capital‖.   

Unit 1 is dedicated to the Learning and Growing for Transnational Entrepreneurs and is 

focused on sub-sections such as an ―Orientation towards Innovation‖ and the ―Management of 

Multicultural Organisations and Teams.‖ Unit 2 addresses the Commercialisation of Products 

and Services, working to provide insight into subjects such as ―Company Branding‖ and ―Digital 

International Marketing Strategies.‖ Finally, Unit 3 is oriented towards helping companies with 

Recruiting Global Talent and includes pillars such as ―How to Keep Your Top Talent‖ and 

―Mentoring Strategies for Integration and Success.‖  

Together, these pillars and units, as well as the real cases, offer a complete study process that 

can help Academic Spin-offs and Start-ups have a competitive edge in the international 

markets. 

Together with this handbook, the consortium developed a free, online and innovative training 

tool for managers of academic Spin-Offs on transnational entrepreneurship based in a new 

approach to corporate learning and using web and tablet technologies, to provide the 

knowledge, skills, and resources needed for these professionals to implement effective 

strategies of internationalization in their ventures. To know more about the project and the 

consortium‘s partners, visit the website: https://globalspin.eu/ and the GLOBAL-SPIN - 

Transnational Entrepreneurs Forum.  

 

  

https://globalspin.eu/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1970586499822258/?ref=group_header
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1970586499822258/?ref=group_header
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UNIT 1 · LEARNING AND GROWING FOR 

THE TRANSNATIONAL ENTREPRENEUR 

PILLAR 1 

INTERNATIONAL VISION, PERCEPTION OF 

OPPORTUNITIES, AND MANAGEMENT 

EXPERIENCE 

 

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Recognise different styles of leading an international team  

 Analyse different managerial options available to them 

 Evaluate which management possibility best fits their situation  

 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

International Vision 

As an entrepreneur, your ‗vision‘ is what you envision for yourself and your business; it is a vital 

energy driving you, and your company, towards an end goal.  

This vision is essential for achieving long-term success and overall contentment for those 

involved. 

In an international context, international vision allows an entrepreneur to visualise their 

company beyond their local market and understand foreign markets.  

In order to promote international vision within your company, international experience is vital. 

Consider how diversifying your team can broaden this vision.  
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Perception of Opportunities and Management Experience 

Your vision greatly impacts your perception, or the way you see the world, and will orientate 

your entity towards seeing and obtaining possible opportunities.  

The way in which each individual person is personally orientated to perceive opportunities will 

impact his or her reaction to and creation of more opportunities; therefore, diversity is important 

to opportunity perception and essential to business possibilities. 

The personal experience that each individual has will contribute to their perception of 

opportunities. With good management experience, individual experience can be exploited to 

benefit the company. Management can support start-ups and entrepreneurs in generating an 

international vision and help promote the perception of more opportunities. 

 

METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

The Global Mind-Set Inventory  

The Global Mind-Set Inventory is a self-assessment tool, designed by Javidan, Taeagarden, 

and Bowen (2010), to measure the three critical attributes that define the international vision of 

global leaders:  

• Intellectual capital 

• Psychological capital 

• Social capital 

This assessment tool is able to measure and predict how an individual will be able to perform 

when it comes to global leadership.  

• The Inventory comprises 76-item test that you can find at www.gmitest.com.  

The assessment tool is also accompanied by a Plan for Improvement, containing a list of 

recommended activities that leaders can develop to enhance their skills in these three 

categories of capital and organized in ―read,‖ ―surf,‖ ―watch,‖ ―do,‖ and ―listen.‖ The importance 

of taking active action to improve a global mind-set can mean the difference between being a 

successful global leader and not.  

 

http://www.gmitest.com/
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Lost opportunities  

One of the main factors that influences in the loss of opportunities of managers and leaders 

comes from errors or bias that have occurred in the group performance of global teams, the so-

called information signals and reputation pressures. Namely, Sustein (2014) classifies these 

errors in three categories:  

• The cascade effects occur when group members follow the decisions and actions of 

those who spoke or acted first. 

• The polarization of the group occurs when, after a deliberation in a team, the members 

adopt more extreme positions than they had at the beginning.  

• The periphery effect occurs when the leaders only focus on the information that is 

already widely held, ignoring critical information that minorities have.  

 

Dimensions of the Capital of Global Leaders 

Intellectual Capital 
(General knowledge and 

capacity to learn) 

Psychological Capital 
(Openness to differences 

and capacity for change) 

Social Capital 
(Ability to build trusting relationship 

with and among people who are 

different from you) 
Global business savvy 
Cognitive complexity 

Cosmopolitan outlook 
  

To what extent do you:  
  

Know about business strategies 

for expanding globally? 
  

Know about the geography, 

history, and important business 

and cultural leaders of several 

countries? 
  

Discuss the economic and 

political ramifications of world 

events with friends and 

colleagues? 
  

  

Passion for diversity 
Thirst for adventure 

Self-assurance 
  

To what extent do you:  
  

Enjoy exploring different 

parts of the world? 
  
Want to learn about other 

cultures and their 

customs? 
  

Challenge yourself in new 

and different ways? 
  

Feel comfortable even 

though you are not in 

control of a situation?  

Intercultural empathy 
Interpersonal impact 

Diplomacy 
  

To what extent do you:  
  

Work effectively with people who are 

very different from you? 
  

Willingly coordinate your activities with 

others? 
  

Have the ability to engage people of 

different cultures to work together to 

achieve an objective? 
  

Understand the nonverbal expressions of 

people of several cultures? 
  

Extracted from Javidan, M, Teagarden, M and Bowen, D (2010), Making it Overseas, Harvard Business Review, April 2010, 109-113 (page: 112). 
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Neurodivesity Model  

Some new approaches can reduce the above errors in the performance of global teams. For 

example, the neurodiversity model calls on companies to add variety to the decision making 

process, including people and ideas from ―the edges,‖ including individuals who have autism, 

dyslexia, ADHD, or other, previously excluded, employees. The benefit that these workers can 

add to a team can be extremely valuable, but if only understood and treated as such—otherwise 

they can be interpreted as hindering company culture and productivity.  

The reason that those individuals who are ―on the edge‖ can impact companies so positively is 

that they think differently than the masses and, therefore, can help provide solutions, innovation, 

and positive business growth to a business. Neurodiversity programmes introduce a new 

approach for talent management, inducing companies to adopt a new style of leadership that 

emphasizes placing each person in a context that maximizes her/his contributions (Austin and 

Pisano, 2017).  

 

 
 

Mindfulness Approach  

In the mindfulness approach, if you make the moment matter, all matters. Mindfulness is the 

process of actively noticing the new things that happen around us. It is the act placing oneself in 

the present (not in the day, not in the hour, not in the minute, but in the moment). This allows a 

mindful leader to be more sensitive to the context and the different perspectives, the essence of 

the commitment, and the perception of opportunities. According to Ellen Langer (2014), 

adopting this approach supports you to:  

• Understand different perspectives. 

• Not lose opportunities. 

• Not limit your possibilities (categories are only constructs created by people, so they 

cannot limit us). 

• Adopt an open approach. For example, stress does not appear in terms of events, but 

in the perspective we adopt from these events. 

• Be positive (there are no positive and negative results, only potential scenarios with 

different challenges and opportunities).  
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There are many different ways to promote mindfulness, including meditation, thoughtful 

breathing, yoga, walking, music, etc. The trick is to find a way to forget about the past and not to 

think too much about the future in order to focus on the moment.  

 

Smarter networking and agile methodologies  

The international vision and perception of opportunities of a global leader is closely linked to the 

development of an effective networking. New approaches for more successful networking link 

different types of managerial styles with several kinds of network traps. For example, the 

disconnected leader connects with people who keep him/her focused on safe competences 

rather than those who push him/her to build new skills. The smarter networking model (Cross 

and Thomas, 2011) describes four strategies to building an effective network and connect them 

to three key results: more learning, less bias in decision making, and greater personal growth 

and balance. 

  

Analyze 

Identify the people in 

your network and 

what you get out of 

interacting with them  

De-layer 

Make some hard 

decisions to back 

away from redundant 

and energy-sapping 

relationships  

Diversify 

Build your network 
out with the right kind 
of people: energizers 

who will help you 
achieve your goals 

 

Capitalize 

Make sure you´re 
using your contacts 
as effectively as you 

can 

 

Extracted from Cross, R and Thomas, R (2017), A smarter way to network, Harvard Business Review, July-August 2011, 149-
152 (page: 152). 
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Agile methodologies are those that allow adapting the working processes to the conditions of 

the project, achieving flexibility and immediacy in the response to adapt the project and its 

development to the specific circumstances of the environment. Companies that opt for this type 

of methodology manage their projects effectively reducing costs and increasing their 

productivity. The main types of agile methodologies are:  

1. Scrum: it is characterized by providing an incremental development strategy, instead of 

the complete planning and execution of the product. 

2. Extreme Programming –XP: XP is based on continuous feedback between client and 

the development team and it is especially suitable for projects with imprecise and highly 

changing requirements. 

3. Kanban: it is the most used technique currently to regulate a continuous flow of 

progress in ICT projects. 

Agile methodologies are currently being used frequently in software development, where high 

value to the early or on-time delivery and continuous improvements to products are important. 

This methodology is usually used for smaller projects and promotes team collaboration within a 

non-centralised management style.  

(Source: www.blog.conectart.com/metodologias-agiles) 

 

DIGITAL RESOURCES 

• Vision: The Driver of Entrepreneurship (article) 

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/269757  

• Perception of entrepreneurial opportunity: a general framework (article)  

http://www.emeraldinsight.com/doi/pdfplus/10.1108/00251741211246987  

• Start-ups' Internationalization: The Impact of Business Owners' Management 

Experience, Start-up Experience and Professional Network on Export Intensity (article)  

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/emre.12050/full  

• Developing a Global Mindset (video)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yOdL9OXNbOE  

• Neurodiversity as a Competitive Advantage (article)  

https://hbr.org/2017/05/neurodiversity-as-a-competitive-advantage   

• Neurodiversity – the key that unlocked my world (video)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qvvrme5WIwA  

• Forget stereotypes ... how to recruit talented, neurodiverse employees (article)  

https://www.theguardian.com/small-business-network/2017/aug/31/forget-stereotypes-

talented-neurodiverse-recruitment-entrepreneurs  

• Understanding Agile Methodology (article) 

http://istqbexamcertification.com/what-is-agile-methodology-examples-when-to-use-it-

advantages-and-disadvantages/  

• Disability Confident: Interview Settings (article)  

https://www.autismandneurodiversitytoolkit.org/interview-settings  

http://www.blog.conectart.com/metodologias-agiles
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/269757
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/269757
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/269757
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/doi/pdfplus/10.1108/00251741211246987
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/doi/pdfplus/10.1108/00251741211246987
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/doi/pdfplus/10.1108/00251741211246987
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/emre.12050/full
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/emre.12050/full
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/emre.12050/full
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yOdL9OXNbOE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yOdL9OXNbOE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yOdL9OXNbOE
https://hbr.org/2017/05/neurodiversity-as-a-competitive-advantage
https://hbr.org/2017/05/neurodiversity-as-a-competitive-advantage
https://hbr.org/2017/05/neurodiversity-as-a-competitive-advantage
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qvvrme5WIwA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qvvrme5WIwA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qvvrme5WIwA
https://www.theguardian.com/small-business-network/2017/aug/31/forget-stereotypes-talented-neurodiverse-recruitment-entrepreneurs
https://www.theguardian.com/small-business-network/2017/aug/31/forget-stereotypes-talented-neurodiverse-recruitment-entrepreneurs
https://www.theguardian.com/small-business-network/2017/aug/31/forget-stereotypes-talented-neurodiverse-recruitment-entrepreneurs
https://www.theguardian.com/small-business-network/2017/aug/31/forget-stereotypes-talented-neurodiverse-recruitment-entrepreneurs
http://istqbexamcertification.com/what-is-agile-methodology-examples-when-to-use-it-advantages-and-disadvantages/
http://istqbexamcertification.com/what-is-agile-methodology-examples-when-to-use-it-advantages-and-disadvantages/
https://www.autismandneurodiversitytoolkit.org/interview-settings
https://www.autismandneurodiversitytoolkit.org/interview-settings
https://www.autismandneurodiversitytoolkit.org/interview-settings
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EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS  

Exercise 1: 

Imagine that the company you work for wants to expand its business in the Asian continent and 

the director sends you as an expatriate to launch a new office in the city of Beijing. Try to 

develop, in light of the model of the global leader mindset, an ideal action plan for your 

international adventure that contains a variety of activities in the three types of capital—

intellectual, psychological and social—focusing those areas where you have more 

weakness.  

Action Plan for Global Leaders 

Intellectual Capital 

(General 

knowledge and 

capacity to learn) 

Psychological Capital 

(Openness to differences and capacity 

for change) 

Social Capital 

(Ability to build trusting relationship with 

and among people who are different from 

you) 

  

List of activities:  

  

… 

  

  

List of activities:  

  

… 

  

List of activities:  

  

… 

  

  

 

Exercise 2: 

In order to promote the perception of opportunities and the development of innovation, many 

companies are turning to increasing the neurodiversity within the workplace, allowing traditional 

outliers (such as autistics, dyslexics, etc.) have a say in the decision making processes. The 

perspectives of people who do not fall within ‗normal‘ thinking patterns have their own form of 

mindfulness and can help resolve problems in creative ways.  

When starting or expanding a business, the interview process often excludes these types of 

thinkers in favour of ‗traditional‘ ones due to their lack of people skills over their competencies 

and other possible contributions. Consider your current interviewing technique and compare it to 

the following suggestions that can help you find the perfect neurodiverse employee for your 

team.  

 Offer the candidate the potential to visit before the interview to orientate themselves. 

 Provide in advance, where possible, timings (and stick to these), your expectations of 

the candidate, the format and expected outcomes of the interview in good time including 

address/time of interview, name of interviewers 
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 Let all interviewees know beforehand if there are specific tasks to be done and ask if 

they require any adjustments (separate room, additional time, use of computer or 

specific software that they usually use). 

 Ask if they require someone to attend with them. 

 When asking questions be explicit and avoid hypothetical questions e.g. What if…?. 

 Where possible provide a concrete example of what you are wanting from the 

candidate. 

 Allow candidates to use notes to prompt them if they require this. 

 Ask what adjustments they may need to do the job. (You then need to consider whether 

you can reasonably deliver them.) 

 Consider a work trial as an alternative to an interview. 

 Give a named point of contact and their contact details. 

 Avoid jokes and sarcasm that may be misinterpreted. 

 Introduce yourselves at the interview and where name badges if possible. 
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UNIT 1 · PILLAR 2 

ORIENTATION TOWARDS INNOVATION 

 

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 Identify the different types of innovation 

 Recognize the importance of innovation strategy 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

Innovation – what is it? 

The importance of new ideas, invention, and innovation are widely discussed in the media. The 

successful exploitation of new ideas is crucial to all companies in order to improve its 

processes, bring new and improved products and services to market, and increase its efficiency 

and profitability. (Source: http://m.infoentrepreneurs.org/en/guides/use-innovation-to-grow-your-

business/) 

What exactly is the difference between ideas, invention, and innovation? Invention is a new 

idea. Innovation is the commercial application and successful exploitation of the idea. (Source: 

http://m.infoentrepreneurs.org/en/guides/use-innovation-to-grow-your-business/) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The starting point is the process of translating an idea or invention into a good or service that 

creates value that customers are willing to pay for.  

To be called an innovation, an idea must be replicable at an economical cost and must satisfy a 

specific need. Innovation involves deliberate application of information, imagination, and 

initiative in deriving greater or different values from resources and includes all processes by 

which new ideas are generated and converted into useful products. (Source: 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/innovation.html) 

 

http://m.infoentrepreneurs.org/en/guides/use-innovation-to-grow-your-business/
http://m.infoentrepreneurs.org/en/guides/use-innovation-to-grow-your-business/
http://m.infoentrepreneurs.org/en/guides/use-innovation-to-grow-your-business/
http://m.infoentrepreneurs.org/en/guides/use-innovation-to-grow-your-business/
http://m.infoentrepreneurs.org/en/guides/use-innovation-to-grow-your-business/
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/innovation.html
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Fundamentally, innovation means introducing something new into your business. This could be: 

 

It is important to note, that innovation covers both a single major breakthrough (e.g. a totally 

new product or service) but also a series of small, incremental changes. Both of them can be 

regarded as innovations. (Source: http://m.infoentrepreneurs.org/en/guides/use-innovation-to-

grow-your-business/). 

 

METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

How Startups Can Overtake Corporates in the Innovation Race  

The road to success can be tough for new businesses. However, agile startups today are 

recognized as valid competitors against the giants of industry and by questioning the accepted 

standard successful startups can redefine whole industries. In his Entrepreneur.com article, 

Tony Li explains how entrepreneurs can effectively ‗reinvent the wheel‘ with the four tips from 

the successes and failures of new businesses.  

1. Define your own big mission - You need to define a greater mission. Following this end 

goal will give you direction and will help you to identify the necessary steps to make this 

happen. You, as a startup leader, have the benefit of being able to assess a problem from a 

fresh perspective and to pioneer new solutions that others perhaps may overlook. 

2. Startups are agile, use this to your advantage - As a startup, you are small enough to be 

agile and responsive. A larger business already has an established product and current 

customers. They have a system of departments and hierarchies built around this, product road 

maps, and shareholder interests to contend with. All of this limits new innovations to R&D teams 

and shifting business focus is much harder. On the other hand, you as a startup company can 

jump into new interesting projects. (Source: https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/275759) 

3. Make your product better than the original - Startup Company need to have product that is 

significantly better than the industry standard. This means that you need to understand the 

market and the demand, know what the current offering is, and then create something that adds 

more value. It is important to stay connected with your customers, and to make sure your 

concept fits their needs and habits. 

4. Lean on accelerators and business pros - There are hundreds of accelerators and 

incubators that will provide training, networking opportunities, and even office space and capital 

to help you get your idea off the ground. As a founder, you need to take the time to find an 

accelerator that provide the support that your company needs, has mentors and previous 

experience from working in your field, and has a program that introduces you to suitable 

investors. (Source: https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/275759) 

http://m.infoentrepreneurs.org/en/guides/use-innovation-to-grow-your-business/
http://m.infoentrepreneurs.org/en/guides/use-innovation-to-grow-your-business/
http://m.infoentrepreneurs.org/en/guides/use-innovation-to-grow-your-business/
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/275759
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/275759
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Create robust Innovation strategy for your company  

In order to build and maintain the capacity to innovate, a company should have a proper 

innovation strategy. According to Pisano (2015) a strategy is a commitment to a set of coherent, 

mutually reinforcing policies or behaviours aimed at achieving a specific competitive goal. Good 

strategies promote alignment among diverse groups within an organisation, clarify objectives 

and priorities, and help focus efforts around them.  

Innovation strategy also needs to evolve. Any strategy represents a hypothesis must be tested 

against the unfolding realities of markets, technologies, regulations, and competitors. Like the 

process of innovation itself, an innovation strategy involves continual experimentation, learning, 

and adaptation. (Pisano, 2015) 

 

Pisano (2015) suggests that Innovation strategy should answer the following questions: 

How will innovation create value for potential customers? Innovation can create value in 

many ways. It might make a product perform better or make it easier or more convenient to use, 

more reliable, more durable, cheaper, and so on. Choosing what kind of value your innovation 

will create and then sticking to that is critical, because the capabilities required for each are 

quite different and take time to accumulate. 

How will your company capture a share of the value its innovations generate? Value-

creating innovations attract imitators as quickly as they attract customers. You must think 

through what complementary assets, capabilities, products, or services could prevent customers 

from leaping to rivals. 

What types of innovations will allow the company to create and capture value, and what 

resources should each type receive? Certainly, technological innovation is a huge creator of 

economic value and a driver of competitive advantage. But some important innovations may 

have little to do with new technology like in the case of business model innovation. So, you have 

a choice about how much of your efforts to focus on technological innovation and how much to 

invest in business model innovation. 

(Source: Pisano, Gary P. 2015, You need an innovation strategy, Harvard Business Review, 

June, pp. 44-54 and https://hbr.org/2015/06/you-need-an-innovation-strategy) 

 

Mapping the Innovation Landscape 

To map a company‘s innovation landscape, one useful tool is to use the classic familiarity matrix 

which examines the nature of the problems company is trying to solve and the proposed 

https://hbr.org/2015/06/you-need-an-innovation-strategy
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solutions. A company‘s innovation challenges can be thought of in terms of the level of 

familiarity it has both with the problems to be solved 

and the solutions required to solve them.  

Companies tend be good at exploring the landscapes 

of familiar problems and solutions. Those ones near 

the ―home‖ base. On the other hand, many companies 

need help when developing new solutions to existing 

problems, new market needs that can be addressed 

with existing capabilities and new business 

opportunities created by discovering new solutions to 

novel problems.  

(Source: https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/spurring-innovation-through-competitions/) 

 

DIGITAL RESOURCES 

 Use innovation to grow your business (article) 

http://m.infoentrepreneurs.org/en/guides/use-innovation-to-grow-your-business/ 

 Harvard Business Review article by Greg Satell (2017) 4 Ways Leaders Can Get More 

from Their Company‘s Innovation Efforts (article) 

https://hbr.org/2017/10/4-ways-leaders-can-get-more-from-their-companys-innovation-

efforts 

 Commitment to Innovation Is How Legacy Companies Stay Agile (article) 

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/303809 

 Harvard Business Review article by Keeley Wilson and Yves Doz (2012) 10 Rules for 

Managing Global Innovation (article) 

https://hbr.org/2012/10/10-rules-for-managing-global-innovation 

 Joi Ito at TED2014: ―Want to innovate?‖ Become a ―now-ist‖ (video) 

https://www.ted.com/talks/joi_ito_want_to_innovate_become_a_now_ist#t-458223 

 Charles Leadbeater at TEDGlobal 2005: The era of open innovation (video) 

https://www.ted.com/talks/charles_leadbeater_on_innovation 

 

 

  

https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/spurring-innovation-through-competitions/
https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/spurring-innovation-through-competitions/
http://m.infoentrepreneurs.org/en/guides/use-innovation-to-grow-your-business/
http://m.infoentrepreneurs.org/en/guides/use-innovation-to-grow-your-business/
https://hbr.org/2017/10/4-ways-leaders-can-get-more-from-their-companys-innovation-efforts
https://hbr.org/2017/10/4-ways-leaders-can-get-more-from-their-companys-innovation-efforts
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/303809
https://hbr.org/2012/10/10-rules-for-managing-global-innovation
https://www.ted.com/talks/joi_ito_want_to_innovate_become_a_now_ist
https://www.ted.com/talks/charles_leadbeater_on_innovation
https://www.ted.com/talks/charles_leadbeater_on_innovation
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EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS  

Exercise 1: 

Develop your company‘s innovation strategy one step further with the questions suggested by 

Pisano (2015).  

 

 

Exercise 2: 

Where your company is looking for innovations? Please examine your company by using the 

innovation landscape tool. What about other quadrats, could there be something? Try to 

analyse what other possibilities there could be.  

(Source: https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/spurring-innovation-through-competitions/) 

 

 

  

https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/spurring-innovation-through-competitions/
https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/spurring-innovation-through-competitions/
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UNIT 1 · PILLAR 3 

NEGOTIATION STRATEGIES FOR A 

GLOBAL COMPANY 

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Understand how communication and negotiation strategies should be 

adapted to allow and support the global operation of a company 

 Get prepared before negotiations and identify the main negotiation styles 

 Comprehend negotiation tactics 

 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

Negotiation Strategies for a Global Company 

• The skill of effectively negotiating and bargaining is considered one of the most 

desirable traits for an employer or employee 

 Knowing how to effectively negotiate your position in every situation can bring 

you and your company positives in every possible circumstance 

• To face the challenges of the new environment you will encounter when you‘ll try to 

nationalize your business to a foreign country, you‘ll not only need to possess strong 

negotiation skills but you‘ll also have to adapt them to the culture of that country 

 Fortunately, the main principles of successful negotiating apply to almost every 

business environment all over the world 
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METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

Principles of successful Negotiation 

Arguably, there are some principles that apply to every situation that demands negotiation, 

regardless if you are doing it in an international context or not. Some prominent ones are: 

• Recognize that you are negotiating: According to Charles B. Craver, law professor of 

George Washington and author of The Intelligent Negotiator, many people don't realize 

that they are involved in a negotiation until it's too late. 

• Proper planning is necessary: Prior to a negotiation make sure you are prepared for 

the situation as best as you can. 

• Behave properly: A successful negotiation is directly connected to your overall 

interpersonal skills. You must always be polite and honest and create a proper mood 

where the opposing side wants to keep discussing with you. 

• Do not lie. Not negotiating in good faith can make the other party willingly end the 

discussion as soon as possible. Show them that you respect them without, of 

course, overdoing it. 

• Consider the timing: Do not rush things. Do not bring up proposals that don‘t have to 

do with the currently discussed matter. Correct timing is important. 

 

Negotiation Planning 

Proper planning before a negotiation can give your side an advantage. Some common steps 

before a negotiation are: 

• Know where the meeting is going to take place: Insist for a neutral place where 

neither side will have the advantage of familiarity. If the meeting will be held on their 

premises, insist on meeting in a conference room rather than the client‘s office. 

• Know what you want: Highlight your priorities and your alternatives so you‘ll be able to 

know from the start where to insist and where to withdraw. Know your bottom line and 

have a good understanding of the time constrains of the negotiation. 

• Know What They Want: Try the same process as if you were member of the opposite 

side of the table. Putting you in your opponent‘s shoes and think about how their own 

priorities and bottom line can create flaws in your negotiation tactic and in your 

reasoning. 

• Mind the culture gap: When you are trying to talk to people of a different country, it is 

crucial to know how to overcome cultural barriers in communication.  
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Negotiation Styles 

In the following section, Jessica Long & Law Clerk (see source above) list 5 negotiation 

styles along with the positives and negatives for each one.  

 

 

Negotiation Tactics  

Once you arrive at the meeting table, there are several tactics to consider in order to get the 

most out the of the negotiation process  

(Source: https://www.forbes.com/sites/cherylsnappconner/2014/05/11/no-fail-negotiation-

tips-for-entrepreneurs/#359c92265af8) 

 

 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/cherylsnappconner/2014/05/11/no-fail-negotiation-tips-for-entrepreneurs/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/cherylsnappconner/2014/05/11/no-fail-negotiation-tips-for-entrepreneurs/
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MIT Negotiations Toolkit for Entrepreneurs 

The MIT Negotiations Toolkit for Entrepreneurs created by professor of MIT and negotiation 

expert Larry Susskind, provides the entrepreneurs with a toolkit of various strategies for 

succeeding at negotiations. For instance, the author pinpoints 6 mistakes the entrepreneurs 

make: 

1. You think you are only negotiating financial value: Focusing on money 

alone and not on building trust and goodwill can sacrifice the long-term working 

relationship with the other side. 

2. You fail to see the other side: As professor Susskind writes, you will 

ultimately do better if you help your counterparts do better, not worse. 

3. You under-invest in value creation: You should have a good understanding 

how your business can fit within that new, global environment and thus assess 

how much is its real value to the other party. 

4. You treat negotiation as a one-off rather than a long-term relationship 

5. You let emotions rule: Being too suspicious of the other party can cause you 

to misread people‘s intention, causing what he terms ―reactive devaluation.‖ 

6. You lack a strategy for dealing with uncertainty 

The Toolkit also includes: 

• On-Demand Webinar: Avoiding the Negotiating Mistakes that Entrepreneurs 

Make 

• Podcast: Negotiating Like a Pro 

• Info-Pack: About MIT‘s new online course Entrepreneurial Negotiations: The 

MIT Way 

(Source: http://negotiations-toolkit.mit.edu)  

 

  

http://negotiations-toolkit.mit.edu/
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DIGITAL RESOURCES 

• How to Plan a Negotiation Meeting (article) 

http://smallbusiness.chron.com/plan-negotiation-meeting-25531.html 

• How to Overcome Cultural Barriers in Communication – Cultural Approximations of 

Time and the Impact on Negotiations (article) 

https://www.pon.harvard.edu/daily/international-negotiation-daily/telling-time-in-different-

cultures 

• Negotiation Theory and Practice A Review of the Literature (article) 

http://www.fao.org/docs/up/easypol/550/4-5_negotiation_background_paper_179en.pdf 

• 15 Tactics For Successful Business Negotiations (article) 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/allbusiness/2016/09/16/15-tactics-for-successful-business-

negotiations/#7adc9e242528 

• Effective Negotiation Strategies and Preparation (article) 

http://www.acc.com/legalresources/quickcounsel/ensp.cfm 

• Negotiation: How to Get (More of) What You Want (Webinar) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7XTlcCvgijI 

 

EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS  

Exercise 1: 

Suppose that the company you work is a technical equipment manufacturer in Greece 

that develops machines, tools, and software for various health services. Imagine that 

you want to expand your business in Sweden and most specifically to provide 

equipment for a private hospital in Stockholm and you are going to have a meeting with 

their executive board to negotiate terms for a future collaboration. How would you 

respond to those situations below? 

• In the private healthcare sector, where trust is the foremost concern and a 

crucial aspect of a potential collaboration, how would you answer to a possible 

question of why your company should be trusted over the rival company that 

the hospital is collaborating so far? 

• How would you deal with a single member of the hospital‘s executive board that 

appears to be clearly negative with the prospect of collaborating with you? 

• How would you response to a ―take it or leave it‖ offer? How would you define 

you own walkaway point in that situation? 

 

 

 

http://smallbusiness.chron.com/plan-negotiation-meeting-25531.html
https://www.pon.harvard.edu/daily/international-negotiation-daily/telling-time-in-different-cultures
https://www.pon.harvard.edu/daily/international-negotiation-daily/telling-time-in-different-cultures
http://www.fao.org/docs/up/easypol/550/4-5_negotiation_background_paper_179en.pdf
https://www.forbes.com/sites/allbusiness/2016/09/16/15-tactics-for-successful-business-negotiations/%237adc9e242528
https://www.forbes.com/sites/allbusiness/2016/09/16/15-tactics-for-successful-business-negotiations/%237adc9e242528
http://www.acc.com/legalresources/quickcounsel/ensp.cfm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7XTlcCvgijI
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Exercise 2: 

The online news journal https://japantoday.com hosts an article with the title 

Differences in business culture between Japan and West, which describes core 

distinctions between Japanese business culture with those of the western societies.  

Moreover, www.americanexpress.com hosts an article about doing business in Japan, 

listing 10 important cultural aspects that every entrepreneur should know.  

• After reading those articles, name 4 things you would do to adapt your 

negotiation and interpersonal skills to the Japanese view of business and 

entrepreneurship.  

  

https://japantoday.com/
https://japantoday.com/
http://www.americanexpress.com/
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UNIT 1 · PILLAR 4 

LEADERSHIP AND MOTIVATION FOR 

GROWING GLOBAL 

 

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 Describe different leadership types within a global environment 

 Comprehend that not every leadership style will work effectively in all 

situations 

 Determine potential leadership roles that could work for them 

 Assess aspects of their current leadership profile 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

Leadership and Motivation for Growing Global 

When we talk about growing global, it means the growth of a company into the international 

market, broadening their cliental and provider base beyond their national borders. In order to be 

successful, it is important to know your competitors, in addition to your foreign target markets 

and customers. This growth can be planned from the formation of the company or it can be 

incorporated into the business plan as the entity continues to expand.  

Within the company it is essential to understand both the growth itself and the impact that 

growing globally has on all facets of the business. This comprehension of how global the 

business is/will be will help establish best practices for having growing successfully.  
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Within the many factors which are essential for having successful growth it is essential to 

consider: leadership and motivation. These are two of the competences that company owners 

most worry about not having in their businesses.  

When considering the leadership for growing global, managers and other leaders have to 

understand how distances and differences influence in international situations. In addition, the 

leaders should be able to understand the actual impact that the ‗global‘ has on the company 

and its affairs. This leadership must extend to the ability to control situations of stress or conflict 

in a productive and positive way. At the same time, leadership development may present itself 

differently in different situations, combining experience with values according to the needs.  

Promoting and maintaining motivation for global growth is a responsibility that falls both to 

the leaders and all other participants within a company. Within the competencies that are 

necessary for a successful global entity is the motivation to work in an international 

environment. This is exceptionally important because communication can be hindered and 

projects can be made more difficult when working with people who have different cultures (and 

different languages).  

 

METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

Global Transformational Leadership 

Transformational leadership focuses on the emotional and ethical side of leadership, drawing 

attention to the growth of both leaders and employees. In organizations with ‗warm‘ employee 

environments, where trust and openness are encouraged, leadership is more likely to be 

organically transformational. This type of leadership creates a sense of importance and value 

among the employee, looking for the best interest of the group as a whole and building the 

company ideal starting with the employee. In turn, this translated into a stronger company 

culture, more loyal employees, and a connection to company values. All of these aspects 

are transmitted to customers in the quality of attention they receive and alignment within the 

market space, improving customer relations.  

Within a global context, the 

transformational leader can play an 

important role in company success. In an 

international business, it is essential that 

the transformational leader is aware of the 

effects his or her action has on the other 

individuals in the entity. Considering 

different cultures, their values, and the 

importance given to different factors within 

those cultures, the global leader has many 

factors he or she must weigh before taking 

action. Therefore, global transformational 

leaders must have high levels of cultural 

intelligence in order to better comprehend 

the differences among cultures and 

appropriately adjust their behaviour to 

these unique situations. 

Extracted from Ramsey, J, Rutti, R, Lorenz, M, Barakat, L, Sant’ana, 

A (2017), Developing global transformational leaders, Journal of 

World Business, June 2017, 461-473 (page: 470). 
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How to Develop Self-Awareness and Increase Self-Assurance in 

a Global Leader 

 

Developing self-awareness means identifying self-strengths and -weaknesses, helping leaders 

analyse their reactions to situations and approaches to decision making. Understanding self-

limitations allows leaders to perform effectively in global settings. In addition, understanding 

these personal factors can help each leader create a personalised leadership style, appreciating 

the unique differences in personality and style that each individual has to offer. 

On the other hand, increasing self-assurance will promote confidence and enthusiasm within 

the workplace, allowing employees to establish trust with their leaders. In order to be an 

effective global leader, it is important to stimulate initiative, trustworthiness, integrity, and 

enthusiasm to the employees. This can be achieved by, firstly, recognising personal strengths 

and weaknesses and, secondly, improve those capabilities that are valued as most important.  

Global leaders should be able to understand their business surroundings, correctly analysing 

the situation and proposing suitable responses to it. These leaders should also be able to react 

quickly to spontaneous issues and be able to identify opportunities. Finally, global leaders must 

consider how they will create a positive environment, promoting creativity and innovation. In 

order to correctly analyse oneself, he or she should consider what Geert Hofstede referred to as 

the ―Three Levels of Human Mental Programming:‖ human nature or the biological/universal 

aspects of people; culture or the programming that is specific to groups and is learned through 

values; and personality or that which is specific to individuals.  

  

Personality: 
Specific to individuals 
Inherited and learned 

Culture: 
Specific to Groups/Collective 
Learned through core values 

Human nature: 
Universal 
Biological  

Hofstede’s model of “Three Levels of Human Mental Programming.” Extracted from Rabotin, M B (2013), How Global 

Leaders Develop Self Awareness, Association for Talent Development. 
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How to Develop Self-Awareness and Increase Self-Assurance in 

a Global Leader 

When talking about the aspect of culture, Hofstede understands it as the ―collective 

programming of the mind that distinguishes the members of one group or category of people 

from others‖ (Hofstede, 2011: 3). Therefore, he proposes a model for comparing national 

cultures on the base of six dimensions: Power Distance, Uncertainty Avoidance, 

Individualism/Collectivism, Masculinity/Femininity, Long/Short Term Orientation, and 

Indulgence/Restraint. 

This means that different cultures find themselves located in unique positions and combinations 

of positions on the six continuums identified by Hofstede. For example, on a power distance 

scale, those cultures which score high (such as Russia) accept a high level of hierarchy and 

power distribution without justifications. On the other hand, cultures with low power distances 

(such as Germany) strive to create al equalised distribution of power and look to justify 

inequalities that exist. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Collaborative Leadership 

With the rapid evolution of companies and their 

networks, collaboration is becoming a critical 

leadership skill and, in fact, a leadership style. 

These collaborations can be seen across 

generations, locations, functions, and teams. 

Collaborative leadership should be partnered with 

inspirational leadership in a flexible way so that 

innovation is fomented and easily applicable 

across different areas.  

This movement turns away from the traditional 

‗single leader‘ who has large amounts of power 

and instead turns to a group of leaders who work 

together. In the field of innovation, leaders are now 

being structured into networks, allowing members to connect across various ideas and combine 

existing thoughts in new ways. By spreading leadership throughout an organisation in a 

See the Country Comparison tool at 

https://www.hofstede-insights.com/country-

comparison/ to see how different countries compare in 

https://www.hofstede-insights.com/country-comparison/
https://www.hofstede-insights.com/country-comparison/
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collaborative and collective way, companies are able to take advantage of skills of many 

different people. In the global marketplace, with an influx of cultures and perspectives of life, this 

collaborative is even more important to be able to understand different points of view.  

Collaborative leadership requires that hierarchies are broken down and that new relationships 

can be built. Perhaps we must consider first redefining leadership to achieve this goal:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Self-Leadership for a Global Leader 

Another way to take advantage of the ‗new definition‘ of leadership is to permit individuals 

greater autonomy, or more self-leadership. Transforming the way leadership is perceived allows 

every individual to take control over their own specific needs, putting him or her back in control 

of his or her own development. Individuals should begin by asking questions like ―What am I 

working to accomplish?‖ And ―Why is this important to me?‖ Leaders should recognise 

individual growth and development, promoting its continuation with positive feedback and 

constructive criticism.  

For workers, this means that they are able to understand what it means to develop personally 

and lead. It will also provide individuals with the capacity to feel as though they have the 

capacity to choose who they want to be, how they want to feel, and what they wish to achieve 

with their lives. If employees are 

given autonomy in this aspect of 

self-development, they will also 

most likely enjoy a higher level of 

intrinsic motivation, or motivation 

from oneself.  

This is one model of how self-

leadership can be measures, where 

three main dimensions are used to 

Extracted from Petrie, N (2014), Future Trends in Leadership Development, Center for Creative Leadership (page: 22). 

Extracted from Shooraj, F. (2016), Studying the relationship between 

charismatic leadership, self-leadership, and work engagement 
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identify self-leadership: behaviour-focused strategies, natural reward strategies, and 

constructive thought strategies. These three dimensions are then divided into nine further 

subscales, such as goal setting, that are able to show an individual‘s disposition to and 

participation in self-leadership.  

One problem with developing these kinds of measuring tools is that they have to be adapted to 

each addition culture because certain self-leadership actions are not valid in the same way in all 

places. For example, returning to Hofstede‘s power distance scale, those cultures with a more 

established hierarchy will have a different interpretation of self-leadership to those which a more 

equity-based system. This highlights once again the importance of cultural impact on successful 

global leadership. 

 

Empathy 

According to Daniel Goleman, leaders should differentiate between three types of empathy:  

• Cognitive empathy or the ability to understand another person‘s perspective. 

• Emotional empathy or the ability to feel what someone else feels. 

• Empathic concern or the ability to sense what another person needs from you.  

 

(Source: Goleman, D (2013), The focused leader: How effective executives direct their 

own—and their organizations‘--attention, Harvard Business Review, December 2013, 

50-60 (page: 55).) 

 

DIGITAL RESOURCES 

• Developing Global Leaders (article)  

https://www.mckinsey.com/global-themes/leadership/developing-global-leaders   

• What Makes an Effective Leader (video)  

https://hbr.org/video/4865860484001/what-leadership-requires-according-to-global-

leaders   

• How to Motivate Employees (video)  

https://hbr.org/video/5487440968001/the-explainer-one-more-time-how-do-you-

motivate-employees  

• Understanding Transformation Leadership (article)  

http://www.regent.edu/acad/global/publications/lao/issue_22/3Wiltshire_motivation_lao_

22.pdf  

• What is Transformational Leadership (video)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=60O2OH7mHys  

• Self-Awareness and the Effective Leader (article)  

https://www.inc.com/resources/leadership/articles/20071001/musselwhite.html  

• Understanding Hofstede‘s dimensions of culture (article)  

https://www.hofstede-insights.com/models/national-culture/  

https://www.mckinsey.com/global-themes/leadership/developing-global-leaders
https://www.mckinsey.com/global-themes/leadership/developing-global-leaders
https://www.mckinsey.com/global-themes/leadership/developing-global-leaders
https://hbr.org/video/4865860484001/what-leadership-requires-according-to-global-leaders
https://hbr.org/video/4865860484001/what-leadership-requires-according-to-global-leaders
https://hbr.org/video/4865860484001/what-leadership-requires-according-to-global-leaders
https://hbr.org/video/4865860484001/what-leadership-requires-according-to-global-leaders
https://hbr.org/video/5487440968001/the-explainer-one-more-time-how-do-you-motivate-employees
https://hbr.org/video/5487440968001/the-explainer-one-more-time-how-do-you-motivate-employees
https://hbr.org/video/5487440968001/the-explainer-one-more-time-how-do-you-motivate-employees
https://hbr.org/video/5487440968001/the-explainer-one-more-time-how-do-you-motivate-employees
http://www.regent.edu/acad/global/publications/lao/issue_22/3Wiltshire_motivation_lao_22.pdf
http://www.regent.edu/acad/global/publications/lao/issue_22/3Wiltshire_motivation_lao_22.pdf
http://www.regent.edu/acad/global/publications/lao/issue_22/3Wiltshire_motivation_lao_22.pdf
http://www.regent.edu/acad/global/publications/lao/issue_22/3Wiltshire_motivation_lao_22.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=60O2OH7mHys
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=60O2OH7mHys
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=60O2OH7mHys
https://www.inc.com/resources/leadership/articles/20071001/musselwhite.html
https://www.hofstede-insights.com/models/national-culture/
https://www.hofstede-insights.com/models/national-culture/
https://www.hofstede-insights.com/models/national-culture/
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• Essential Skills for Leadership Effectiveness in Diverse Workplace Development 

(article)  

http://opensiuc.lib.siu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1133&context=ojwed  

• Understanding Self-Leadership (article) 

https://www.regent.edu/acad/global/publications/ijls/new/vol7iss2/IJLS_Vol7Iss2_Hough

ton_pp216-232.pdf  

 

EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS  

Exercise 1: 

Your company wishes to change the leadership programme and would like to promote 

transformational leadership within the business. This means that the leaders have to begin to 

question what it means to be a leader and figure out how to be more effective with their 

leadership. These four steps will help you understand how to change the leadership dynamics 

in a motivating way: 

1. Create an inspiring vision for the future: Remember that the definition of vision is the 

purpose and drive behind all the activities carried out by you and your team.  

2. Motivate people to share and deliver this vision: Make sure that this vision appeals 

to the values of other and inspires them to actively participate in its completion.  

3. Manage the delivery of the vision: Making the vision a reality creates strong ties 

between those people involved. Consider the individual and collective roles of your 

team in delivering this vision.  

4. Work towards building ever-stronger and trust-based relationships: The people 

are what define success for transformational leaders. Consider how to build ties and 

help them achieve their goals.  

 

Exercise 2: 

Within the transformational leadership programme that is being created, the company wishes to 

support a new system of collaborative leadership. Answer the questions provided below to see 

where you fall on the scale of a collaborative leader: 

  

http://opensiuc.lib.siu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1133&context=ojwed
http://opensiuc.lib.siu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1133&context=ojwed
http://opensiuc.lib.siu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1133&context=ojwed
https://www.regent.edu/acad/global/publications/ijls/new/vol7iss2/IJLS_Vol7Iss2_Houghton_pp216-232.pdf
https://www.regent.edu/acad/global/publications/ijls/new/vol7iss2/IJLS_Vol7Iss2_Houghton_pp216-232.pdf
https://www.regent.edu/acad/global/publications/ijls/new/vol7iss2/IJLS_Vol7Iss2_Houghton_pp216-232.pdf
https://www.regent.edu/acad/global/publications/ijls/new/vol7iss2/IJLS_Vol7Iss2_Houghton_pp216-232.pdf
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UNIT 1 · PILLAR 5 

CAPACITY OF INFLUENCE, RELATIONAL 

ABILITY AND ABILITY TO GENERATE AND 

MANAGE GLOBAL TEAMS 
  

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Recognise the competitive edge that diversity brings to the organization 

 Define a business case for diversity 

 Apply strategies for communicating commitment to diversity and build the 

organization‘s culture of inclusion 

 Develop a diversity statement. 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

In order to achieve success in today‘s global economy, organizations are operating with an ever 

more geographically dispersed teams and workforce. 

 The global economical mosaic urges organizations to assemble teams that convey the 

best functional expertise from around the world with knowledge of the best markets to 

work on.  

 This international diversity helps organizations to be competitive in the new economical 

and business environment, by bringing people from different cultures and backgrounds 

together, with different approaches to work and varied experiences.  

 When team members come from 

different countries and functional 

backgrounds and are working in different 

locations, communication can rapidly 

deteriorate, misunderstanding can arise, 

and cooperation can deteriorate into 

distrust.  

 Managers have to be very flexible and 

appreciate the competitive edge that 

diversity brings to the organization  

(Source: https://hbr.org/2015/10/global-teams-that-work).  

In the specific case of virtual teams, autonomy is greatly required as is communication, 

cooperation and trust between the team leader and its members. When working in the digital 

economy the ability to foster co- innovation and co-creation becomes a crucial skill. (Source: 

http://www.eleaderacademy.eu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Lead30-Report_web02.pdf).  

https://hbr.org/2015/10/global-teams-that-work
http://www.eleaderacademy.eu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Lead30-Report_web02.pdf
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METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

TACK Model – Leading for Connectivity  

TACK stands for Trust, Ambition, Communication and Knowledge. This Model is a guide to 

leading with connectivity. Global Leaders need to ask themselves: 

 

How to define a Business case for diversity  

Diversity is critical to develop top talent, expand global profits and respond effectively to clients 

needs. However, diversity management implementation is still far from being present in 

organizations operations and strategies. Managing diversity and promoting HRM practices in a 

multicultural context becomes a critical aspect of organizational success. The following five 

steps will help you define a clear and effective business case for diversity: 

    

 

 

 

 

 

(Source: https://www.imd.org/globalassets/publications/insightsimd/docs/37---global-leadership-and-global-teams.pdf)  

https://www.imd.org/globalassets/publications/insightsimd/docs/37---global-leadership-and-global-teams.pdf
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Strategies for Communicating Your Commitment to Diversity 

A true commitment to diversity can be achieved by planning and implementing a communication 

strategy that allows you to communicate with employees (internally) and with clients and other 

stakeholders (externally). This strategy will help you accomplish the desired outcomes for your 

organization, employees and workplace culture.  

 

The following strategies will help you to communicate your commitment to diversity and build 

your organization‘s culture of inclusion: 

 Start by designing your diversity statement with all your employees, ensuring that all 

perspectives are valued and included. Share your diversity statement in a common 

space with high visibility such as a lunch room, staff lounge, and front reception. Make 

sure you share your strategy with all your employees so that they can easily source, 

understand and disseminate your organisation policies, practices and your goals.  

 Make your diversity statement visible by posting it in your organisation‘s website, email 

signatures, job postings, newsletters and other promotional materials.  

 Decorate the workplace with posters and other art forms that embody diversity. This will 

help you show your level of commitment to your belief in diversity and promote a 

cultural diverse environment. 

 Encourage activities that keep your strategy alive, engaging your employees and 

promoting diversity (design a diversity calendar with holidays from different cultural 

(Source: https://www.td.org/insights/diversity-inclusion-making-the-business-case ) 

https://www.td.org/insights/diversity-inclusion-making-the-business-case
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backgrounds and traditions, organise events, celebrations and activities focused on 

diversity, among others). 

 Demonstrate that your commitment to diversity is more than just words by sending 

updates on your progress towards creating a welcoming and inclusive work 

environment.  

(Source: https://workplaceinitiatives.novascotia.ca/welcomingworkplaces/commitment 

/communication.asp) 

 

DIGITAL RESOURCES 

• How to Build Trust on Your Cross-Cultural Team (article)  

https://hbr.org/2016/06/how-to-build-trust-on-your-cross-cultural-team  

• Understanding ―People‖ People (article)  

https://hbr.org/2004/06/understanding-people-people 

• Global Trends Impacting the Future of HR Management - Engaging and Integrating a 

Global Workforce (Report))  

https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-magazine/documents/3-

15%20eiu%20theme%202%20report-final.pdf  

• Global Teams: Trends, Challenges and Solutions (Collection of white papers) 

https://est05.esalestrack.com/eSalesTrack/Content/Content.ashx?file=4578f59e-21b3-

4a2c-bbfe-63e53af3f5dc.pdf  

• Mind the Culture Gap (Article)  

https://www.shrm.org/ResourcesAndTools/hr-topics/organizational-and-employee-

development/Pages/Mind-the-Culture-Gap.aspx  

 

EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS  

Exercise 1: 

1.1 Develop your organisation diversity statement. 

Start by looking at your organisation‘s values, mission, and vision statements and fill in the 

tables below (If you do not have statements that set out your organisation‘s values, mission, or 

vision you can start to create them now – You can refresh the concepts of values, mission and 

vision here: http://www.harshman.com/assets/files/Mission-Vision-Values%20Definitions.pdf). 

  

https://workplaceinitiatives.novascotia.ca/welcomingworkplaces/commitment/communication.asp
https://workplaceinitiatives.novascotia.ca/welcomingworkplaces/commitment/communication.asp
https://workplaceinitiatives.novascotia.ca/welcomingworkplaces/commitment/communication.asp
https://workplaceinitiatives.novascotia.ca/welcomingworkplaces/commitment/communication.asp
https://workplaceinitiatives.novascotia.ca/welcomingworkplaces/commitment/communication.asp
https://hbr.org/2016/06/how-to-build-trust-on-your-cross-cultural-team
https://hbr.org/2004/06/understanding-people-people
https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-magazine/documents/3-15%20eiu%20theme%202%20report-final.pdf
https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-magazine/documents/3-15%20eiu%20theme%202%20report-final.pdf
https://est05.esalestrack.com/eSalesTrack/Content/Content.ashx?file=4578f59e-21b3-4a2c-bbfe-63e53af3f5dc.pdf%20
https://est05.esalestrack.com/eSalesTrack/Content/Content.ashx?file=4578f59e-21b3-4a2c-bbfe-63e53af3f5dc.pdf%20
https://www.shrm.org/ResourcesAndTools/hr-topics/organizational-and-employee-development/Pages/Mind-the-Culture-Gap.aspx
https://www.shrm.org/ResourcesAndTools/hr-topics/organizational-and-employee-development/Pages/Mind-the-Culture-Gap.aspx
http://www.harshman.com/assets/files/Mission-Vision-Values%20Definitions.pdf
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1.2 Brainstorm answers to these questions to help you create 

your statement: 

• What do we believe as an organisation about diversity in our workplace? 

• How does our organisation benefit if we commit to being a diverse workplace? 

• How do we want diversity to work in our company in the future? 

 

1.3 Write a first draft of your diversity statement: 

(Tips: Choose key words from your values, mission, and vision statements.  Find ways that 

these same words can also apply to diversity.  Use these key words as you create your diversity 

statement.) 

 

Exercise 2: 

Diversity Communication Plan Template. Once you have decided on your diversity statement, 

the next step on your ‗to do list‘ is how to communicate it. Using this template design your 

organisation‘s Diversity Communication Plan. 
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UNIT 1 · PILLAR 6 

MANAGE MULTICULTURAL 

ORGANIZATIONS AND TEAMS, 

UNDERSTAND CULTURAL DIFFERENCES 

AND BUSINESS CULTURES, AND 

OVERCOME LANGUAGE BARRIERS 
  

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 Acknowledge how to manage multicultural organizations and teams 

 Understand cultural differences and business cultures through a set of 

theoretical models (Hofstede‘s Five-dimensional Model of Culture, GLOBE 

Cultural Dimensions and the SPLIT Framework) 

 Become aware of strategies to overcome language barriers and cultural 

differences 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

The market went global. Borders are no longer the business limits and companies who intend to 

keep competitive need to be able to operate under diverse landscapes and to manage a diverse 

set of employees with different backgrounds. 

Companies commit to diversity to a greater or to a smaller degree, but managing diversity in the 

broadest sense includes a process of creating and maintaining an environment that naturally 

allows all individuals to reach their full potential in pursuit of organizational objectives. 
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Understand Cultural Differences and Business Cultures 

 Operating in the global market means that you need to be able to move in a series of 

diverse landscapes.  

 Management skills are by essence culture specific; a management approach that is 

appropriate in one national culture may not be adequate in another.  

 Management within a society is very much influenced by its cultural context because it 

is impossible to organize people‘s actions without a deep understanding of their values, 

beliefs and ways of expression (Intercultural Issues in Outsourcing ITIM, 2008). 

 

How can national culture influence your organization? (ITIM, 

2010) 

Leadership - Whether you are a multinational company or a small enterprise, if you have a 

diverse workforce or if your customers are diverse, you need to manage cultural backgrounds.  

Change Management - Change implementation and preparation is highly culturally sensitive. 

Behavioural aspects such as resistance need to be taken into account once preparing a change 

process. Change management needs to combine different approaches in different countries – 

cultural sensitivity will increase this process likelihood to succeed.  

Marketing - Consumer behaviour is fundamentally linked to culture, therefore demanding the 

need to identify and understand this link and its impact on global marketing and advertising. 

Recruiting - When it comes to HR challenges the right person for the right job is one of the 

critical ones. Recruiting across cultures to a diverse workforce implies a deeply understanding 

that different cultures define desirable expertise and competences differently, and that internal 

diversity is also leverage when operating in the international markets 

.  

.  
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Overcome Language Barriers 

Good communication among coworkers plays a crucial role in effective knowledge sharing, 

decision making, coordination, and, ultimately, performance results (Neeley & Kaplan, 2014).  

 In global teams, different levels of fluency with the chosen common language are 

almost inevitable—and most likely responsible for increasing social distance between 

team members.  

 The team members who can better communicate in the organization‘s chosen business 

language (usually English) often exercise the most influence, while team members who 

are not so fluent often become self-conscious and withdraw. 

 Moderating these effects typically involves insisting that all team members respect three 

rules for communicating: dial down dominance (fluent speakers), dial up engagement 

(less fluent speakers) and balance for inclusion (Team leaders) (Neeley, 2015). 

 

 

 

METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

Hofstede‘s Five-dimensional Model of Culture 

One of the most influential and most widely used cultural studies is Geert Hofstede‘s 1970‘s 

Five-dimensional Model of Culture. The research began in 1960‘s and continued over 30 years. 

Hofstede‘s Model highlights six different cultural dimensions that emerged in the research.  
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How to define a Business case for diversity  

GLOBE Cultural Dimensions 

GLOBE | Global Leadership and Organizational Behaviour Effectiveness, examined the 

interrelationship between organizational and societal culture and leader behaviour in 62 

countries. The project considered over 17 000 middle-level managers in three sectors: financial 

services, food processing and telecommunications.  

GLOBE distinguished nine cultural dimensions: 

Barroca, A. (2015) – REDIVE – Recruitment for Effective European Cultural Workforce Diversity. Lifelong Learning 

Programme Project 

Culture, Leadership and Organizations: The GLOBE Study of 62 Societies. 2004 
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SPLIT Framework (Neeley, 2015) 

The SPLIT Framework to manage global teams is an acronym that stands for five components: 

structure, process, language, identity, and technology. 

1. Structure is about perceptions of power leading to ―in groups‖ and ―out groups‖. For example 

an organization which has the majority of employees in one country and just a few in another; it 

will be perceived that the employees in the majority office have more power. Managers must 

focus on reconnecting employees with three key messages: who we are, what we do, and the 

fact that the manager is there to support them, not just for one group but for all.  Spending time 

to reinforce the mission on a consistent basis is critical. 

2. Process refers to the importance of setting opportunities to develop empathy into the team‘s 

processes. Managers should set norms for responsiveness and encourage honest feedback on 

what‘s working and what‘s not.   

3. Language refers to the fluency gap when you have team members who speak English as a 

second language.  It‘s important that the fluent English speakers refrain from speaking too 

quickly, using acronyms, and risking to dominate the conversation.  It‘s also important to find a 

balance and give space both to introverts and to extroverts. 

4. Identity is about understanding the cultural and regional norms that may be misinterpreted 

and cause miscommunication and mistrust.  All team members must become both teachers and 

learners, willing to ask and answer questions about their own communication norms and conflict 

approaches. 

5. Technology is a component we must learn to make good choices about.  What technology 

provides the best opportunity for decreasing social distance during a particular meeting?  

Managers should model this behaviour if they expect employees to follow. 

 

DIGITAL RESOURCES 

• Cultural difference in business | Valerie Hoeks | TEDxHaarlem (Video)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VMwjscSCcf0  

• Why it's important to understand cultural difference in business (Article)  

https://www.forbes.com/sites/blakemorgan/2015/10/12/why-its-important-to-understand-

cultural-difference-in-business/#a8f96b12659a 

• Managing cultural differences in business adventures (Article)  

https://www.virgin.com/entrepreneur/managing-cultural-differences-business-

adventures 

• Cultural differences in business (Article)  

https://bizfluent.com/info-7946510-cultural-differences-business.html  

• Cultural differences in business communication (Article)  

http://public.tepper.cmu.edu/jnh/businessCommunication.pdf 

• Global teams that work (Article)  

https://hbr.org/2015/10/global-teams-that-work  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VMwjscSCcf0%20
https://www.forbes.com/sites/blakemorgan/2015/10/12/why-its-important-to-understand-cultural-difference-in-business/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/blakemorgan/2015/10/12/why-its-important-to-understand-cultural-difference-in-business/
https://www.virgin.com/entrepreneur/managing-cultural-differences-business-adventures
https://www.virgin.com/entrepreneur/managing-cultural-differences-business-adventures
https://bizfluent.com/info-7946510-cultural-differences-business.html
http://public.tepper.cmu.edu/jnh/businessCommunication.pdf
https://hbr.org/2015/10/global-teams-that-work
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• IBM – Diversity and Inclusion (Brochure)  

http://www-03.ibm.com/employment/us/diverse/downloads/ibm_diversity_brochure.pdf 

• Explore each country‘s Hofstede profile and compare them (website)  

https://www.hofstede-insights.com/ & https://www.hofstede-insights.com/country-

comparison/ 

• Language Management in Multinational Companies (Article)  

https://harzing.com/download/langman.pdf  

 

EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS  

Exercise 1: 

Read the text and answer the following questions: 

In a small suburban community, a giraffe had a new home built to his family‘s specifications. It 

was a wonderful house for giraffes, with soaring ceilings and tall doorways. High windows 

ensured maximum light and good views while protecting the family‘s privacy. Narrow hallways 

saved valuable space without compromising convenience. So well done was the house that it 

won the National Giraffe Home of the Year Award. The home‘s owners were very proud. One 

day the giraffe, working in his state-of-the-art wood shop in the basement, happened to look out 

of the window. 

Coming down the street was an elephant. "I know him," he thought. "We worked together on a 

PTA committee. He‘s an excellent woodworker, too. I think I‘ll ask him in to see my new shop. 

Maybe we can even work on some projects." So the giraffe poked his head out the window and 

invited the elephant in. The elephant was delighted; he had liked working with the giraffe and 

looked forward to knowing him better. Besides, he knew about the wood shop and wanted to 

see it. So he walked up to the basement door and waited for it to open. 

"Come in; come in," the giraffe said. But immediately they encountered a problem. While the 

elephant could get his head in the door, he could go no farther. "It‘s a good thing we made this 

door expandable to accommodate my wood shop equipment," the giraffe said. "Give me a 

minute while I take care of our problem." He removed some bolts and panels to let the elephant 

in. The two acquaintances were happily exchanging woodworking stories when the giraffe‘s wife 

leaned her head down the basement stairs and called her husband: "Telephone, dear; it‘s your 

boss." "I‘d better take that upstairs in the den," the giraffe told the elephant. "Please make 

yourself at home; this may take a while." 

The elephant looked around, saw a half-finished piece of work on the lathe table in the far 

corner, and decided to explore it further. As he moved through the doorway that led to the shop, 

he heard an ominous scrunch. He backed out, scratching his head. "Maybe I‘ll join the giraffe 

upstairs," he thought. But as he started up the stairs, he heard stairs begin to crack. He jumped 

off and fell back against the wall. It too began to crumble. As he sat there disheveled and 

dismayed, the giraffe came down the stairs. 

"What on earth is happening here?" the giraffe asked in amazement. ―I was trying to make 

myself at home," the elephant said. The giraffe looked around. "Okay, I see the problem. The 

doorway is too narrow. We‘ll have to make you smaller. There‘s an aerobics studio near here. If 

you‘d take some classes there, we could get you down to size." "Maybe," the elephant said, not 

http://www-03.ibm.com/employment/us/diverse/downloads/ibm_diversity_brochure.pdf
https://www.hofstede-insights.com/
https://www.hofstede-insights.com/country-comparison/
https://www.hofstede-insights.com/country-comparison/
https://harzing.com/download/langman.pdf
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looking very convinced. "And the stairs are too weak to carry your weight," the giraffe continued. 

"If you took a ballet class at night, I‘m sure we could get you light on your feet. I really hope 

you‘ll do it. I like having you here." "Perhaps," the elephant said. "But to tell you the truth, I‘m not 

sure a house designed for a giraffe will ever really work for an elephant, not unless there are 

some major changes.‖  

(From R. Roosevelt Thomas, (1999) Building a House for Diversity. New York, et.al: American 

Management Association, pp. 3-5.) 

 

Exercise 2: 

Reflect about the following questions: 

1. The challenge of diversity at workplaces, either when you are in an inclusive or non-inclusive 

organisation. 

2. The tension and problems arising from the coexistence of differences. Are top, middle and 

line managers prepared to manage conflicts between mixed teams? 

3. The extent to what diversity influences the organisational growth. 

4. The role of technologies to answer the day-to-day conflicts at workplace and in a virtual-

based team management.  
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UNIT 1 · PILLAR 7 

PROPENSITY FOR RISK 
  

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 Define propensity for risk and risk aversion 

 Understand JPI and JPI-R personality inventories 

 Apply the Risk Propensity Scale and use the Balloon Analogue Task 

 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

In an ever-changing world, where uncertainty is the status quo in the world of business, there 

are neither totally safe options nor decisions with guaranteed success. Almost every 

organization and enterprise has had a moment where their respective owners or executives 

have made a crucial decision concerning the future of their organization. A decision that, in 

hindsight, turned out to be what made the difference against their competitors or it led the 

enterprise to failure and bankruptcy. 

 
 

Your ability to judge whether a specific action should be taken, and to make a calculated, 

realistic, and unbiased estimation of your chance of success, can shape the future of your 

enterprise. Remember, as an entrepreneur it‘s not only deciding to take a risk, but actively 

choosing not to take one as well. 

 

 

  
“We define an individuals‟ risk propensity as an accumulative 
result from the risk tendencies of this person. This is in effect more 
of an elementary and profound trait or behavior which is a part of a 
person‟s whole persona.” 

Helene Landqvist & Petra Stålhandske, University of Gothenburg 
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Risk Aversion 

In the world of business, risk aversion and sticking to status quo is many times as dangerous as 

mindless risk taking for the future of a company. Risk taking means innovation, and innovation 

means success. Those who are not prone to take a risk, usually: 

  Overestimate the probability of something going wrong. 

  Underestimate their own ability to cope with any problem may occur. 

  Exaggerate the consequences of failure. 

 

METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

The tendency of taking risks has been the centre of study for many researchers, especially in 

the field of human psychology. It has been suggested that the propensity of taking risks is 

closely connected to the general confidence of the individual, and this in turn is connected to 

factors like power or physical attraction. Also, factors like age or gender play their own role, 

since younger people and men are more inclined to take greater risks than older people and 

women respectively. 

Since 1990, a number of measures and tests were developed dedicated to measure an 

individual‘s risk-taking behaviour.  

Usually there are three separate approaches to measurement of risk propensity: 

 Behavioural measures of risk determine individuals' risk preferences from actual 

choices made in games or scenarios, both real and hypothetical 

 Measures of risk attitude use self-report questionnaires that directly query 

individuals about risky situations 

 Measures of personality traits related to risk assess risk attitude through individuals‘ 

self-reports of personality traits related to risk-taking and aversion 

       Society for Judgment and Decision Making, Attitude Measures 

 

Jackson Personality Inventory and Jackson Personality 

Inventory-Revised 

The Jackson Personality Inventory is a measure designed to assess personality traits and 

predict an individual‘s behaviour in settings and environments such as work, education, teams, 

and interpersonal situations. The JPI includes 320 True-False items consisting of 16 scales, 

each comprising 20 statements, the scores of each scale ranging from 0 to 20. In its revised 

form, the JPI-R, contains 300 True-False statements. 
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The risk-taking scale of Jackson Personality Inventory contains 20 multiple-choice 

questions and defines risk-taking in terms of four facets:  

  Monetary risk-taking 

  Physical risk-taking 

  Social risk-taking 

  Ethical risk-taking 

You can take the 45 minutes-long JPI-R using SIGMA's online platform at SigmaTesting.com. 

Results are generated and presented using graphs, numbers, and scale descriptions. In the 

following link a 30-year old male sample‘s report is being presented as an example. You can 

check his risk-taking score on page 6. 

 

The Risk Propensity Scale 

A scale to measure an individual‘s general tendency of taking risks, the Risk Propensity Scale, 

was introduced by Ree M. Martins and Rene Lion (2008).  It was tested on samples of 

university students and it consists of 7 items, where each one of the participants had to rate 

himself/herself in a 9-score scale, ranging from 1 (totally disagree) to 9 (totally agree.) 

 

 

 

http://www.sigmatesting.com/
https://www.google.gr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjixIyM4IbYAhUI5qQKHQHODwMQFggzMAE&url=http://www.sigmaassessmentsystems.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/JPI-R-Technical-Manual.pdf&usg=AOvVaw136vjcPwiBl
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The Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART) 

The Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART) is a measure of risk propensity through a 

computerized process. The model was presented by Lejuez CW, Read JP, Kahler CW, 

Richards JB, Ramsey SE, Stuart GL, Strong DR and Brown RA, from the Universities of Brown, 

Buffalo and Maryland.  According to its creators, ―the BART models real-world risk behavior 

through the conceptual frame of balancing the potential for reward versus loss.‖  

During the task, the participant has the chance 

to earn money by pumping up a balloon. Each 

click makes the balloon inflate incrementally 

and that adds money to the participant‘s 

account. The balloon‘s has its breakpoints 

which are unknown to the participant and 

consequently there‘s a chance the balloon 

explodes and every earning for that trial is lost. 

Of course, the participants can simply cash out 

if they think it‘s too risky to inflate the balloon 

any longer. The whole process is a tradeoff 

between greater potential award and greater 

risk. 

 

DIGITAL RESOURCES 

• The Genetics of Human Risk-taking | Deborah Perry Piscione (Article) 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/genetics-human-risk-taking-deborah-perry-piscione/ 

•  Risk Taking Propensity of Entrepreneurs | Robert H. Brockhaus Sr. (Publication) 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/228314865_Risk_Taking_Propensity_of_Entrepr

eneurs  

•  Take A Risk: The Odds Are Better Than You Think | Margie Warrell (Article) 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/margiewarrell/2013/06/18/take-a-risk-the-odds-are-better-

than-you-think 

•  7 Reasons Why Risk-Taking Leads To Success |Julie Zeilinger (Article) 

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/08/13/seven-reasons-why-risk-taking-leads-to-

success_n_3749425.html 

•  Measuring an Individual‘s Tendency to Take Risks: The Risk Propensity Scale |Ree M. 

Martins & Rene Lion  (Publication) 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1559-1816.2008.00357.x/abstract 

 

 

 

 

 

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/039a/f2639709eb575be6587b45ba4374645f52a7.pdf
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/genetics-human-risk-taking-deborah-perry-piscione/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/228314865_Risk_Taking_Propensity_of_Entrepreneurs
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/228314865_Risk_Taking_Propensity_of_Entrepreneurs
https://www.forbes.com/sites/margiewarrell/2013/06/18/take-a-risk-the-odds-are-better-than-you-think
https://www.forbes.com/sites/margiewarrell/2013/06/18/take-a-risk-the-odds-are-better-than-you-think
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/08/13/seven-reasons-why-risk-taking-leads-to-success_n_3749425.html
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/08/13/seven-reasons-why-risk-taking-leads-to-success_n_3749425.html
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1559-1816.2008.00357.x/abstract
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EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS  

Task 1: 

As described above, the BART is a computerized measure of risk taking behaviour developed 

by Lejuez et al. On http://www.millisecond.com/download/library/bart/ you can download or run 

online the BART test to measure your own risk propensity.  

Tip: Make sure to check the user manual for any questions. 

 

Task 2: 

Created by Ree M. Martins and Rene Lion, the Risk Propensity Scale is a survey that measures 

an individual‘s general tendency of taking risks. Find the survey at 

https://www.psytoolkit.org/survey-library/risk-rps.html and use it to calculate your own score 

Martin‘s & Lyon‘s Risk Propensity Scale calculated for you. 

  

http://www.millisecond.com/download/library/bart/
http://www.millisecond.com/download/library/v5/bart/autobart/autobart.manual
https://www.psytoolkit.org/survey-library/risk-rps.html
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UNIT 1 · PILLAR 8 

PROACTIVE COMPETITIVE STANCE 
  

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 Define proactive competitive stance and understand how it relates to strategic 

planning, future prediction, opportunities and threats 

 Describe the Proactive Environmental Strategic Management Model 

 Recognize the role of proactive competition in documented case studies 

 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

A proactive company is one that places greater emphasis on forward-thinking strategic planning 

as opposed to reactive strategies to deal with problems or to approach opportunities as they 

arise. Being proactive offers a business a lot of advantages when approaching business 

opportunities and managing problems. 

Strategic Planning:  Strategic planning is a communication and decision-making process that 

proactive managers typically undergo at least once a year. Planning includes setting operational 

objectives, making long-term strategic decisions, and assessing the company's current 

strengths and weaknesses and long-term opportunities and threats. Regular strategic planning 

is a common quality of a proactive company as it includes a broad look at the company's current 

position and how to best position it for the future. 

 

Predicting the Future:  Accurately predicting future opportunities and threats for a business is 

impossible, but it is possible to make reasonably effective projections based on thorough 

analysis. Proactive company managers more effectively plan for: 

  Potential problems 

  Market evolutions and trends  

  Consumer expectations before they develop. 
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This gives them a greater ability to put systems, infrastructure and employees in place to 

address these issues and opportunities as they arise. Proactive marketing, for instance, 

researches and recognizes emerging customer desires and preferences before the broad 

market has become aware of them. This allows proactive companies to lead in new product 

development and marketing. 

Taking Advantage of Opportunities: The positive side of being proactive is the ability to take 

advantage of opportunities where your company's strengths align with marketplace 

developments. New innovations, technological advances, societal movements, and changing 

customer perceptions and needs all contribute to potential opportunities to grow a business. 

The benefit of being proactive is that you recognize, plan for, and invest in new opportunities 

before it's too late. Some market opportunities have narrow windows.  

Dealing with Threats: Threats seem to have a more negative vibe as a topic of discussion, but 

proactive companies also realize the need to stave off pending or future threats. Fast food 

restaurants, for instance, began adding more nutritional items like salads, fruit, and yogurt to 

their menus in response to societal demands for healthier alternatives. Environmental, 

economic, and regulatory threats can all potentially damage or wipe out a company that is not 

proactive. Being aware of economic changes and new laws that affect your business helps you 

work around or plan alternative business strategies before the threats become fully realized. 

Proactive Risk Management: Through careful risk management, proactive managers help 

ensure a project‘s success. Proactive risk management involves carefully analysing a situation 

to determine the major risks and then taking steps to minimize potential damage.  

For example, a factory owner might recognize that her employees are ignoring workplace 

safety. Instead of waiting for tragedy to happen, she designs and enforces strict rules for safe 

behaviour and creates emergency protocols for dangerous situations. Essentially, her proactive 

management both decreased the likelihood of future problems and minimized the negative 

effects of accidents that do happen. 

Leading the Way: By being confident and optimistic, proactive managers can inspire 

employees. For example, a sales manager who is enthusiastic and encouraging with his sales 

representatives might stimulate the development of the same proactive behaviour in his staff. In 

their dealings with customers, the sales representatives also will be enthusiastic and 

encouraging, leading to increased customer confidence and sales. 

Investing in Employee Development: Proactive managers also understand the importance of 

employee empowerment. Developing employees' skills now ensures their future capabilities, 

increasing the strength of the organization as a whole. Reactive managers, in contrast, wait until 

a need arises to focus on employee training and education, which might be too little too late. 

Proactive Organizations: Proactive organizations continually analyse the business 

environment for signs of impending change so they can improve their performance. For 

example, a manufacturer might hire a market-research firm to analyse its target consumers and 

forecast shifts in consumer demand. The proactive manufacturer can use the data to optimize 

its product line long before its reactive competitors recognize they are behind the times. At the 

same time, the manufacturer might institute a self-evaluation program to analyse its productivity, 

efficiency, worker morale, and other areas that bear improving. 

Advantages: Proactive organizations are a step ahead of the game. Rather than wait for 

circumstances to dictate their actions, they change long before risks materialize. Competitors 

find it difficult to keep up because proactive organizations undergo continuous self-improvement 

even during good times, when other organizations might rest on their laurels. Proactive 

organizations are also cost-effective. By honing their performance to increase productivity and 
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efficiency, and by dealing with small problems before they develop into bigger problems, they 

save money that can be used to lower their prices, further increasing their competitiveness. 

 

Examples:  

  The Toro Company, Exmark Manufacturing, and Dixon Industries Inc. collectively 

recalled 62,000 faulty commercial riding mowers. These companies worked directly with 

their dealers, distributors and customers during the recall campaign to proactively fix or 

replace the affected units already on the market.  

  Nike is another example of a company that took a proactive stance, responding to 

criticisms about the labour conditions in the company‘s supply chain. Kingfisher, a 

company that owns the British chain B&Q,  has successfully implemented a proactive 

stance on waste reduction, chemicals, and green issues. 

Reactive Organizations: Reactive organizations don‘t change until situations force them to act. 

For example, an emerging new competitor might spur a company to remain competitive and 

find ways to improve its performance. Or a company might wait for an economic crisis before it 

researches ways to increase productivity and cut costs. By waiting for extenuating 

circumstances and by failing to anticipate major developments, reactive organizations put 

themselves at risk: Sooner or later, aggressive competitors overtake slow-moving companies. 

Proactive business owners have a significant competitive advantage. They are flexible, 

adaptable, and focused on continually improving their customer service, productivity, efficiency, 

and workplace environments. Reactive owners, on the other hand, never maximize the potential 

of their businesses because they postpone change until it‘s absolutely necessary—and perhaps 

too late. 

 

METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

Proactive Environmental Strategic Management Model 
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The Proactive Environmental Strategic Management Model is derived from various 

recommendations found in scholarly articles, professional association reports, and management 

tool guidance documents, as well as an analysis of each management tool used by several 

corporate firms within their respective public corporate sustainability reports. 

 

Conceptual Model 

A conceptual model of the impact of a responsive and proactive market orientation on 

innovation and business performance is developed: 

 

Analysis model for supply chain risk management 

The theoretical model consists of four constructs, out of which three constructs—namely Supply 

Chain (SC) risk sources, SC risk drivers, and SC risk mitigation strategies—are taken as 

independent variables. The fourth construct—overall risk exposure of the firm—is taken as a 

dependent construct. The measurement scale was developed for all four constructs. We 

measure the SC risk sources by observed variables: the demand side risk and supply side risks. 

The SC risk driver was measured by complexity and efficiency. Observed variables, such as 

proactive and reactive risk mitigation strategies, were used for measuring the effect of risk 

mitigation strategies on overall risk exposure. 

 

  

A conceptual model of the impact of a responsive and proactive market orientation on innovation and business 
performance: Bodlaj, 2010 

Proposed research model: Operations and Service Management: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications 
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DIGITAL RESOURCES 

 Proactively Building Competitive Advantage: Mastering Business with the Speed of In-

Memory Computing (video)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80rjFqf4MIc 

 The Secret of Being Proactive by Jefferson Santos (video) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1pNC3jnq1YE 

 Being proactive (video)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qt4Mbaaq5dM 

 Proactive vs Reactive | Be Proactive (video) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tex0zKuLCMg 

 Proactive Environmental Management: Avoiding the Toxic Trap (article)  

https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/proactive-environmental-management-avoiding-the-

toxic-trap/ 

 Difference Between a Proactive & a Reactive Business Strategy (article) 

http://smallbusiness.chron.com/difference-between-proactive-reactive-business-

strategy-62157.html 

 A competitive advantage, being proactive (blog) 

https://www.bizjournals.com/phoenix/blog/techflash/2016/09/a-competitive-advantage-

being-proactive.html 

 Why Proactive Support is the Next Generation in Customer Service (blog) 

https://www.superoffice.com/blog/proactive-support/  

 Top-3-tips-to-make-collaboration-a-competitive-advantage (blog) 

https://www.proactiveworldwide.com/resources/market-and-competitive-intelligence-

blog/top-3-tips-to-make-collaboration-a-competitive-advantage/  

 The Power of Proactive Marketing (blog) 

 https://trackmaven.com/blog/power-proactive-marketing/  

 Be Proactive, Not Reactive in Your Business (blog) 

https://proactiveptcoach.com/be-proactive-not-reactive-in-your-business/  

 Proactive selling presentation (slides) 

 https://www.slideshare.net/brenthillyer1/proactive-selling-presentation  

 Global Information Technologies: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications 

(book online at https://books.google.com)  

 Proactive Law for Managers: A Hidden Source of Competitive Advantage (book online 

at https://books.google.com) 

 Proactive Environmental Strategies: Managing a Corporate Culture Shift toward 

Sustainability, (publication) by M. E. Calub, 2015. 

 The impact of a responsive and proactive market orientation on innovation and 

business performance, (publication) by M. Bodlaj in Economic and Business Review for 

Central and South-Eastern Europe, vol. 12, p. 241, 2010.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80rjFqf4MIc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1pNC3jnq1YE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qt4Mbaaq5dM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tex0zKuLCMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tex0zKuLCMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tex0zKuLCMg
https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/proactive-environmental-management-avoiding-the-toxic-trap/
https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/proactive-environmental-management-avoiding-the-toxic-trap/
http://smallbusiness.chron.com/difference-between-proactive-reactive-business-strategy-62157.html
http://smallbusiness.chron.com/difference-between-proactive-reactive-business-strategy-62157.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/phoenix/blog/
https://www.bizjournals.com/phoenix/blog/
https://www.bizjournals.com/phoenix/blog/techflash/2016/09/a-competitive-advantage-being-proactive.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/phoenix/blog/techflash/2016/09/a-competitive-advantage-being-proactive.html
https://www.superoffice.com/blog/proactive-support/
https://www.proactiveworldwide.com/resources/market-and-competitive-intelligence-blog/top-3-tips-to-make-collaboration-a-competitive-advantage/
https://www.proactiveworldwide.com/resources/market-and-competitive-intelligence-blog/top-3-tips-to-make-collaboration-a-competitive-advantage/
https://trackmaven.com/blog/power-proactive-marketing/
https://proactiveptcoach.com/be-proactive-not-reactive-in-your-business/
https://www.slideshare.net/brenthillyer1/proactive-selling-presentation
https://books.google.com/
https://books.google.com/
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EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS  

1st Case Study Example – DuPont  

The chemicals industry is one of the most competitive in the world, often requiring large and 

complex manufacturing and production facilities that require significant high-end and fixed 

capital costs that contribute to the a high degree of rivalry (―Chemicals in the United States‖ 

2015). US chemical manufacturer DuPont is one of the largest and oldest glo bal firms in the 

chemicals industry, maintaining operations in over 90 countries worldwide, with a recorded $36 

billion in revenues in the fiscal year ending December 2013, and has been in the news currently 

following a merger agreement with rival company The Dow Chemical Company (―Chemicals in 

the United States‖ 2015; DuPont 2013; Bunge, Benoit, and Dulaney 2015). Given its high profile 

position within its industry, DuPont has chosen to address corporate sustainability as a leader in 

the industry, developing proactive climate-change related strategies that have led to both a 

reduction in their environmental impact and an increase their competitive advantage (Andrew J. 

Hoffman 2006; ―Chemicals in the United States‖ 2015). One of these strategies focused on the 

reduction and control of its hydrofluorocarbon (HFC) emissions.  

Under the 1992 Kyoto Protocol (an international treaty on climate change) and 1988 Montreal 

Protocol an international treaty on ozone layer protection), many countries and firms were 

pressured to develop emission-reduction projects through regulation, financial incentives, and 

voluntary commitments. 

Part of this reduction effort includes an eventual phase out of HFC-23, an unwanted by product 

of hydrochloroflourocarbon22 (HCFC-22). HFC-23 is a chemical that depletes the ozone layer 

and highly affects climate change, with a global warming potential (GWP) 310 times that of 

carbon dioxide with a GWP value at 11,700, and HCFC-22 is a common refrigerant 

manufactured by DuPont (Andrew J. Hoffman 2006). There are three options to managing HFC-

23 reduction: 1.) Stop production of HCFC-22 through development of substitute chemicals or 

leaving the market, 2.) Reduce amount of HFC-23 per unit of HCFC-22 (i.e. minimize the HFC-

23/HCFC-22 output ratio), or 3.) Use ―end-of-pipe‖ solutions that incinerate HFC-23 just before 

it‘s released into the environment (Andersen, Sarma, and Doniger 2010).  

Immediately following the climate change protocols, DuPont saw the HFC-23 phase out not only 

as a risk management exercise towards cost avoidance and minimization of regulatory liability, 

but also as an economic interest and political impact opportunity (Maxwell and Briscoe 1997). 

Andrew J. Hoffman (2006) highlights some of the strategic actions that DuPont took to increase 

its competitive advantage. First, DuPont set a strategic objective of reducing its GHG emissions 

by 40% of 1990 levels by 2000 and 65% of 1990 levels by 2010, targeting GHG emissions that 

had great impact and were considered ―low hanging fruit‖ such as HFC-23.  

Second, while many other manufacturers focused entirely on ―end-of-pipe‖ incineration 

solutions, DuPont aggressively invested in all three options towards HFC-23 reduction, requiring 

significant research and development, innovation, and initial capital investment. Third, DuPont 

took a proactive approach in driving voluntary and regulatory recommendations towards HFC-

23 through heavy involvement and partnerships with NGOs, regulatory agencies, and other 

market stakeholders. Based on Andrew J. Hoffman (2006), Table 5-1 highlights the results of 

DuPont‘s proactive environmental strategic actions in managing HFC-23, leading to an 

improved competitive advantage for the firm.  

The expectation by the Montreal Protocol is that, minus a few exceptions, production and 

consumption of all emissive uses of HCFC-22, and thus HFC-23, will be phased out by 2020 in 

all developed countries and 2030 in developing countries (Andersen, Sarma, and Doniger 
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2010). Today, DuPont continues to remain proactive in its reduction efforts and focus on climate 

change. Actively engaged in ongoing update of the Montreal Protocol, DuPont has been 

continuously advocating for a HFCs cap and reduction plan that not only moves the industry 

towards alternative products with lower GWP but provides the firm with an even greater 

competitive advantage (DuPont 2013). Accordingly, much can be learned from the progressive 

efforts of a global company such as DuPont. As firms continue to migrate towards CS initiatives 

and strategies, EHS professionals must take a similar holistic approach and continue to develop 

PES that not reduce a firm‘s ecological impact but provides a competitive advantage. 

 

2nd Case Study Example – NH Hoteles 

NH Hoteles was founded in 1978 and opened its first hotel, the ‗NH Ciudad de Pamplona‘ in 

1979. From there the company expanded throughout Spain; however it was not until 1998 that it 

started international expansion. In 2000 the company acquired the Dutch hotel chain 

Krasnapolsky (source). 

NH has initiated a strategic three-year plan to double the financial results of the company and to 

reach a total of 71,000 rooms. The strategic plan which involves an investment of €1.3 billion 

will be financed from internal resources, as well as by a capital injection of €250 million which 

was completed by the company in March of this year. NH Hoteles plans to strengthen its 

leadership in the mid-market segment by concentrating its investments in the main markets of 

Europe where it already has a presence. The group plans to invest €500 million in Europe in 

order to take advantage of the positive economic outlook over the next few years. 

 

DuPont Case Study: Proactive Environmental Strategies as a Competitive Advantage (Calub, 2015) 

https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/sites/default/files/ef_files/
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NH Hoteles are proud of their diversity management practice and believe that diversity 

management is essential to the future success of the company. NH has a flexible and open 

approach to rolling out diversity management. It is constantly updating the programme with new 

policies and actions. 

However, one constant that does not change is NH‘s commitment to meeting legislative 

demands. Each year the company develops new plans or programmes to tackle new issues that 

arise. NH Hoteles believe that this open process has brought real results: ‗We started 

developing all these diversity issues two to three years ago, and now they are really giving us 

results because we have increased satisfaction, we are lowering turnover, we have more and 

more immigrants in managerial positions, so that means we are doing something right. 

In terms of the outcome NH Hoteles have learned a number of key lessons from their 

experience of implementing diversity management. These include:  The need to be transparent 

in relation to the development and implementation of diversity management. This helps 

overcome resistance and misunderstanding, the importance of flexibility and common sense in 

the implementation of diversity management—local experiences and conditions need to be 

taken into account. Also, innovation is inextricably bound up with the concept of diversity—

‗Innovation means diversity and for us, one of our five company values is innovation. So for us 

(a part of) innovation is thinking how employees would like to be treated or what they would like 

to receive in their position‘.  

In the NH Hoteles context of rapid growth and internationalisation, the capacity to be clear about 

the role of diversity management, a commitment to flexible implementation and integration with 

the company culture of innovation are essential elements of a successful programme. They also 

contribute to the company making the most of its human resource base in a demanding service 

industry. 
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UNIT 1 · PILLAR 9 

CAPACITY FOR ALLIANCE BUILDING 
  

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 Understand alliance building challenges and outcomes 

 Know the difference between ―cooperation, ―coordination‖ and ―collaboration‖ 

 Understand practical steps to build alliance 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

‗Strategic alliances link the key capabilities of two or more organisations. The result is that all 

parties benefit from the partnership by trading things like skills, technologies, and products. 

Essentially, these alliances are partnerships that companies use to solve a mutual problem, 

while they remain independent. 

Alliance building advantages include: 

• Exchange/build expertise 

• Enter a new market 

• Share infrastructures/resources 

• Share information/contacts 

 

 

METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

Develop Strategic Alliances by: 
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Strategic Alliances Development 

Alliance building requires a good understanding of each other; establishing guidelines for 

working together can ease the process. Such guidelines could include input on decision-

making process, resources allocation scheme, information sharing, organisational structure, 

policies and procedures, culture and norm. 

Sharing information or idea development between partners are crucial variables for the 

alliance success. However, this is a long process and absence of payoff during the first 

months doesn‘t mean it this alliance building is a failure.  

To do so, it is also important to foster collaborative behaviour amongst all people working on 

the alliance. Alliance building is a complex and interdependent process that requires 

understanding and may require going beyond formal structures.  

Finally, alliance building happens at all levels of an organisation, and managing internal 

stakeholders (employees, managers owners) across all departments (e.g. R&D, sales, finance, 

legal) affected by the alliance is as important as managing the relationship with external 

partners. 

 

Strategic Alliances Development – Practical steps 

• Start early in order to ensure shared ownership 

• Grow it gradually; start with a small core alliance 

• Determine why you need an alliance; is it for: 

• Cooperation, e.g. if you want to gain information by networking. 

• Coordination, e.g. if you need to plan activities together for a greater result.  

• Collaboration, e.g. if you‘re looking for a close cooperation on a long-term. 
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The following table sums up alliance forms according to an organisation‘s needs and 

resources  

 

• Identify key stakeholders 

• Which organisation can contribute most effectively to your project?  

• What are their skills? Key stakeholders? Target audience? 

• Balance the number of and expected benefits against the time and resources 

put into that alliance. 

• Establish a common understanding of your goals and objectives 

• Agree on roles and responsibilities 

• Develop an appropriate alliance structure 

• No existing standard approach but the alliance structure needs to be adapted to 

the context.  

• Possibilities include: having a lead alliance member with a board or an 

executive committee; or a steering committee bringing together alliance 

members‘ representatives.  

• Once defined, the alliance structure should be defined in written rules. 

DIGITAL RESOURCES 

• Simple Rules for Making Alliances Work (article) 

https://hbr.org/2007/11/simple-rules-for-making-alliances-work 

• Collaborative Advantage: The Art of Alliances (article)              

https://hbr.org/1994/07/collaborative-advantage-the-art-of-alliances  

• Strategic Alliances, Partnering for Mutual Benefit (article)           

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newSTR_67.htm  

https://hbr.org/2007/11/simple-rules-for-making-alliances-work
https://hbr.org/1994/07/collaborative-advantage-the-art-of-alliances
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newSTR_67.htm
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• Practical steps in alliance building (article)        

http://www.endvawnow.org/en/articles/1210-practical-steps-in-alliance-building.html  

• Partner Analysis, Identify Your Partners (eLearning platform)  

https://www.businessmakeover.eu/platform/envision/tool-detailed-

view?id=f6a1edce7ea84edex-515e165ex1580afbbf8dx-5baf  

 

EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS  

Partner Analysis 

Watch the following video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=WTOv6-1eC1E  

 

Reflect on the following questions: 

• What are the most important strengths your allies will benefit from? 

• What evidence will you share with your allies to back up your strengths? 

• What do you think your allies want you to do? 

• Why are you looking for allies? 

• What‘s in for them? 

• What do you want them to do? 

  

http://www.endvawnow.org/en/articles/1210-practical-steps-in-alliance-building.html
https://www.businessmakeover.eu/platform/envision/tool-detailed-view?id=f6a1edce7ea84edex-515e165ex1580afbbf8dx-5baf%20
https://www.businessmakeover.eu/platform/envision/tool-detailed-view?id=f6a1edce7ea84edex-515e165ex1580afbbf8dx-5baf%20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=WTOv6-1eC1E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=WTOv6-1eC1E
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UNIT 1 · PILLAR 10 

INFORMED ABOUT AVAILABLE 

SUPPORTING MECHANISMS 
  

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 Be aware of support structure and services available inside Universities 

(Technology Transfer Offices, seminars, mentoring, etc.)  

 Locate online available funding opportunities (such as EC funded 

programmes) 

 Recall the types of financial support mechanisms typically available (bank 

loans, angel investors, venture capitals) 

 Distinguish between co-working spaces, incubators, accelerators and 

science parks and know what kind of support each one offers 

 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

• The creation of the technology used by a university spinoff is a multi-stage process. 

Funding from the governments, industry, and foundations are used to support scholarly 

research in science and engineering.  

• In a typical process, some of this research results in the creation of new technology that 

is then brought to the attention of the University and its Technology Transfer Office 

(TTO) which undertakes the mission of supporting the new endeavour.  

• Apart from the TTO, there are a variety of additional support mechanisms available 

to spin-offs to help them put firm roots and grow: incubators and accelerators; co-

working spaces and science parks; private sector investors such as banks, angel 

investors and venture capital; as well as EC funding options and consultancy networks. 
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TOOLS AND WAYS TO SUPPORT A SPIN-OFF 

Technology Transfer Offices 

An academic spin off (ASO) is by nature connected to the university ecosystem, which acts as 

the first-stage support mechanism for the various phases of founding and operating an 

academic spin-off mainly through its Technology Transfer Office (TTO). Typically, the mission of 

a TTO includes: 

• Establishing relationships with firms and community actors. 

• Generating new funding support from sponsored research or consulting opportunities. 

• Providing assistance on all areas related to entrepreneurship and intellectual 

property (IP). 

• Facilitating the formation of university-connected companies utilizing PRO‘s 

technology (start-up) and/or university people (spin-off) to enhance prospects of further 

development. 

• Generating net royalties for the PRO and collaborating partners. 

 

Other support options inside Universities 

Within the university there may be a variety of additional programs and practices that enhance 

entrepreneurial efforts, such as: 

• Project-based classes on technology commercialization 

• Mentoring programs (guidance/advice to new entrepreneurs, referrals to lawyers, 

industry experts, potential customers, licensees, investors that help founding teams 

build their networks)  

• Accelerator/incubator programs 

• Business plan competitions 

• Entrepreneurship education for students and faculty 
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Early stage financial capital from investors  

Attracting funding to finance the development of prototypes and new products. Available options 

include: 

• Bank Loan: suitable for a private business that can provide proof of a strong financial 

track record (may require to show revenue sources, profit levels, and detailed business 

plans prior to approving a loan). 

• Angel Investor: it is typically a high net worth individual who lends funds in exchange 

for an ownership stake in the company.  

• Venture Capital: similar to an angel investor. This is a group of high or ultra-high net 

worth individuals or a company that manages the assets of those individuals.  

 

Incubators, accelerators, co-working spaces, and science parks 

These relatively new kinds of workspaces and start up support systems have been growing for 

the past 10 to 15 years and since there has been some confusion regarding their differences, 

definitions are in order: 

• Incubators provide workspace and business development services (including 

accounting, branding, and intellectual property training) in a rent-based model offered to 

young ventures in a custom package  

• Accelerators are structured more like ―schools for startups‖, they are usually very 

competitive (accepting a low rate of applications) and once accepted there is a time 

structured program (often 3 to 4 months) to follow  

• A co-working space is more a style of work than a structured environment or 

educational program. Often co-working spaces cultivate supportive and life-balanced 

work environments, while providing a collaborative environment for young companies to 

form and formulate ideas.  

• A science (or technology) park is an organization managed by specialized 

professionals, aiming to increase the wealth of its community by promoting the culture 

of innovation and the competitiveness if its associated businesses and knowledge-

based institutions.  

 

 

 

 

 

European Commission funding 

European or national funding through specific programmes are announced regularly in the form 

of calls for proposals and are, typically, a good option for academic spin-offs since their 

activities are research-based and have good chances for being selected.  
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• In order to be selected, it is important to establish access to all domain-related 

programmes and be open to collaborations and new ideas that will give your 

company the opportunity to grow.  

• It is also essential to be informed about currently open and upcoming calls, 

eligibility criteria, and options for setting up a proposal consortium (e.g. using a partners‘ 

search database). For example:  

• Visit the European Commission DG | Growth Internal Market, Industry, 

Entrepreneurship and SMEs at http://ec.europa.eu/growth/index_en  and go to 

―Tools and support‖ to access open calls for proposals and tenders in the 

various listed domains.  

• Visit the Participants Postal of the European Commission DG Research and 

Innovation at  http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/ 

en/home.html  and look at the information and support material for finding a 

suitable call, setting up a partnership, preparing and submitting a proposal 

 

 
 

Consultancy networks 

Consultancy networks may be associations of business-related organizations or private 

consultancy firms offering their services through an open-access or subscription website and 

may operate on a national, European, or Global level.  

They may focus on entrepreneurial topics or SMEs, start-ups, or even spin-offs more 

specifically, but they all offer resources, insights, interviews, networking option, information 

about funding opportunities, or training options that can prove valuable to new entrepreneurs.  

For example: 

• EBN (https://ebn.eu) is a network of around 150 quality-certified EU|BICs (business and 

innovation centres) and 70 other organizations that support the development and 

growth of innovative entrepreneurs, start-ups and SMEs. 

• Startup Europe, a European Commission initiative, has been developing activities 

aimed at fostering entrepreneurship in Europe since 2011 on its website 

http://startupeuropeclub.eu/eu-networks/ Startup Europe offers a thorough listing of 

European networks that support various entrepreneurial activities and domains.  

http://ec.europa.eu/growth/index_en
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/home.html
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/home.html
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/home.html
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/home.html
https://ebn.eu/
http://startupeuropeclub.eu/eu-networks/
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METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

Tips for choosing between incubators, accelerators, and co-

working spaces 

• Co-working offers structure, space, and flexibility in the early days: Co-working 

spaces are a natural first step for many startups and spin-offs. 

• Co-working spaces ideally offer a combination of variety and privacy: Variety simply 

means that the co-working space is vibrant; lots of members, foot traffic, events, local 

places to eat and drink, and so on. 

• Sharing a space while co-working can get tough: The largest drawbacks to shared 

spaces include not being able to have as cohesive an office culture as you would with 

your own space. Even if you try not to, you self-censor in an open environment. People 

tend to act more subdued, which is what leads to so many co-working spaces feeling 

sterile. In addition, the ability to have privacy is also paramount. After a while, sitting in 

the main hall with your laptop can get very distracting. 

• Unlike co-working spaces, accelerators and incubators can lack collaboration: 

Accelerators and incubators are great because of the built-in counsel and workshops 

typically offered, but to their disadvantage, people also generally found a comparative 

lack of interdisciplinary collaboration. 

• Working with like-minded people helps your spin-off: According to testimonies, ―Any 

problems I have come across while getting my company off the ground have already 

been experienced by someone in the building. Everyone has something to offer the 

other entrepreneurs.‖ 

• Accelerators and incubators offer funding—but cut into your equity: If you need a 

cash injection for your startup, an accelerator or incubator is the way to go but a 

consequence for the vast majority of accelerators and incubators is that you have to 

give up a share in your startup. 

• Incubators bring confidence and connections to your firm: Incubators offer startups 

vital business resources. According to testimonies, ―Expert mentors also lead frequent 

workshops on common startup challenges such as funding, product, team, sales, etc. 

And if I need individual help, I can always book an office hour.‖ 

• Accelerators will help you develop your ideas: Accelerators are more suited to startups 

trying to reach maturity and wanting to be in a place where the focus wasn‘t on fleshing 

out an idea, or maintaining the business, but really on executing and making forward 

progress. 

• Female-only co-working: In some regions there may be the option of female-only co-

working spaces which in US have proved beneficial in cases of female startups / spin-

offs. 

• You can use all three (at different moments): What you will get from each one is a 

level of support beyond your home office or a dedicated office space where you‘re 

segregated from the rest of the startup community. And true innovation comes through 

collaboration and mentorship.  
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DIGITAL RESOURCES 

• Technology transfer offices by The Innovation Policy Platform (Policy Brief) 

https://www.innovationpolicyplatform.org/sites/default/files/rdf_imported_documents/Tec

hnologyTransferOffices.pdf  

• Academic Entrepreneurship in Europe by Wright, M., Clarysse, B., Mustar, P., and 

Lockett, A., (Publication) Cheltenham, UK: Edward Elgar, 2007. 

• European Commission - DG Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs 

(website)  

http://ec.europa.eu/growth/index_en  

• University Technology Transfer through Entrepreneurship: Faculty and Students in 

Spinoffs (Publication) by Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, 2012 

http://www.kauffman.org/~/media/kauffman_org/research%20reports%20and%20cover

s/2012/08/universitytechnologytransferthroughentrepreneurshipfacultyandstudentsinspi

noffs.pdf  

• EBN | Innovation network  

https://ebn.eu/  

• The early development of academic spin-offs: holistic study on the survival of 185 

European product-oriented ventures using a resource-based perspective by Sven H. De 

Cleyn, 2016 (Publication) 

• A trajectory of early-stage spinoff success: the role of knowledge intermediaries within 

an entrepreneurial university ecosystem by Hayter, C.S. (Publication in Small Bus Econ 

(2016) 47: 633.)  

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11187-016-9756-3 

 

EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS  

Case study: Vemcon @ AZO Space for Innovation 

Visit http://www.anwendungszentrum.de/ to see current information about AZO Space for 

Innovation. AZO was among 10 Innovation Based Incubators with a remarkable start-up 

success case back in 2013. 

http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docoffic/2007/working/innovation_incubator_case.p

df  

  

Look for strategic partnerships and value added services this incubator provides and read the 

article at http://www.space-of-innovation.com/vemcon-active-driver-assistance-meets-intuitive-

ergonomics/ to find out what kind of support an incubator can offer to a small innovation-based 

firm. 

  

https://www.innovationpolicyplatform.org/sites/default/files/rdf_imported_documents/TechnologyTransferOffices.pdf
https://www.innovationpolicyplatform.org/sites/default/files/rdf_imported_documents/TechnologyTransferOffices.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/growth/index_en
http://www.kauffman.org/~/media/kauffman_org/research%20reports%20and%20covers/2012/08/universitytechnologytransferthroughentrepreneurshipfacultyandstudentsinspinoffs.pdf
http://www.kauffman.org/~/media/kauffman_org/research%20reports%20and%20covers/2012/08/universitytechnologytransferthroughentrepreneurshipfacultyandstudentsinspinoffs.pdf
http://www.kauffman.org/~/media/kauffman_org/research%20reports%20and%20covers/2012/08/universitytechnologytransferthroughentrepreneurshipfacultyandstudentsinspinoffs.pdf
https://ebn.eu/
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11187-016-9756-3
http://www.anwendungszentrum.de/
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docoffic/2007/working/innovation_incubator_case.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docoffic/2007/working/innovation_incubator_case.pdf
http://www.space-of-innovation.com/vemcon-active-driver-assistance-meets-intuitive-ergonomics/
http://www.space-of-innovation.com/vemcon-active-driver-assistance-meets-intuitive-ergonomics/
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Task: 

Visit https://www.investopedia.com/articles/personal-finance/102815/does-your-startup-need-

venture-capital-money.asp to read an interesting article on the pros and cons of using venture 

capital money.  

Also read the article at https://medium.com/swlh/a-founders-guide-to-working-with-angel-

investors-dec8619b50b6 to get first-hand information on the experience of working with an 

angel investor.  

 

  

https://www.investopedia.com/articles/personal-finance/102815/does-your-startup-need-venture-capital-money.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/articles/personal-finance/102815/does-your-startup-need-venture-capital-money.asp
https://medium.com/swlh/a-founders-guide-to-working-with-angel-investors-dec8619b50b6
https://medium.com/swlh/a-founders-guide-to-working-with-angel-investors-dec8619b50b6
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UNIT 2 · COMMERCIALIZATION OF  

PRODUCTS/SERVICES 

PILLAR 1 

COMPANY BRANDING 

 

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Recognise the importance of having a brand 

 Distinguish effective branding strategies 

 Demonstrate the competences for developing a company brand 

 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

Company Branding 

Branding is the way an entity is able to communicate, both to those inside and outside of this 

entity, the fundamental aspects of the organisation. It is how we try to influence the internal and 

the external perception of us; whether this us is an individual, group, or company. For a 

business, using branding techniques is essential because it allows this entity to specify what it is 

and what it can offer to its clients.  

When looking into branding, every business should consider two different angles: corporate 

branding and product branding. Where product branding focuses on defining and presenting an 

individual product, company branding is when the entity focuses on creating a name, a 

reputation, and a ‗feeling‘ of the business. This type of branding goes beyond the individual 

products, the logo, the website, or the company name.  

 

Branding 

Creating a strong brand strategy can help a business reach desired customers within targeted 

niches. All of design that goes into this brand creation should be coherent—a website should 
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not provide a different ‗feeling‘ to the attention to cliental or to the social media pages used for 

expanding brand knowledge. In addition, all products and services created should reflect the 

brand ‗feeling‘ that has been established. Working with this brand strategy should help the 

business stay consistent in the image that it provides both to the internal organisation and 

outside world.  

When creating a global brand, it is necessary to consider how the message or feeling 

presented might change in different cultural contexts. This means taking into account how 

messages present themselves comparatively from one country to the next. Without this 

consideration, a company cannot hope to brand successfully outside of their home country and 

culture.  

  

 

METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

A Simple Introduction to Company Branding 

The identity created by branding should promote the business in addition to connecting with 

the customer base and differentiating it from other, similar entities in the marketplace. This 

identity should also provide potential customers with indicators that trigger associations within 

their minds. For example, the red can with white lettering that is Coca Cola‘s icon is 

internationally recognized as a sweet soft drink while the green Starbucks mermaid is 

automatically identified as being American-style coffee (whether or not you personally enjoy 

either of these beverages). 

So, how can you start branding your company? Consider the following questions: 

1. What is the company‘s mission? What do you stand for? 

2. Who are the current and potential customers? 

3. What are benefits and features of the products or services offered? 

4. What is the perception of the company buy current and prospect customers? 

5. What qualities would you like these customers to associate with the business? 
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Finding Your Voice and Going Global 

The voice of the entity (whether it be an individual person, partnership, or large corporation) will 
impact the company branding on every level of communication. Therefore, it is essential to find 
and cultivate a voice that resonates with the image that is branded from the get go, and that 
fits to the target audience of customers and potential clients. The voice you choose for your 
brand will depend on the expected audience and the medium used to spread the word about 
your product; from video to website to newspaper content, your voice should be unique to the 
business and consistent across all platforms.  

When creating a voice for your business, review what you are doing and how you are doing it 

with the intention of creating a representative overview of the company, what it stands for, and 

who its clients are. Review this perspective of the business with all people integrally involved in 

order to ensure that it truly covers the basics of the company—keep in mind that you may have 

to create different voices for different cultural environments depending on the desired market 

and the cultural influences found in different places. 

With one general outlook of the company in mind, think of three words that can be used to 

define your brand. Contemplate how you could describe your brand if it was a person—and 

consider the competitors in the industry; what makes you different to them? Once you have 

considered the three main traits, define each one according to what you are doing and the 

feeling you would like to generate for your business. Finally, set up Do‘s and Don‘ts finding 

examples of writing and changing them for messages according to your tone of voice. 

Using these definitions, create a chart to clearly express the brand‘s voice. Consider the 

following style to organise what you should to do in order to create a steady brand voice:  

 

A Brand Voice Chart for Your Business 

Voice Characteristic  Description Dos Don‘ts 

Characteristic #1 

  

―Example: Friendly‖ 

―We would like to give a 

close treatment to the 

clients, that they feel at 

home‖ 

―We‘d love to talk to you!‖ 
―Example: Your call is 

important to us‖ 

Characteristic #2       

Characteristic #3       

Extracted from Heald, E (2015), 5 Easy Steps to Define and Use Your Brand Voice. 

 

Use this chart to be consistent with your brand voice, but don‘t be afraid to revisit the chart and 

modify it as necessary in order to stay true to your company and the specific location and 

culture where you are operating. In addition, share the voice with new team members so that 

they are able to incorporate seamlessly into the vision created by the business.  
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Building a Global Branding Scheme: Using Big Data 

Small businesses may never have (or want) the team that company‘s like Coca Cola and 

Starbucks have, but that doesn‘t mean that they should forget about branding. Branding is 

essential to attracting and maintaining customers, allowing all types of businesses to thrive. 

With big data there is more information available than ever before, allowing small business to 

have access to the information they need to build a successful brand.  

The first step is to create a branding scheme so that the brand 

voice is able to respect and communicate the brand‘s values 

which, in turn, are communicated to the target group of customers. 

That being said, there is not ‗one-size-fits-all‘ answer to your 

branding needs, however, you should be able to figure out what 

works for your niche with the help of data analytics.  

By using big data you can understand how your voice is 

resonating with customers; by keeping track of visits and most 

popular content you can understand what interaction is happening 

between the business and the client. And, by developing a brand 

that generates familiarity with people, you are promoting the 

sustainability of your brand and, therefore, business. 

Check out Google Analytics to get started for free reviewing your 

online presence.  

 

Social Media Branding: Represent Yourself Globally Online 

Social media has more impact than ever before when connecting businesses with potential 

customers worldwide, maintaining a business-customer relationship, providing customer 

service, and even selling products and services. When used correctly, social media platforms 

can be a huge benefit for a small business and establishing their brand. However, figuring out 

how to represent your business on social media platforms can be complicated.  

1. It is important for your business to choose the platforms(s) that best fit what you want to 

communicate and the audience that you wish to reach. This means fitting your brand‘s 

voice and connecting where your target audience is present. Consider how your brand 

will appear visually, such as the importance of reflecting your voice in the logo and 

colours that you use. 

2. Once the platform(s) is set up, it is important that your team dedicates regular amounts 

of ime to maintaining the platform(s) and posting consistently. Make sure that the voice 

used is uniform across platforms, including the topics you choose and the way they are 

presented.  This voice should also be steady when responding to and interacting with 

other people online.  

  The connection created is the most important result that your social media 

branding will have, therefore, it is important to take advantage of it. Promote the 

platform(s) you are using within the company and other people you know (and don‘t 

be afraid to connect with influencers or big-name social media players to get your 

name out there too).  

Social media tip: even if you‟re only on one platform, grab the name profiles on the rest!  
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The HubSpot Platform has launched the Global Marketing Playbook (2015) where a very 

practical advice is provided to companies about how establishing their global branding strategy. 

The manual includes 5 steps that every company should follow to define its global branding: 

 

Global Branding Strategy   

1- Align global initiatives with business priorities: 

Define success: why are you developing a global branding strategy to begin with? Is the 

company just testing the products in other countries? Is there a specific revenue target? 

Are there some countries that matter more than others? Is the goal to diversify the 

revenue to mitigate risk? Before you do anything else, you need a very clear sense of 

why global marketing has become an important priority for your company. 

Flag aligned and competing priorities: what are the top burning issues that are truly on 

the CEO‘s radar at the moment? What issues are really most critical for the company? 

Before you make a big commitment to global marketing, you need to ensure that it will 

be worth your time. Which is the hot and burning issue for your executive team or board 

at the moment? Also, what are the issues that no one cares about? Make sure you 

tackle only the most important priorities, and avoid the ones that are not on anyone‘s 

radar. 

 

2- Define the strategic mission statement: once you have identified the primary corporate 

focus area, write up a strategic mission statement or a sentence that encapsulates, in 

general, what you hope to accomplish and how it aligns with the overall company 

objective. Keep the statement high-level for now, until you learn more and can refine it. 

 

3- Identify and engage your executive champions: who, at the exec level, is most likely to 

champion the global branding cause? Make a list of your top executive influencers, and 

then find a way to build relationships with them. It‘s influencer outreach at its finest, at a 

micro level within your company. 

 

4- Map out your cross-functional stakeholders: while finding an executive champion is 

important, it‘s equally important to figure out who else in your company is affected by 

global marketing success, or lack thereof. Your first order of business will be to make a 

list of all of the marketing stakeholders that have any dealings with international 

marketing. 

 

5- Seek to understand naysayers and roadblocks: as you meet with people, you‘ll 

hopefully hear negative viewpoints about going global and the troubles of dealing with 

international customers. While this might sound like the opposite of what you‘re looking 

for when you hope to rally support, it‘s actually extremely helpful when people share 

their inevitable concerns about going global with honesty and transparency. Lean into 

their pains to learn more. It will help you build a better plan, one that ensures that you 

mitigate risks and take into account what are likely some very real issues. 

 

Extracted from: Global Marketing Playbook (2015: 5-10) 
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DIGITAL RESOURCES 

• Branding is What People Say about You—Sharing this Responsibility (video)  

https://www.ted.com/talks/tim_leberecht_3_ways_to_usefully_lose_control_of_your_rep

utation/up-next  

• Brand Strategy 101: Essentials for Strong Company Branding (article)  

https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/31739/7-components-that-comprise-a-

comprehensive-brand-strategy.aspx  

• Understanding Branding for Small Businesses (video)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVszQDF2PEw  

• 5 Easy Steps to Define and Use Your Brand Voice (article)  

http://contentmarketinginstitute.com/2015/10/define-brand-voice/  

• Branding Mistakes that Your Small Business is Making (article)  

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/231966  

• 15 Inspiring Examples of Small Business Branding (article)  

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/inspiring-examples-of-small-business-branding  

• Social Media Branding Strategies (article)  

https://sproutsocial.com/insights/social-media-branding/  

• How to Make a Splash in Social Media (video)  

https://www.ted.com/talks/alexis_ohanian_how_to_make_a_splash_in_social_media/up

-next  

 

 

EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS  

Exercise 1:  

Potential and returning customers are more likely to connect to a brand if they are provided with 

an engaging story in addition to the product or service. For a twist, write this story in accordance 

to a traditional tale including: the main character, the villain, the desire, and the conflict. Your 

business should be the main character, but the villain could be anything from the competition to 

something more abstract such as a lack of creativity if you are an innovation consultancy or a 

lack of sustainable style if you are a clothing brand. 

This perspective should hopefully allow you to take a different look at what you can tell your 

customers about who you are as a company and what you stand for. In addition, it should 

provide insight into the purpose of your company for other workers, helping establish the 

brand‘s voice.  

 

 

 

https://www.ted.com/talks/tim_leberecht_3_ways_to_usefully_lose_control_of_your_reputation/up-next
https://www.ted.com/talks/tim_leberecht_3_ways_to_usefully_lose_control_of_your_reputation/up-next
https://www.ted.com/talks/tim_leberecht_3_ways_to_usefully_lose_control_of_your_reputation/up-next
https://www.ted.com/talks/tim_leberecht_3_ways_to_usefully_lose_control_of_your_reputation/up-next
https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/31739/7-components-that-comprise-a-comprehensive-brand-strategy.aspx
https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/31739/7-components-that-comprise-a-comprehensive-brand-strategy.aspx
https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/31739/7-components-that-comprise-a-comprehensive-brand-strategy.aspx
https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/31739/7-components-that-comprise-a-comprehensive-brand-strategy.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVszQDF2PEw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVszQDF2PEw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVszQDF2PEw
http://contentmarketinginstitute.com/2015/10/define-brand-voice/
http://contentmarketinginstitute.com/2015/10/define-brand-voice/
http://contentmarketinginstitute.com/2015/10/define-brand-voice/
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/231966
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/231966
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/231966
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/inspiring-examples-of-small-business-branding
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/inspiring-examples-of-small-business-branding
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/inspiring-examples-of-small-business-branding
https://sproutsocial.com/insights/social-media-branding/
https://sproutsocial.com/insights/social-media-branding/
https://sproutsocial.com/insights/social-media-branding/
https://www.ted.com/talks/alexis_ohanian_how_to_make_a_splash_in_social_media/up-next
https://www.ted.com/talks/alexis_ohanian_how_to_make_a_splash_in_social_media/up-next
https://www.ted.com/talks/alexis_ohanian_how_to_make_a_splash_in_social_media/up-next
https://www.ted.com/talks/alexis_ohanian_how_to_make_a_splash_in_social_media/up-next
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Exercise 2: 

Take time to find the brand‘s voice by filling out the following table with three main 

characteristics that define what the business stands for. Consider the dos—the things that you 

should do in order to establish that voice—as well as the don‘ts, or the things that your 

company isn‘t or that you prefer not to communicate with the words you have chosen.  

 

A Brand Voice Chart for Your Business 

Voice Characteristic  Description Dos Don‘ts 

Characteristic #1       

Characteristic #2       

Characteristic #3       

Extracted from Heald, E (2015), 5 Easy Steps to Define and Use Your Brand Voice. 
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UNIT 2 · PILLAR 2 

CREATING A LOCAL PRESENCE 

 

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Comprehend the importance of establishing a presence in a foreign market  

 Be aware of the different business entities for creating presence in a foreign 

market 

 Identify the requirements for establishing a representative office or a branch  

 

 
 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

A representative office is established by a company in a country that is not their country of 

origin in order to conduct business in that country. Representative offices are responsible for the 

promotion of goods or services of the company, through advertising campaigns, for market 

research and support in distribution. Other options in creating a presence in a foreign market 

include establishing a branch or a subsidiary. 

Radiusworldwide.com describes those 3 different business entities as follows: 

Representative Office:  It's the minimal presence a company can establish in a foreign country. 

Responsible only for "representative" activities like promoting products, services, and 

conducting market research, it doesn't go as far as engaging in sales or signing contracts.  

Since there is not in-country revenue, it is the easiest way to create a local presence in a foreign 

market, ideal for a company who looks to work more closely with foreign customers. 

Branch Office:  A branch office is an entity described as the extension of a parent company 

conducting business in a certain country or geographic area. The main difference between a 

representative office and a branch office is that the latter is allowed to engage in core activities 
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like sales. A branch office usually doesn't have any tax protection so profits are exposed to local 

tax legislations. 

Subsidiary:  As an entirely separate legal entity, a subsidiary is an autonomous, legally 

independent entity which is still able to share assets and intellectual property with its parent 

company. This type of entity is generally a better way to manage tax liability, as profits earned 

by other subsidiaries will not be impacted by the tax regulation of a given entity‘s country of 

operation. Setting up a subsidiary is often an arduous process requiring multiple government 

registrations minimum capital requirements and stringent regulatory oversight in country 

 

 

METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

Understand why a representative office is important 

In the age of internet, with online meetings and teleconferences, face-to-face communication is 

crucial due to the fact that large part of communication is mainly non-verbal. Face-to-face 

interactions are the best way to build a strong relationship, learning different habits, and 

promote your business effectively. A simple email from a foreign investor can end up in being 

deleted or misinterpreted, whereas a visit in a company could be appreciated and noted.  The 

establishment of a representative office is an effective way of demonstrating to the local 

partners and customers your long-term commitment to the local market. 

A representative office, with a good knowledge of the local market, can help you answer 

questions like: 

    Is the target market familiar with this kind of product/service? 

   Can your product sell well in the targeted country? 

   What are the prospects of expanding your business in that country? 
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Requirements for establishing a representative office or a 

branch 

Before you choose the right place to open your business' representative office in an EU country, 

make sure you are going to visit Europa.eu, European Union's official portal for doing business 

in the Union. Its content covers everything from taxes and customs to environmental rules and 

recruitment. For instance, here you can find information and links about the legislation that 

covers parent companies and their subsidiaries in the European Union. 

Moreover, the country you want to expand into or start a business in will have official 

government sites and how-to information that you‘ll want to read, like the requirements to 

establish a representative office.  

For instance, in http://www.italiancompanyformations.com you can find information about 

opening an office in Italy. Some examples of the requirements in Italy are: 

 The company shall appoint a representative of the representative office whose name 

will be entered in the Italian Companies‘ Registry (this can be the same director of the 

foreign company and does not need to be an Italian resident); 

 The company shall have an address in Italy (if you don‘t have an office in Italy, we can 

provide a virtual address); 

 The company and the representative of the representative office shall obtain a tax 

identification number (codice fiscale) with the Italian Inland Revenue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In case you want to establish a branch, every country has their own rules but in all EU countries 

the requirements typically are: 

1. Register at the companies-registration office.  

2. Register with the relevant tax and VAT authorities. 

3. Register with the social security offices. 

4. Publish information on the controlling company and its activities 

 

  

Is a representative office subject to corporate tax in Italy? 

“For tax purposes, a “mere” representative office is not considered a “permanent establishment” of the foreign 
company and is therefore not subject to any taxation in Italy. Accordingly, representative offices are not required 
to keep books, publish financial statements or file income tax or VAT returns. They are, however, required to 
maintain ordinary accounts in order to document expenses (e.g. personnel costs, office equipment, etc.) to be 
covered by the foreign company’s head office.” 

(Source: http://www.italiancompanyformations.com) 

http://www.europa.eu/
https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/business/company-tax/parent-companies-their-subsidiaries-eu-union_en
http://www.italiancompanyformations.com/
http://www.italiancompanyformations.com/
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Employing a foreign representative 

Setting up a representative office from scratch may be an arduous and risky process for 

entrepreneurs who are taking their first steps into a foreign market. In this case, an entrepreneur 

should conduct a search in the targeted market and identify potential representative agencies 

who would be interested in promoting his/her firm. 

Export.gov lists a number of factors to have in mind if you wish to employ a foreign 

representative for your firm. The most important of them are: 

• The size of the representative office: the number of salesmen, their territory range, etc. 

• Their sales record: For instance learn whether they have consistent sales or not. 

• Facilities and equipment: The location of their office and the adequacy of warehousing. 

Afterwards, conduct research to identify a number of potential representatives in the targeted 

market. Contact each one directly to obtain information about them and share information about 

you (history, resources, objectives etc.). Make sure the potential representative is interested in 

conduct business for you. Before you assign your firm's representation to a foreign agent you 

should know: 

  Their background, current status and history. 

  Their overall reputation. 

 Their knowledge about your industry. This can be done by asking them about your 

business potential in the local market. 

  Territory coverage: Do they have offices in the region you are interested in? 

  Their marketing policies: Their methods of introducing new products into the local 

market. 

Once your company has identified some foreign representatives, you may wish to travel to the 

foreign country to observe the size, condition, and location of their offices and headquarters and 

have a taste of their marketing methods and organization plans. 

 

DIGITAL RESOURCES 

 What Entity Type Makes Sense for Your International Operations? (Article) 

https://www.radiusworldwide.com/blog/2012/2/what-entity-type-makes-sense-your-

international-operations 

 The Benefits of Establishing a Branch or Subsidiary in Europe (Article)  

https://www.openaeuropeancompany.com/the-benefits-of-establishing-a-branch-or-

subsidiary-in-europe/  

 Choosing a Foreign Representative (Article)  

https://www.export.gov/article?id=Choosing-a-Foreign-Representative  

 Setting up a Representative Office in Belgium (Article)  

http://www.coventis.eu/open-a-representation-office/setting-up-a-rep-office-in-

belgium.html  

https://www.export.gov/welcome
https://www.radiusworldwide.com/blog/2012/2/what-entity-type-makes-sense-your-international-operations
https://www.radiusworldwide.com/blog/2012/2/what-entity-type-makes-sense-your-international-operations
https://www.openaeuropeancompany.com/the-benefits-of-establishing-a-branch-or-subsidiary-in-europe/
https://www.openaeuropeancompany.com/the-benefits-of-establishing-a-branch-or-subsidiary-in-europe/
https://www.export.gov/article?id=Choosing-a-Foreign-Representative
http://www.coventis.eu/open-a-representation-office/setting-up-a-rep-office-in-belgium.html
http://www.coventis.eu/open-a-representation-office/setting-up-a-rep-office-in-belgium.html
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 Opening a Branch vs. a Subsidiary in Germany (Article) 

https://www.lawyersgermany.com/opening-a-branch-vs.-a-subsidiary-in-germany  

 Greek Law Digest |Other Business Structure (Article)  

http://www.greeklawdigest.gr/topics/business-entities/item/35-other-business-structures  

 

EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS  

Exercise 1:  

According to your opinion, which of the following functions apply to a Representative office in 

an EU country? (Y/N) 

 

 

Exercise 2:  

Choose the appropriate business entity(-ies) from (Representative Office, Branch and 

Subsidiary) for a firm to establish in a foreign country, for every one of the situations of the 

table: 

 

https://www.lawyersgermany.com/opening-a-branch-vs.-a-subsidiary-in-germany
http://www.greeklawdigest.gr/topics/business-entities/item/35-other-business-structures
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UNIT 2 · PILLAR 3 

FINDING INTERNATIONAL 

COMMERCIALISATION SUPPORT 

 

 

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Identify potential sources of international commercialisation support  

 Comprehend the potential of strategic alliances 

 Examine where their company fits into the global market 

 

 

 
 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

Finding International Commercialisation Support 

Commercialisation of products and services is a process that includes the market research, the 

development of the product or service, and the marketing of this sellable. A commercialisation 

strategy should be an integral part of the company‘s launch plan for new products or services, 

focusing on satisfying the need of the customers of this product or service. 

Commercialisation support is when a company has access to expert skills and knowledge in 

specific areas in order to make this process as efficient and effective as possible. This support 

may come from the company or, especially in the case of small and medium-sized enterprises, 

can be exterior to the company. Depending on the selected market, this commercialisation and, 

consequently, support will take place at a local, regional, state, or international level.   

The most common and easiest international commercialisation technique is providing 

product descriptions and services using the World Wide Web. However, for many small and 

medium enterprises, taking the internationalisation of their products and services the next level 
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is not possible without some sort of help. This international commercialisation support can 

come in the form of market expertise in different cultures, identification of international and 

cross-border projects and grants, legal questions that are important for foreign companies, etc.  

The importance of correct commercialisation strategies cannot be overestimated; often making 

the difference between a desired audience being exposed to the product or not. Therefore, it is 

important that a business is taking the correct measures to correctly commercialise in foreign 

countries, where this company may have less cultural and legal competencies than in their own.  

 

 

METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

Look to the EU for Internationalisation Support 

Expanding small and medium enterprises to be Europe-wide is now more supported than ever 

before. The EU itself has created several platforms and tools that can help businesses access 

funds, local and international networking, and access new markets. This support is provided for 

free online and encourages collaboration between businesses within Europe.  

Check out these pages for European support: 

• Enterprise Europe Network for support in network creation at the local and 

international level. Here you can find contact points in your region that support SME 

growth and network development in addition to possible collaborators in other countries. 

See more here. 

• Your Europe for a practical guide for doing business in different European countries 

and support for SMEs looking to understand the regulations that international business 

implies. This resource offers support for taking advantage of the European Single 

Market. See more here. 

• Different EU funded Programmes have been specially created in order to support 

SMEs expand their businesses into global markets. For example, the SUPER Interreg 

Project works towards supporting eco-innovations towards internationalisation. Read 

more about this project here. 

These initiatives, in addition to other funding opportunities, etc. lead by the EU, can help your 

small business or spin-off find the tools and resources needed in order to be successful with the 

https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en/sme-instrument
https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en/sme-instrument
http://europa.eu/youreurope/business/index_en.htm
http://europa.eu/youreurope/business/index_en.htm
https://www.interregeurope.eu/super/
https://www.interregeurope.eu/super/
https://www.interregeurope.eu/super/
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globalisation process. For more information, check out the Executive Agency for SME‘s 

webpage. 

• The SME Instrument is one possible funding and support tool that the EU offers for the 

globalisation of innovative projects. This project offers services and acceleration support 

for innovators, entrepreneurs, and scientists in order to drive economic growth from 

SMEs and start-ups.  

The project offers three different phases: the ―Feasibility Study‖ phase for R&D of 

potential business plans, the ―From Concept to Market‖ phase to help make the product 

or service market-ready, and the ―Business Acceleration Services and Coaching‖ phase 

that offers mentoring and support services to scale-up and grow the business. 

See more about this project here. 

 

National Governments and Private Support for 

Internationalisation 

While government commercialisation support may be inexpensive (or free) and private support 

may be expensive, think what type and content of the service might may relevant for your (for 

example, providing general information or sharing own experiences, etc.) and consider the 

options available in your area to make the most of the opportunity. Think about acceleration 

opportunities that might be available in local universities and technical schools in your region. 

Like previously mentioned, commercialisation is essential for company success and, therefore, 

the investment in a provided service may be beneficial in the long run.  

A good support service will be able to offer your entity consultations about best practices and 

expert advice about the market(s) you wish to enter. This guidance may include all subjects 

from cultural differences to marketing suggestions to area niche market recommendations. For 

this reason, private support companies will often specialise in specific areas or expertise in 

order to offer support that is able to fit the needs of their clients. Therefore, make sure to check 

out all the options available to you before choosing.  

 

https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en
https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en
https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en
https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en/sme-instrument
https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en/sme-instrument
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Forming Strategic Alliances for Internationalisation  

Strategic Alliances are those mutually beneficial relationships that business form with other 

businesses, institutions, or clients that allow for sustainable growth by sharing resources and 

costs. Research shows that this is especially important for SMEs who usually have high 

capacity to create and innovate, but lack resources for commercialization. This type of 

collaboration allows SMEs to focus on their innovation process while permitting them to create 

products that can be sold in a market efficiently.  

In addition, creating strategic alliances has proven to be beneficial when contributing to the 

ability of business to sell their products outside their home market, internationalizing their 

products. Therefore, these alliances allow for more effective commercialization strategies as the 

partners will have insight into their specific markets, providing cultural expertise in this area. 

This is a possible process of internalisation using strategic alliances: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strategic alliances may take many different forms. For example, check out this typology of 

various formal strategic alliances:  

  

Extracted from Kumlungsua, N (2008) SMEs’ Internationalization Process via Strategic Alliances (page 13). 

Extracted from Kozyra, B (2005) in Zator-Peljan, J (2012), Strategic alliance as a 

particular form of cooperation, Global Management Journal, December 28, 2012. 
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DIGITAL RESOURCES 

• Information about EU Opportunities (Website)  

https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en  

• EU Support to SMEs and Entrepreneurs (Website)  

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/support/networks_en   

• What is a ‗Strategic Alliance‘ (Video)  

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/strategicalliance.asp  

• Six Reasons for Forming Strategic Global Business Alliances (Article)  

http://www.tradeready.ca/2014/fittskills-refresher/8-reasons-forming-strategic-global-

business-alliances/#.VUdEaR5qkqM.mailto  

• Five Keys to Creating Successful Strategic Alliances (Article)   

https://www.forbes.com/2002/07/18/0719alliance.html#74e9ff6411f4  

• How to Map Strategy Better C-D Maps (Presentation)  

https://es.slideshare.net/shashwat140/map-strategy-better-cd-maps  

 

EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS  

Exercise 1:  

To establish effective strategic alliances it is useful to understand where your company falls in 

relationship to other businesses in the same sector. By mapping your business, you can better 

comprehend which other companies are pure competition and which brands could be potential 

international alliances.  

Consider creating a Centrality-Distinctiveness Map for your brands and others in the same 

sector. The more central means how representative of the category a brand is; the more distinct 

is the degree to which they stand out from other brands in the same category.  A potential map 

could be structured like:   

Checkout this presentation for a more in depth explanation of how to fill out the map: 

https://es.slideshare.net/shashwat140/map-strategy-better-cd-maps  

 

  

Centrality 

D
is

ti
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Aspirational 

Mainstream 

Unconventional 

Peripheral 

Extracted from Dawar, N, and Bagga, C (2015), A Better Way to Map 

Brand Strategy, Harvard Business Review, June, 2015, 90-97 (page 93). 

https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en
https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en
https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/support/networks_en
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/support/networks_en
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/support/networks_en
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/strategicalliance.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/strategicalliance.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/strategicalliance.asp
http://www.tradeready.ca/2014/fittskills-refresher/8-reasons-forming-strategic-global-business-alliances/
http://www.tradeready.ca/2014/fittskills-refresher/8-reasons-forming-strategic-global-business-alliances/
http://www.tradeready.ca/2014/fittskills-refresher/8-reasons-forming-strategic-global-business-alliances/
http://www.tradeready.ca/2014/fittskills-refresher/8-reasons-forming-strategic-global-business-alliances/
https://www.forbes.com/2002/07/18/0719alliance.html
https://www.forbes.com/2002/07/18/0719alliance.html
https://www.forbes.com/2002/07/18/0719alliance.html
https://es.slideshare.net/shashwat140/map-strategy-better-cd-maps
https://es.slideshare.net/shashwat140/map-strategy-better-cd-maps
https://es.slideshare.net/shashwat140/map-strategy-better-cd-maps
https://es.slideshare.net/shashwat140/map-strategy-better-cd-maps
https://es.slideshare.net/shashwat140/map-strategy-better-cd-maps
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Exercise 2:  

See how your business can find potential international partnering opportunities by filling out this 

tool:  

http://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/SearchCenter/Search/ProfileSimpleSearch?shid=32db25

cb-726f-43b0-8b5f-7742d0935799  

And understand how you can receive financial support from the European Union by using this 

search tool:  

http://europa.eu/youreurope/business/funding-grants/access-to-finance/index_en.htm  

 

 

  

http://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/SearchCenter/Search/ProfileSimpleSearch?shid=32db25cb-726f-43b0-8b5f-7742d0935799
http://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/SearchCenter/Search/ProfileSimpleSearch?shid=32db25cb-726f-43b0-8b5f-7742d0935799
http://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/SearchCenter/Search/ProfileSimpleSearch?shid=32db25cb-726f-43b0-8b5f-7742d0935799
http://europa.eu/youreurope/business/funding-grants/access-to-finance/index_en.htm
http://europa.eu/youreurope/business/funding-grants/access-to-finance/index_en.htm
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UNIT 2 · PILLAR 4 

 WHAT IS NETWORKING? 

 

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Define what networking is and identify the main forms of professional 

networking 

 List the benefits of professional networks 

 Develop and maintain own professional network 

 Construct and manage their contact list 

 

 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

―Networking‖ is a term that seems to have multiple meanings regarding business growth. It 

may concern a huge database of names, personal details, and contact information created 

based on business cards collection, the opportunity of connecting with a variety of people to 

discuss business prospects, or just a way of socializing. It can be defined as “the process of 

developing and activating your relationships to increase your business, enhance your 

knowledge, expand your sphere of influence or serve the community.” 
1
. 

 

 

 
Source: 1 Ivan Misner. 2012. A New Definition of Networking. [ONLINE] Available at: 

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/225067. [Accessed 1 December 2017]. 

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/225067
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METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

Forms of professional networking 

According to Herminia Ibarra and Mark Lee Hunter‘s research
2
, there are three distinct but 

linked forms of professional networking: 

 

 

Source: 
2
 Herminia Ibarra & Mark Lee Hunter. 2007. How Leaders Create and Use Networks. [ONLINE] Available at: 

https://hbr.org/2007/01/how-leaders-create-and-use-networks. [Accessed 1 December 2017]. 

 

In the following table, you can see more information about the three forms of networking
3
: 

 
 

All forms of networking overlap. Both operation and personal networks are created naturally, 

whereas strategic networks need to be developed intentionally. 

Source: 
3 
Herminia Ibarra & Mark Lee Hunter. 2007. How Leaders Create and Use Networks. [ONLINE] Available at: 

https://hbr.org/2007/01/how-leaders-create-and-use-networks. [Accessed 1 December 2017]. 

 

 

 

https://hbr.org/2007/01/how-leaders-create-and-use-networks
https://hbr.org/2007/01/how-leaders-create-and-use-networks
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Benefits of professional networks 

Some of the most significant benefits that professional networks offer are: 

• Increased business opportunities (e.g. client leads, join ventures, key partnerships, 

etc.) 

• Word-of-mouth 

• Expansion of support network 

• New connections 

• Status reinforcement 

• Access to industry best practices 

and benchmarks 

• Lasting friendships 

 

How to develop your network 

Most professionals are not keen on networking and their worst business mistake is that they 

don‘t build a professional network until they really need one—and ¡ often that is a bit late. This 

may happen because they are introverted, shy, or just don‘t want to dedicate part of their time to 

professional gatherings or events. 

However, building a strong professional network is critical, if you want to succeed in your career 

field. Here are some strategies to follow for developing and maintaining your network
4
: 

 

 

Source: 
4 
Jonathan Long. 2016. 8 Tips to Help Grow Your Professional Network. [ONLINE] Available at: 

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/jonathan-long/8-tips-to-help-grow-your-_b_7562332.html. [Accessed 13 December 

2017]. 

 

How to maintain your network 

After you establish your network, it is important to keep it alive by keeping in touch with your 

contacts. Inform them about your career updates (e.g. job changes, promotions etc.), provide 

them with help and support whenever needed, exchange useful information with them, send 

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/jonathan-long/8-tips-to-help-grow-your-_b_7562332.html
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―thank you‖ notes to those who gave you a job lead or reference, and do not forget to have a 

conversation with them now and then. 

Here are some principles to remember
5
: 

 

Source: 
5
 Rebecca Knight. 2016. How To Maintain Your Professional Network Over the Years. [ONLINE] Available at: 

https://hbr.org/2016/09/how-to-maintain-your-professional-network-over-the-years. [Accessed 18 December 2017]. 

 

When to use your network 

 

Source: Zina Kumok. Making Connections: How to Create and Cultivate Your Professional Network. [ONLINE] 

Available at: https://www.goodcall.com/career/professional-network. [Accessed 13 December 2017]. 

https://hbr.org/2016/09/how-to-maintain-your-professional-network-over-the-years
https://www.goodcall.com/career/professional-network
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How to manage your contact list 

A professional network can consist of almost everyone you have ever met, and every contact 

can lead you to new ones
7
. It is important though to be selective, as the larger your network is, 

the more challenging it will be to stay in touch with all these contacts. Networking is not a 

numbers game. However, numbers play a part in the process
8
. 

 

Sources: 

7 
Dawn Rosenberg McKay. 2016. Building, Growing and Maintaining a Professional Network. [ONLINE] Available at: 

https://www.thebalance.com/building-growing-and-maintaining-a-professional-network-525834. [Accessed 13 December 

2017]. 

8 
Rick Itzkowich. 2017. Networking Is More Than Card Collecting. [ONLINE] Available at: 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescoachescouncil/2017/06/27/networking-is-more-than-card-

collecting/#4737d08d2f9a. [Accessed 12 December 2017]. 

 

People you need to include in your contact list 

Build a diverse network by adding people from different industries, backgrounds, age groups, 

ethnic groups, etc. Make sure you include the following people in your contact list
9
: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: 
9 

Caroline Ceniza-Levine. 2017. Ten People You Need To Have In Your Professional Network. [ONLINE] 

Available at: https://www.forbes.com/sites/carolinecenizalevine/2017/03/05/ten-people-you-need-to-have-in-your-

professional-network/#1fceac2926e8. [Accessed 12 December 2017]. 

https://www.thebalance.com/building-growing-and-maintaining-a-professional-network-525834
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescoachescouncil/2017/06/27/networking-is-more-than-card-collecting/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescoachescouncil/2017/06/27/networking-is-more-than-card-collecting/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/carolinecenizalevine/2017/03/05/ten-people-you-need-to-have-in-your-professional-network/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/carolinecenizalevine/2017/03/05/ten-people-you-need-to-have-in-your-professional-network/
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Tips for effective contact management 

As you gain experience and your business grows, your contact list will get longer and longer. A 

large network is obviously beneficial to your career, but it is important stay in touch without 

ending up overwhelmed
10

. 

 Decide who to prioritise based on your goals and interests, as it is impossible to stay 

connected with everybody at the same level of contact. 

 Create a schedule in which you must include all your necessary networking activities. 

The more systematic you can make your networking, the more likely you‘ll stick to it. 

 Don‘t forget the follow-up, as it is a crucial factor of relationship-building. Share an 

article or useful information about a subject of common interest, comment on your 

contact posts in social media, or send a holiday greeting. 

 Dedicate some time and effort in meeting new people or reconnecting with those 

who are outside your priority list. Attend conferences and social events to meet new 

people and once a month schedule to send an e-mail to some of your contacts for just 

saying a ―hello.‖ 

Managing your contact list requires an important amount of time and effort, but the benefits of 

keeping in touch are significant and long-lasting. 

Source: 
10 

Caroline Ceniza-Levine. 2016. Overwhelmed by Networking? How To Stay In Touch With A Growing Contact 

List. [ONLINE] Available at: https://www.forbes.com/sites/carolinecenizalevine/2016/10/26/how-to-stay-in-touch-with-a-

growing-network/#30b949231182. [Accessed 12 December 2017]. 

 

EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS  

Exercise 1 

In a piece of paper, create a work sheet like the following one: 

 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/carolinecenizalevine/2016/10/26/how-to-stay-in-touch-with-a-growing-network/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/carolinecenizalevine/2016/10/26/how-to-stay-in-touch-with-a-growing-network/
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In the first column of the work sheet, fill in the names of the most important contacts in your 

network - people you rely on for the exchange of private information, specialized expertise, 

advice, and creative inspiration. In the second column, write the name of the person who 

introduced you to your contact (if you met the person yourself, write ―me‖). In the last column, 

write the name of someone you introduced to your key contact.  

This exercise is designed to help professionals map their professional network, and identify 

areas of strength and weakness in their network.  

The people who have introduced you to more than one important contact are called 

“superconnectors”. If you have introduced yourself to your key contacts more than 65% of the 

time, then you are probably building your network using the self-similarity principle. The self-

similarity principle states that, when you make network contacts, you tend to choose people 

who resemble you in terms of experience, training, worldview, and so on. However, have in 

mind that too much similarity restricts your access to discrepant information, which is crucial to 

both creativity and problem-solving. 

Source: Brian Uzzi & Shannon Dunlap. 2005. How to Build Your Network. [ONLINE] Available at: https://hbr.org/2005/12/how-to-build-

your-network. [Accessed 18 December 2017]. 

 

Exercise 2 

Think of your professional network. In a piece of paper, create a table like the following one, and 

fill in the number of people your network contains from each of the following professional 

categories.  

 

Does your network include at least one person from each category? If not, set as your next goal 

to reach out someone from this professional category. 

 

Case study: Ask questions and don‘t self-promote 

When Liz Graham moved to Boston she had an “ah-ha moment” about her life and career. 

“I decided that I wanted to work at a company headquartered in the city, and I realized that I 

needed to expand my network.” says Liz, who had worked for many years in the cable industry 
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in New York, and before that as a corporate attorney. “I needed to invest the time getting to 

know VC companies, local startups, and learning more about the players in the Boston scene.” 

So she did everything she was supposed to do. She reached out to college and business school 

friends living in the city, she attended networking events and industry-specific seminars, she 

accepted invitations to speak on panels, and she got in touch with local executives and invited 

them for coffee. 

But her most fruitful networking took place on the tennis court. She was out hitting balls one day 

when the man on the court next to her — named T.S. — asked if she was interested in a match. 

“As it turned out, we were both in job-hunting mode — he had just left Zipcar — and so between 

sets, we talked about the kind of environment we wanted to be in, what we love doing, and what 

opportunities we were looking for.”. 

Liz talked about her career but not in a self-promotional way. “It‟s a delicate balance.” she says. 

“I tend to ask a lot of questions. I probe the other person. Naturally they will ask me questions, 

and that‟s when I talk about my story and experience.” 

Liz and T.S. traded email addresses. Soon, T.S. landed a job as the controller at Wayfair, the 

online furniture company, and Liz got a job at Hubspot, the marketing and sales platform. Over 

the next few years, the two stayed in touch. They would play tennis from time to time and 

exchange emails about their jobs and lives. T.S.‘s child went to the same school that Liz‘s 

children had, and she often inquired about how the child was doing. She also reached out to 

him on social media. ―When Wayfair had its earnings, I would send him a note of 

congratulations.‖ she says. 

When Liz saw that Wayfair‘s vice-president of sales and service position was open, she was 

immediately interested and again reached out to T.S. He helped provide an introduction to the 

hiring manager, which jumpstarted the interview process, and Liz eventually got the job. She 

acknowledges that she has her tennis hobby to thank for it. ―When you‘re doing something you 

love,‖ she adds, ―networking feels easy.‖ 

Source: 12 Rebecca Knight. 2016. How To Maintain Your Professional Network Over the Years. [ONLINE] Available at: 

https://hbr.org/2016/09/how-to-maintain-your-professional-network-over-the-years. [Accessed 18 December 2017].   
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UNIT 2 · PILLAR 5 

GROWTH PLANNING AND 

COMMERCIALIZATION 

 

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Define Growth Planning and relate it to Commercialization 

 Describe the main phases of International Commercialization 

 Plan and develop their own business strategies to make their company 

competitive to the international market 

 Establish a successful growth plan that will lead their company to success 

 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

What is Growth Planning? When it comes to business, growth planning is regarded as an 

extension of the owner‘s initial plan. Growth planning comprises the expansion of business 

facilities and the acquirement of economical resources invested in new activities that allow the 

company to be more efficient and differentiate from the competition
1,2

. Economic growth is 

correlated to the successful commercialization of 

a new product
3
. 

Within the context of business expansion and 

new potential growth opportunities, 

commercialization of a new competitive product 

is the process of introducing it to the market after 

throughout marketing research. On the grounds 

that the term of commercialization is often 

confused with marketing, it is worthwhile to 

mention that marketing is one of the initial steps 

of product commercialization
4
.  

 

Sources:   

1
 Shehan Wijetilaka, What is Growth Plan (Online). Available at: https://grow-strategy.com/what-is-a-growth-plan 

[Accessed on 12 December 2017]. 

2 
Osmond Vitez, Business Growth Planning (Online). Available at: http://smallbusiness.chron.com/business-growth-

planning-4503.html  [Accessed on 12 December 2017]. 

3 
Leslie Martinich, 2004, Commercializing and Managing Innovations, Competitive Focus (Online). Available at: 

http://www.competitivefocus.com/paper1.htm  [Accessed on 12 December 2017]. 

4 
Neil Maclure, 2011, Product Commercialization (Online). Available at:   https://www.slideshare.net/nmaclure/product-

commercialization  [Accessed on 12 December 2017]. 

 

https://grow-strategy.com/what-is-a-growth-plan
http://smallbusiness.chron.com/business-growth-planning-4503.html
http://smallbusiness.chron.com/business-growth-planning-4503.html
http://www.competitivefocus.com/paper1.htm
https://www.slideshare.net/nmaclure/product-commercialization
https://www.slideshare.net/nmaclure/product-commercialization
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METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

International Commercialization: Business Framework 

Based on the relationship of local commercialization and development when it stands in 

comparison with the international markets, this pillar identifies the basic steps that constitute the 

foundation of business framework on an international level. This framework is built upon 

previously developed models used for local and international commercialization, potential 

barriers, characteristics of the new product in association with foreign markets, and promotion 

strategies
5
.  

 

Source: 
5
 A. Albassami & A. McCoy, 2016, A Business Framework for International Commercialization of Innovative 

Construction Products (Online).Available at: http://www.momentumpress.net/books/business-framework-international-

commercialization-innovative-construction-products [Accessed on 12 December 2017]. 

 

From concept to commercialization 

Commercialization begins when a business 

identifies an effective way of using scientific 

advances to meet a market need
6
. The process 

of commercialization is divided into phases, 

starting with the introduction of the product and 

reaching its mass production and adoption. It 

takes into consideration not only the production 

itself, but also the distribution, the marketing 

strategies, the sales, and the support needed to 

be successful
7
.  

Sources: 

6
 Saario, Five steps to successful commercialization of an innovation – can the pitfalls be avoided? (Online). Available 

at: http://www.valmet.com/media/articles/experts-voice/five-steps-to-successful-commercialization-of-an-innovation 

[Accessed on 20 December 2017]. 

7
 Investopedia, Commercialization (Online). Available at: https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/commercialization.asp  

[Accessed on 20 December 2017]. 

http://www.momentumpress.net/books/business-framework-international-commercialization-innovative-construction-products
http://www.momentumpress.net/books/business-framework-international-commercialization-innovative-construction-products
http://www.valmet.com/media/articles/experts-voice/five-steps-to-successful-commercialization-of-an-innovation
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/commercialization.asp
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From concept to commercialization 

However, in order to identify the most appropriate path to successful commercialization, several 

questions must be answered as shown in the following schema: 

 
 

International commercialization: Phases & Steps 

To achieve successful commercialization, awareness of the right timing and the market situation 

is essential. Without regard to those two crucial factors, in terms of globalization, international 

commercialization can be fruitful through a specific mechanism, comprising explicit phases. 

The following table depicts the process of global commercialization, encompassing some word 

of advice for businesses.  

  

Credit: https://sbir.nih.gov/nidcr/steps  

Phases of international commercialization; Credit: Global Marketing Playbook, Hubspot, 2015 

  

https://sbir.nih.gov/nidcr/steps
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Strategy 

The initial phase of international commercialization begins with aligning global drives with 

business priorities. The first step of this phase refers to determining why to develop a 

marketing strategy, regarding the goals to be achieved, and to identifying the most important 

issues, trying to avoid the topics that are of no interest. The next step is to write down a high-

level statement, encasing the purpose of the marketing strategy and how it aligns with the 

business principals. 

The Strategy phase continues with the engagement of the appropriate staff. A list delegating 

the most suitable people in the right tasks should be made according to specific criteria. This 

step comprises mapping out the cross-out stakeholders within the company, that are already 

affected by international marketing. 

This phase ends with a short research on possible barriers and negative viewpoints about 

dealing with international markets.  

 

Planning 

The next phase of global commercialization starts with data collection, as it is quite invaluable 

to have measurable results when creating the marketing plan. Hereafter, this data should be 

balanced with the initial purpose of the strategy in order for the marketing goals to be in 

alignment with international goals. Therefore, this is the phase where long-term objectives 

can be created in accordance to the global situation and then divided into smaller ‗Smart‘ goals. 

 

Collaboration 

The Collaboration phase refers to assembling the team that will help in the execution and 

engage them to the process of commercialization. The groups of people that should definitely 
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be listed as contributors include contractors, marketing agencies, resellers and referral partners, 

and, finally, translation providers. Meetings among the marketing and non-marketing team along 

with the third-party vendors are essential in order to get the feedback required before even 

starting to create internal communication plans.  

 

Process 

The Process phase is the infrastructure of 

international commercialization as all the 

information gathered is exploited to ensure 

consistency and scalability of the 

undertaking. Towards that end, it is of 

utmost importance to conduct a content 

audit in order to ascertain where the 

content is located. Furthermore, common 

content creation processes should be 

adapted before globalizing the content. 

Asking for the feedback of all team 

members is a simple and effortless way to 

compare and contrast the different types 

of content. Of course, this process might 

be repeated for the sake of improvement. 

 

Localization 

In order to surmount the barriers when dealing with global markets, it would be resourceful to 

prioritize the target markets, in an attempt to avoid grouping together too many countries. 

Addressing the countries to focus on and choosing carefully the vendors to be appointed can 

make localization much easier. Of course, this process requires a lot of time to achieve 

measurable and competitive results. 

 

Technology 

In terms of globalization, there are many tools 

that facilitate the process of marketing. 

Therefore, it is fundamental to do a global 

technology audit, identifying the most 

commonly used technologies. Of course, the 

marketing team should be highly trained to 

use those tools or even identify missing 

tools. Finally, the budgetary perspective 

cannot be avoided as the cost of these 

technologies should also be calculated and 

taken into consideration. 
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Management 

The management of an international organization seems really challenging, but can lead to 

success when all the local marketing teams are empowered. What is more, promotion 

actions are considered to be crucial when it comes to teambuilding and collaboration across 

geographies. To that end, marketing leaders should serve as role models among the regional 

teams taking into account their needs and ideas.  

 

Mastery 

The final phase of international commercialization is related to different ways of taking 

marketing to the next level. Being successful in global marketing implies a strong experience 

among miscellaneous countries. Sharing this knowledge not only with the world, but with other 

businesses as well increases the level of mastery in commercialization and fosters the ability to 

create the next generation of global marketers. 
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EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS  

Exercise 1 

 

 

 

 

Think of an innovative product that can be competitive in a local level. Holding the position of 

the Marketing Leader, describe your idea to the marketing team, the current situation of local 

and global market and mention potential barriers in globalization of your product. 

 

Exercise 2 

 

 

Provide a well-written plan and a bad example regarding your idea of a new product. 

 

 

Case study 

Use of the Internet in International Marketing: A Case Study of Small Computer Software 

Firms. 

How small exporting firms use the Internet in their international marketing activities? 

Six studies of software firms were conducted. The software sector reveals miscellaneous 

characteristics: It is probably the fastest-growing industry, its products can be distributed 

electronically, and software companies are ―Internet literate.‖ The results suggest that most 

firms use the Internet on an attempt to find more information about customers, distributors, and 

partners. However, the Internet does not replace personal sales. Standardized products are 

more suitable for Internet-based sales. Software firms‘ most significant use of the Internet was 

for post-sales service and support activities; these activities both improved customer relations. 

Partnership agreements with well-known firms, positive product reviews, and image building 

through the Internet were important to most firms in order to reduce the uncertainty that 

potential customers often experience when unknown suppliers offer unfamiliar products.  

Source: 
8 

Shane Mathews, Constanza Bianchi, Keith J. Perks, Marilyn Healy and Rumintha Wickramasekera. (2016) 

Internet marketing capabilities and international market growth. International Business Review 25:4, 820-830. Online 

publication date: 1-Aug-2016.  

 

  

‘Innovation is a hot topic, but as we know, all the innovation in the world is worthless without 

successful commercialization.’       

Richard's Blog On Marketing, 2017 

How do you write a good commercialization plan? 

https://www.rsconsulting-usa.com/category/richards-blog-on-marketing/
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UNIT 2 · PILLAR 6 

FOMENTING LEGAL COMPETENCIES  
 

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Recognize the importance of IP rights as a sine qua non means for creating 

a competitive advantage during commercialization of products 

 Identify and list the different aspects of IP rights 

 Apply for registration of trademarks in EU according to the company‘s needs 

 Differentiate between Registered Community Design (RCD) and 

Unregistered Community design 

 Develop elaborated business models around trademark rights management 

through understanding of best practices in the field 

 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

As an entrepreneur, you need to know that during commercialization of products the 

management of legal issues concerning different aspects of the intellectual property (IP) 

concept is a sine qua non part of knowledge and managerial competencies that you need to 

hold, since the IP rights are capable of providing sustainable competitive advantage to its IP 

owners.  

While other strategic resources like location, pricing, personnel, and logistics are losing its 

strategic strength/importance (competitors can also replicate them), IP rights cannot be easily 

replicated by competitors (as they are statutory rights granted by the government), and hence 

can provide sustainable competitive advantage at least till the expiry of the IP right.  
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METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

Protected innovations and creations 

 

In order for you to be able to create value, appropriate business models, they should be 

designed around the IP rights. Intellectual property defines, and protects human innovations 

and creations, such as the following: 

 

 

 

1
 In some countries, you can also get protection even if your trade mark is not registered, as long as it is used. However, 

you are well advised to register it in order to obtain the best protection. For more information on how to register your 

trademarks in EU, please visit the relevant page on EUIPO (European Union Intellectual Property: 

https://euipo.europa.eu/ohimportal/en/trade-marks-in-the-european-union).  

2 
Growth for companies that value design is 22% higher than for those that don't. Good design is crucial to business 

success. 

 

 

Traditional models for managing copyrights 

Introduction 
 

Trademarks primarily reduce search costs for consumers by creating a distinctive image about 

the products or services of a particular company.  Traditionally, trademarks were created to 

distinguish the goods and services of one manufacturer from that of the competitors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://euipo.europa.eu/ohimportal/en/trade-marks-in-the-european-union
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Where to register your trademark in EU 

 

To register or not to register a design 

You have two choices when coming to design protection: either protect your design with the 

European Union Intellectual Property Office (EUIPO) before you commercialize it and obtain 

a Registered Community Design (RCD) or, alternatively, commercialize it directly without 

registration by relying on what is known as the Unregistered Community Design (UCD) right. 

The option you eventually choose will depend on the impact that it has on your design portfolio 

strategy. 

Protection provided by both processes 

 Manufacturing a product incorporating a protected design (or to which the design is 

applied) without the consent of its proprietor would be considered illegal. 

 Putting a product on the market incorporating the protected design (or to which the 

design is applied) without the consent of its proprietor would be considered illegal. 

In the EU, there is a four-tier system for registering trademarks. What you choose depends on the 

needs of your business. 

Let‘s say you just want protection in one EU Member State; perhaps where your business is based 

at the moment, or where you want to trade. You can make a trademark application directly at the 

relevant national IP office. This is the national route. Check the full list of national offices. 

If you want protection in Belgium, the Netherlands and/or Luxembourg, you can make an application 

to the Benelux Office of Intellectual Property (BOIP), the only regional-level IP office in the EU, for 

trademark protection in those three Member States. This is the regional route. 

If you want protection in more Member States of the EU, you can apply for an EU trademark from 

EUIPO – this is the European route. An online application at EUIPO costs €850 and is filed in just 

one language. When your application is received, it is checked and processed, and once registered, 

your trademark can be renewed indefinitely every 10 years. 

The national, regional, and EU systems are complementary ones, and work in parallel with 

each other. 

National level trademarks and regional trademarks are necessary for users who do not want 

or need protection of their trademarks at EU level. 

EU trademarks give protection in all Member States of the Union, for those who want that 

option. 

The fourth route to protection in the EU is the international route. You can use your national, 

regional, or EU trademark application to expand your protection internationally; to any country that is 

a signatory of the Madrid Protocol. Find out more about international registrations. 

 

Extracted from EUIPO ―Trademarks in the EU‖  https://euipo.europa.eu/ohimportal/en/trade-marks-in-the-european-union 

https://www.tmdn.org/network/who_is_participating
https://www.boip.int/
https://euipo.europa.eu/ohimportal/en/trade-marks-in-the-european-union
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 Offering a product for sale incorporating a protected design without the consent of its 

proprietor would be considered illegal. 

 Marketing a product incorporating the protected design without the consent of its 

proprietor would be considered illegal. 

 Importing/exporting a product incorporating the protected design without the consent of 

its proprietor would be considered illegal. 

Differences between RCDs and UCDs 

RCDs and UCDs are quite different in terms of scope of protection, and duration. 

 

Elaborated business models around Trademark Rights 

Management 

Introduction 

Today, trademarks are being used not just for distinguishing the goods and services, but also 

for creating business models around the reputation created by such trademarks. For instance, 

Nestle, which is known for producing coffee powder under the brand Nescafe, realized the need 

for a home espresso machine and created the Nespresso machine. When the product became 

successful, it partnered with equipment manufacturers to solve the supply chain issues and 

delivered machines that are efficient and helped prepare espresso quality coffee at homes. 

Their business model was designed to compensate lower margins earned on the sale of 

Nespresso machine by selling Nespresso bullets, which costs on an average of 23p per serving. 

This business model has been able to generate 30 % 

growth rate for the last 5 years. This business model 

has been developed around this traditional function to 

create alternative modes of increasing value for the 

trademark owner. Branding, which was limited only to 

the product and the experience surrounding it, has now 

been extended to integrate IP rights into products and 

services, which can then be merchandised to create 

higher value for all stakeholders. 

 

Examples of valuable intellectual property 

Explaining the value that can be created with intellectual property could be an important 

motivator for a young entrepreneur. These are some examples showing the value of a number 

of intellectual property assets. 
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Franchising IP rights 

Franchising is a process of expanding your business of distributing goods and services, by 

packaging all the related IP rights into a replicable business system. In this model, typically 

multiple IP rights are combined with trademarks to provide a unique brand identity, which then is 

designed into a franchise business system and licensed to many franchisees for a certain 

license fee.  

The IP rights that you can combine could be trade secrets (the recipe, taste, and flavour), 

confidential information (contained in the operating systems and business practices), 

trademarks (the logo, the brand, the slogan), trade dress (embedded in the look and feel of the 

store), copyrights (the apparel, the drawings within the store, the menu card), designs (the 

art/design on the box, the shape of the box, structure of the building), and patents (heating 

oven containing the patent rights of regulating the heat depending on the kind of food product 

being cooked).  

 

The Pizza Hut example effectively illustrates this. Before you franchise the IP rights, it is 

expected that you have started a replicable business process, tested its operating efficiencies, 

Source:  Extracted from the IP teaching Kit‘ https://e-courses.epo.org/course/view.php?id=63 

https://e-courses.epo.org/course/view.php?id=63
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and be convinced about the economies of scale. This model franchise unit convinces future 

franchisees to enter into your business without having to unnecessarily risk their capital. In 

addition, it is also expected that you develop competencies to monitor and control the franchise 

business. Under a franchising agreement, the franchisor receives an initial lump-sum payment 

(for licensing of patents, knowhow, technology, and operating process) followed by regular 

royalty payments as a percentage of gross sales made by the franchisee (for supplying 

ingredients to produce goods along with a right to use the brand). Though franchising can be 

implemented in any business, it has become popular in the food, beverage, and snack 

industry as the processes can be standardized and it becomes easy to build a brand identity in 

these industries.  

 

EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS  

Exercise 1 

Imagine that the company you work for dealing with furniture design wants to register the design 

of a new couch. Based on the information provided by the EUIPO, what are the four basic steps 

and specific sub-actions you need to take into account before submitting your application?  

Create a table as the following one and fill it in with the relevant information.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 2 

A Croatian SME dealing with facility management, interior design and software development for 

related services has been present in the market since 2010. With a small team of three 

employees, the company has managed to position itself as a reliable provider of high level and 

efficient software services for their clients. The company had been active in the Croatian market 

with its own (unregistered) trademark long before having started to look for opportunities 

abroad. After taking the decision of going international, the company then sought advice on the 

possible steps to be followed in terms of IP protection when expanding the business to 

international markets. At this stage, an issue arose: the results showed that although the 

Croatian SME‘s trademark was available in Croatia, it was already registered as a European 

Union trade mark (EUTM, previously known as Community Trade Mark) for the same/similar 
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products and services by a large electrical appliance manufacturer. Indeed, the problem was 

more complex than it seemed because at that time Croatia was six months away from becoming 

a European Union Member State, when all the European Union trademarks, including this large 

manufacturer‘s trademark, would become valid in Croatia.  

What were the possible actions that this company should follow to solve this problem?  
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UNIT 2 · PILLAR 7 

INTERNATIONAL MARKETING STRATEGIES 
 

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Recognize the difference between individual and global marketing strategy 

 Analyse the business environment in the target country 

 Name aspects that need to be analysed when product adaptation is 

considered 

 

 

 
 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

What is international marketing? 

International marketing takes place when a business directs its products and services toward 

consumers in a country other than the one in which it is located. While the overall concept of 

marketing is the same worldwide, the environment within which the marketing is implemented 

can be dramatically different from region to region.  

(Source: http://www.referenceforbusiness.com/small/Inc-Mail/International-Marketing.html #ixzz4znhiJIP4) 

International marketing takes into consideration more than just language. It involves culture, 

market saturation, and customer behaviours.  

(Source: http://www.marketing-schools.org/types-of-marketing/international-marketing.html) 

 

 

http://www.referenceforbusiness.com/small/Inc-Mail/International-Marketing.html#ixzz4znhiJIP4
http://www.marketing-schools.org/types-of-marketing/international-marketing.html
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Marketing Strategies in international context 

International market efforts take many forms. Two main strategies are known as ―Individualized 

Marketing Strategy‖ and ―Global Marketing Strategy‖. 

 

(Source: http://www.referenceforbusiness.com/small/Inc-Mail/International-Marketing.html, http://onlinelibrary.wiley 

.com/doi/10.1002/9781444316568.wiem01024/pdf) 

 

Marketing Strategies in international context 

The idea of a fully standardized global product that is identical all over the world is a near myth. 

In reality, in order to be successful in international markets, most products require some level of 

adaptation or localization. (Source: https://www.shippingsolutions.com/blog/export-marketing-

strategies-to-adapt-or-not-to-adapt) 

Especially small businesses are discouraged from relying on the global marketing strategy. 

Whereas large multinational companies can afford to take a hit on a poorly marketed product, 

most small businesses are not so strong. For small companies, market research becomes an 

essential component of operations. (Source: http://www.referenceforbusiness.com/small/Inc-

Mail/International-Marketing.html #ixzz4znpY7dSs) 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.shippingsolutions.com/blog/export-marketing-strategies-to-adapt-or-not-to-adapt
https://www.shippingsolutions.com/blog/export-marketing-strategies-to-adapt-or-not-to-adapt
http://www.referenceforbusiness.com/small/Inc-Mail/International-Marketing.html#ixzz4znpY7dSs
http://www.referenceforbusiness.com/small/Inc-Mail/International-Marketing.html#ixzz4znpY7dSs
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METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

PESTLE-analysis 

When you are making decisions on whether and how your offering (product or service) need to 

be adapted for international markets, there are many things that be considered. The following 

methods and tools can provide valuable information for decision making. 

First, it is important to understand the current state of the industry and the main factors that 

could influence the business. A widely used tool for analysing potential market is the PESTLE 

(political, economic, social, technological, legal, and environmental factors) model which helps 

you to identify the external forces that could have an impact on potential market and your 

business. When using the PESTLE tool, it is important that you not only identify the factors 

affecting your company but also evaluate their impact.  

(Source: https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis/) 

 

Political factors determine the extent to which government and government policy may impact 

on your business or a specific industry in general. These include political policy and stability as 

well as trade, fiscal and taxation policies, (Source: https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com 

/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis/) as well as the current and anticipated future legislation. (Source: 

https://www.professionalacademy.com/blogs-and-advice/marketing-theories---pestel-analysis) 

Government initiatives, which support local producers in certain regions, may work against 

international firms when it comes to their competitiveness in a foreign region. (Source: 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/international-marketing-environmental-factors-affect-global-

mamdouh) 

 

Economic factors include interest rates, employment and unemployment rates, raw material 

costs and foreign exchange rates, (Source: https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016 

/06/30/pestel-analysis/) as well as economic growth, inflation, and disposable income of 

consumers and businesses. These factors can be further broken down into macro- and micro-

economic factors. Macro-economic factors deal with the management of demand in any given 

economy. Governments use interest rate control, taxation policy, and government expenditure 

https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis/
https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis/
https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis
https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis
https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis/
https://www.professionalacademy.com/blogs-and-advice/marketing-theories---pestel-analysis
https://www.professionalacademy.com/blogs-and-advice/marketing-theories---pestel-analysis
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/international-marketing-environmental-factors-affect-global-mamdouh
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/international-marketing-environmental-factors-affect-global-mamdouh
https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis
https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis
https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis/
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as their main mechanisms they use for this. Micro-economic factors describe the way people 

spend their incomes. (Source: https://www.professionalacademy.com/blogs-and-advice 

/marketing-theories---pestel-analysis)  

 

Social factors focus on the social environment and identify emerging trends. Factors include 

family demographics, education levels, cultural trends, attitude changes, and changes in 

lifestyles. (Source: https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis/) 

Social factors are the areas that involve the shared belief and attitudes of the population. 

(Source: https://www.professionalacademy.com/blogs-and-advice/marketing-theories---pestel-

analysis) Close examination of the traditions, values, or social interactions between customers 

can lead to more successful marketing messages and tactics. It is important to note that all 

cultures do not perceive a product and its benefits in an identical manner. (Source: 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/international-marketing-environmental-factors-affect-global-

mamdouh) 

 

Technological factors consider the rate of technological innovation and development that 

could affect a market or industry. Factors include changes in digital or mobile technology, 

automation, research and development, new methods of distribution, manufacturing, and 

logistics. (Source: https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis/) 

 

Legal factors include employment legislation, consumer law, health and safety, international as 

well as trade regulation and restrictions (Source: https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing 

.com/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis/), advertising standards, consumer rights and laws, product 

labelling, and product safety. (Source: https://www.professionalacademy.com/blogs-and-

advice/marketing-theories---pestel-analysis) 

 

Environmental factors relate to the influence of the surrounding environment and the impact of 

ecological aspects. Factors include climate, recycling procedures, carbon footprint, waste 

disposal and sustainability. (Source: https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016 

/06/30/pestel-analysis/) More and more consumers as well as B2B customers are demanding 

that the products they buy are sourced ethically, and from a sustainable source. (Source: 

https://www.professionalacademy.com/blogs-and-advice/marketing-theories---pestel-analysis) 

 

7 Tips for Adapting Your Products to a Foreign Marketplace 

When it is not possible to sell the standardized products and services, a small business must 

adapt if it wants a global business. And although the changes might be to satisfy foreign 

countries‘ regulatory requirements, the biggest test is always with the customer because that‘s 

who ultimately buys your product or service.  

Always keep the customer top of mind and have empathy for another‘s point of view; it will lead 

to ideas for meeting cultural differences. (Source: https://www.mastercardbiz.com/2013/05/24 

/going-global-adapting-your-products-to-meet-the-needs-of-the-marketplace/) 

 

 

https://www.professionalacademy.com/blogs-and-advice/marketing-theories---pestel-analysis
https://www.professionalacademy.com/blogs-and-advice/marketing-theories---pestel-analysis
https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis/
https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis/
https://www.professionalacademy.com/blogs-and-advice/marketing-theories---pestel-analysis
https://www.professionalacademy.com/blogs-and-advice/marketing-theories---pestel-analysis
https://www.professionalacademy.com/blogs-and-advice/marketing-theories---pestel-analysis
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/international-marketing-environmental-factors-affect-global-mamdouh
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/international-marketing-environmental-factors-affect-global-mamdouh
https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis/
https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis/
https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis
https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis
https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis/
https://www.professionalacademy.com/blogs-and-advice/marketing-theories---pestel-analysis
https://www.professionalacademy.com/blogs-and-advice/marketing-theories---pestel-analysis
https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis
https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis
https://blog.oxfordcollegeofmarketing.com/2016/06/30/pestel-analysis/
https://www.professionalacademy.com/blogs-and-advice/marketing-theories---pestel-analysis
https://www.professionalacademy.com/blogs-and-advice/marketing-theories---pestel-analysis
https://www.professionalacademy.com/blogs-and-advice/marketing-theories---pestel-analysis
https://www.mastercardbiz.com/2013/05/24/going-global-adapting-your-products-to-meet-the-needs-of-the-marketplace
https://www.mastercardbiz.com/2013/05/24/going-global-adapting-your-products-to-meet-the-needs-of-the-marketplace
https://www.mastercardbiz.com/2013/05/24/going-global-adapting-your-products-to-meet-the-needs-of-the-marketplace/
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Take into account the following tips: 

The name of your brand might work well in your local market but could have negative 

connotations in a foreign market‘s local language.  

 Check to see what your brand‘s translation means in the language of the 

country you are about to enter. 

Electrical power systems differ from country to country.  

 If your product requires electricity, make sure it is compatible with your target 

market‘s system. 

Packaging and labelling can include anything, from the size of a unit to colours to the label‘s 

language to the number of units packed in each case.  

The physical environment, climate, and weather variations, plays into how a product works.  

 Consider the differences between your home market and the foreign market.  

Weights and measures vary from country to country.  

 You must label according to the local standard measures. Metric is considered 

the global standard, but double-check. 

Which standards and marks (e.g. CE mark) are required?  

 In addition to meeting all standards and technical requirements, look into the 

benefits of making your product look safer in your target audience‘s eyes. 

Local product regulations need to be scrutinized.  

 Check with your prospective customers or a logistics specialist to determine if a 

country-of-origin label, for example, is required by law. 

 

Gaining customer insight 

Assuming that you know what your customers think is short-sighted. In the fight to stay 

innovative, many companies unfortunately lose sight of truly understanding their audience. The 

needs, experiences, and expectations of clients and customers change.  

This is especially true in the case of international markets. Taking the time to check in and 

discuss what‘s important to potential customers is the only way to deliver an experience that 

delights them. The Smart insight article introduces 5 creative techniques to gain customer 

insight.  
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(Source: https://www.smartinsights.com/marketplace-analysis/customer-analysis/creativecustomerinsight/) 

 

DIGITAL RESOURCES 

 What physics taught me about marketing (TED talk) 

https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_cobley_what_physics_taught_me_about_marketing 

 10 Methods for Identifying Customer Needs (blog article) 

http://www.dummies.com/business/customers/10-methods-for-identifying-customer-

needs/ 

 Identifying customer needs 

https://www.business.qld.gov.au/starting-business/planning/market-customer-

research/researching-customers/customer-needs 

 5 Techniques to Help You Truly Understand Your Customers (blog article) 

https://blog.kissmetrics.com/understand-your-customers/ 

 Environmental factors for international marketing (Essays on marketing) 

https://www.ukessays.com/essays/marketing/environmental-factors-for-international-

marketing.php 

 Chapter 8. International Expansion and Global Market Opportunity Assessment (study 

material) 

https://saylordotorg.github.io/text_international-business/index.html 

  

Technique 1:  

Empathy interviews 

•  Technique focuses on the 
emotional and 
subconscious aspect of an 
audience’s actions by 
revealing why they behave 
as they do.  

• Being as close informal 
conversation as possible, 
empathy interviews 
encourage participants to 
relax and start telling 
stories.  

• The purpose is to reveal 
how your customers 
experience the world. 

Technique 2:  

Observe customers in their 
natural environment 

•  Seeing customers in a 
natural setting exposes 
not only which products 
they use, but also their 
feelings and utility for 
those products.  

• This method reveals how 
users interact with the 
products and what they 
use them for.  

Technique 3:  

Watch how customers buy 
your product 

•  Paying close attention to 
how customers approach, 
consider, and decide to 
buy will help you to 
understand customers' 
frame of mind.  

• Following the customers’ 
path to purchase can give 
you insight into their 
thought processes and 
what they consider 
important. 

Technique 4:  

Attend an event or trade 
show 

•  This is particularly helpful 
for understanding B2B 
customers.  

• Observing how potential 
cusomers position 
themselves and interact 
with their customers will 
reveal their selfperception 
and direction for the 
future.  

Technique 5:  

Gauge the competition 

•  Knowing your 
competitors’ perceived 
strengths and weaknesses 
is invaluable for 
differentiating yourself in 
the market.  

• Once you get an idea of 
their positioning, you can 
compare it to other 
companies’ positioning 
within the industry.  

• Understanding how much 
time and money they 
invest in innovation and 
new product development 
will help you to identify 
where they are heading. 

https://www.smartinsights.com/marketplace-analysis/customer-analysis/creativecustomerinsight/
https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_cobley_what_physics_taught_me_about_marketing
https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_cobley_what_physics_taught_me_about_marketing
http://www.dummies.com/business/customers/10-methods-for-identifying-customer-needs/
http://www.dummies.com/business/customers/10-methods-for-identifying-customer-needs/
http://www.dummies.com/business/customers/10-methods-for-identifying-customer-needs/
https://www.business.qld.gov.au/starting-business/planning/market-customer-research/researching-customers/customer-needs
https://www.business.qld.gov.au/starting-business/planning/market-customer-research/researching-customers/customer-needs
https://www.business.qld.gov.au/starting-business/planning/market-customer-research/researching-customers/customer-needs
https://blog.kissmetrics.com/understand-your-customers/
https://blog.kissmetrics.com/understand-your-customers/
https://www.ukessays.com/essays/marketing/environmental-factors-for-international-marketing.php
https://www.ukessays.com/essays/marketing/environmental-factors-for-international-marketing.php
https://www.ukessays.com/essays/marketing/environmental-factors-for-international-marketing.php
https://saylordotorg.github.io/text_international-business/index.html
https://saylordotorg.github.io/text_international-business/index.html
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EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS  

Exercise 1: 

What does your potential foreign market look like when it is analysed with PESTLE tool? Please 

conduct an analysis. Questions listed in table next slide can give guidance.  

 

 

(Source: https://saylordotorg.github.io/text_international-business/s12-international-expansion-and-gl.html) 

 

Exercise 2: 

In methodology section 5 techniques for gaining customer insight were presented. Design a 

customer insight plan by using these 5 techniques. How would it impact your business? 

  

https://saylordotorg.github.io/text_international-business/s12-international-expansion-and-gl.html
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UNIT 2 · PILLAR 8 

ACCELERATORS, INCUBATORS AND PILOT 

PROJECTS 

 

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Understand the definition and the role of start-up incubators and 

accelerators  

 Understand the importance of EU projects and how to plan one 

 Understand what incubators and accelerators are looking for and how to 

choose the appropriate one 

 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

It is very hard for most entrepreneurs to be hugely successful by themselves.  Still, many 

starting entrepreneurs think that they can‘t afford to invest in mentorship. They believe that as 

no one is going to understand their visions as well as they do, they may as well do everything 

by themselves. 

Still startup incubators, accelerators, and mentorship programs have grown in popularity. They 

can help you along the journey and actually increase your financial revenue a great deal. 

In a 2013 survey by Micro Mentor [a private business mentorship organization] mentored 

businesses increased their revenue by 83 per cent. Those without mentorship only increased 

their revenue by 16 per cent during one year  (Source : https://www.micromentor.org/learn-

more/impact). 

https://www.micromentor.org/learn-more/impact
https://www.micromentor.org/learn-more/impact
https://www.micromentor.org/learn-more/impact
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Incubators and accelerators have also been shown to encourage survival of early-stage 

startups.  A business incubator is an organization designed to accelerate the growth and 

success of entrepreneurial companies through an array of business support resources and 

services that could include physical space, capital, coaching, common services, and networking 

connections  

Startup accelerators support early-stage, growth-driven companies through education, 

mentorship, and financing. Startups enter accelerators for a fixed-period of time, and as part of 

a cohort of companies. The accelerator experience is a process of intense, rapid, and 

immersive education aimed at accelerating the life cycle of young innovative companies, 

compressing years‘ worth of learning-by-doing into just a few months.  

A pilot program, also called a feasibility study or experimental trial, is a small-scale, short-term 

experiment that helps an organization learn how a large-scale project might work in practice. 

  

Sources: https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/279589 By Gerard Adams, 

https://hbr.org/2016/06/the-go-to-market-approach-startups-need-to-adopt, 

https://hbr.org/2016/03/what-startup-accelerators-really-do 

 

METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

Choosing the right startup incubator  

One challenge you as a new start-up need to do is to select the right startup incubator. 

According to Bhuvana (2017) it is important to look at the incubator program‘s track record and 

the output they have delivered so far. You also should verify whether they have the services 

that you are looking for. Analyse some successful companies who have benefitted from the 

incubator programs and also see how these programs support such companies after the 

incubator period. If you are thinking of joining an incubator, do the following groundwork:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Perform an end-to-end Research  

Startup incubators vary from each other in regards of the services and resources they provide. 

Consider if the whole package suits the requirements of your company. Beyond money, 

incubators also offer more resources, such as experiences and networks of the mentors.  

 

https://www.micromentor.org/learn-more/impact
https://www.micromentor.org/learn-more/impact
https://www.micromentor.org/learn-more/impact
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/279589
https://hbr.org/2016/06/the-go-to-market-approach-startups-need-to-adopt
https://hbr.org/2016/03/what-startup-accelerators-really-do
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Consulting the alumni 

Go through the list of companies that have benefitted from incubators and discuss with them 

about their experiences. You can also conduct a survey among them. 

Gathering a strong team 

Rather than business ideas, incubators look for robust teams that can support the founders. 

Having an idea is not enough and oftentimes an incubator may turn you and your team onto a 

more refined business and even change your directions towards a more feasible and economic 

business model.  

Make your pitch unique 

Prepare a unique pitch that will distinguish you from other applicants and rehearse it well so that 

you deliver the best on stage and can convince the incubators. 

How much can you pay  

Determine how much you are ready to spend for being in an incubator and also analyse if it is 

worth it.  

Source: https://suyati.com/blog/how-to-choose-the-right-startup-incubator/ 

 

Determining relevant accelerator features  

Finding the best accelerator is challenging, but when you choose well rewards can be 

numerous: invaluable business advice, new connections, introductions to potential investors, 

and the help and support of other startups. Incubators and accelerators are similar in many 

traits-networks, classes, mentors, etc. but incubators tend to be longer (one to five years), and 

they don't frequently offer funding. Accelerators, by contrast, usually offer funding in exchange 

for equity, tend to have short programs (as brief as three months), and seek to ready startups 

for seed funding. 

When Venioinaire ranked top European accelerators 2017, they found certain main features of 

typical accelerators:   

- Openness, yet competitiveness of the selection 

process, 

- Provision of pre-seed investment, 

- Strong focus on development, 

- Team orientation, 

- Intensive programs in terms of mentoring, 

- Investment roadshows, 

- Events and clusters of startups meant to 

enable a mutual exchange of ideas and know-

how. 

https://suyati.com/blog/how-to-choose-the-right-startup-incubator/
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It is important to realize that startup accelerators are ultimately investment management 

companies. They look for the most promising companies at the very early stage and then invest 

in them. As the competition increases, accelerators tend to focus on certain verticals or industry 

segments. This leads to specialization of programs in certain sectors such as FinTech, 

CleanTech, or Media. A growing number of accelerators are also turning more to strategic 

aspects rather than financial motives. Accelerators are also trying to keep pace with innovative 

new technologies and build ecosystems around them.  

Source: https://www.venionaire.com/european-accelerators-2017/ 

 

How to carry out a successful pilot project  

A good pilot program can provide a platform for the organization to test logistics, prove value 

and reveal deficiencies before spending a significant amount of time, energy, or money on a 

large-scale project. A pilot program typically begins with a proposal that lists the objectives of 

the pilot program and data on how the program will be carried out. The documentation should 

also provide a timetable for the pilot and methods to determine the success. 

According to Denise O‘ Berry (2015), when conducting a pilot, there are five key steps to help 

you make it meaningful for your project success: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) Choose Your Pilot Area 

It‘s important to choose an area that gives you an opportunity to test as much of your offering as 

possible. First take a big look at the organization and narrow down to areas that will allow for 

adequate testing of the changes that are happening with the least amount of impact on the rest 

of the organization. This could be anything from a work group to a business unit. 

2) Create a Pilot Plan 

Having a road map for your pilot is important to learn from. There are several key areas that 

should be covered in your plan. Important questions are: the who, the what, the when, the 

where, and the how of your pilot. 

Purpose Statement or Goals:  clearly identify why the pilot is being conducted as well as the 

planned pilot duration to test your goals. 

Pilot Area: define what part of the organization is in and not in the pilot area along with job roles 

or titles. 

Pilot Resources: detail all resources that will be necessary to fully conduct the pilot including 

both people and things. Designate the pilot team(s) and leadership. 

Training Required: determine the amount and type of training necessary for pilot participants. 

https://www.venionaire.com/european-accelerators-2017/
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Feedback Loop:  daily feedback is critical when conducting a pilot. You can discuss what‘s 

working, what‘s not, and adjust as needed. 

Communication Plan: make sure to communicate to the rest of the company. If your pilot will 

impact customers, ensure there is enough communication with them also. 

3) Conduct the Pilot 

When you‘re ready to go, start the pilot with a kick off meeting for the participants. Explain the 

purpose of the pilot and your key expectations for their participation. Share the plan and 

schedule and make sure you can to answer any questions and concerns. 

4) Assess Pilot Results 

Once the pilot has run its course, compile the data gathered. What worked? What didn‘t? What 

had to be changed on the fly? Gather the pilot team(s) together to talk about this and get 

additional insights to modify your full project implementation plan. 

5) Go For It! 

At this point, you should be ready to go with full implementation of your project.  

Source: https://www.quickbase.com/blog/conducting-a-pilot-may-be-the-best-bet-for-project-success 

 

DIGITAL RESOURCES 

 Is A Startup Incubator Or Accelerator Right For You? (article) 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/georgedeeb/2014/08/28/is-a-startup-incubator-or-

accelerator-right-for-you/#433da7713d7a 

 Bill Gross: What make start-ups succeed? (ted talk) 

https://www.ted.com/talks/bill_gross_the_single_biggest_reason_why_startups_succee

d 

 Top 10 Global Accelerators for Overseas Startups (article) 

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/294113 

 10 Accelerators Helping Startups Grow to the Next Level (article) 

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/292172 

 Best start-up accelerator programs in Europe (article) 

https://www.alphagamma.eu/entrepreneurship/best-startup-accelerator-programs-

europe/ 

 Why We Need Startup Accelerators and Ecosystems (article) 

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/279589 

 Thinking of Joining an Incubator? Check Off These 5 Things First (article) 

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/235980 

 EU Incubators and Accelerators Hatching Great Startups (article) 

https://www.currencyfair.com/blog/eu-incubators-accelerators-hatching-great-startups/ 

 Guide to European incubators and accelerators (article) 

https://www.etondigital.com/guide-to-european-incubators-and-accelerators/ 

https://www.quickbase.com/blog/conducting-a-pilot-may-be-the-best-bet-for-project-success
https://www.forbes.com/sites/georgedeeb/2014/08/28/is-a-startup-incubator-or-accelerator-right-for-you/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/georgedeeb/2014/08/28/is-a-startup-incubator-or-accelerator-right-for-you/
https://www.ted.com/talks/bill_gross_the_single_biggest_reason_why_startups_succeed
https://www.ted.com/talks/bill_gross_the_single_biggest_reason_why_startups_succeed
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/294113
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/292172
https://www.alphagamma.eu/entrepreneurship/best-startup-accelerator-programs-europe/
https://www.alphagamma.eu/entrepreneurship/best-startup-accelerator-programs-europe/
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/279589
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/235980
https://www.currencyfair.com/blog/eu-incubators-accelerators-hatching-great-startups/
https://www.currencyfair.com/blog/eu-incubators-accelerators-hatching-great-startups/
https://www.etondigital.com/guide-to-european-incubators-and-accelerators/
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 How to select the right start-up incubator (article) 

https://techcrunch.com/gallery/how-to-select-the-right-startup-incubator-in-9-

steps/slide/8/ 

 12 best start-up incubators and accelerators (article) 

https://medium.com/tycoonstory/12-best-startup-incubators-and-accelerators-of-2017-

ddb21ec3a81b 

 Choose the Right Incubator for Your Startup (article) 

https://www.entrepreneur.com/answer/236717 

 Pilot project: tips and goals (website) 

http://pilotproject.com/tips-and-goals/ 

 Steps in a successful pilot Project (article) 

http://www.uniforum.org/publications/ufm/jun96/sidebar.html 

 Pilot and implementation planning (article) 

http://sixsigmastudyguide.com/pilot-implementation-planning/ 

 Fail Smart: 8 Points for Pilot Planning (blog) 

https://www.theengineroom.org/fail-smart-8-points-for-pilot-plannin/ 

 How to Pick the Right Accelerator (article) 

https://www.inc.com/magazine/201407/robin-schatz/how-to-choose-and-get-accepted-

to-an-accelrator.html 

 

EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS  

Exercise 1: 

Design a pilot project for your company using the model by O‘ Berry presented earlier. Start with 

identifying first why the pilot is being conducted and what the pilot is intended to accomplish. 

Then define what part of the organization is in the pilot area. Then detail all resources that will 

be necessary to fully conduct the pilot including both people and things. Determine the amount 

and type of training that will be necessary for pilot participants. Plan for daily feedback sessions 

with the pilot team. And finally make sure to communicate for the rest of the company and 

possibly customers also. 

 

 

https://techcrunch.com/gallery/how-to-select-the-right-startup-incubator-in-9-steps/slide/8/
https://techcrunch.com/gallery/how-to-select-the-right-startup-incubator-in-9-steps/slide/8/
https://medium.com/tycoonstory/12-best-startup-incubators-and-accelerators-of-2017-ddb21ec3a81b
https://medium.com/tycoonstory/12-best-startup-incubators-and-accelerators-of-2017-ddb21ec3a81b
https://www.entrepreneur.com/answer/236717
https://www.entrepreneur.com/answer/236717
http://pilotproject.com/tips-and-goals/
http://www.uniforum.org/publications/ufm/jun96/sidebar.html
http://sixsigmastudyguide.com/pilot-implementation-planning/
https://www.theengineroom.org/fail-smart-8-points-for-pilot-plannin/
https://www.inc.com/magazine/201407/robin-schatz/how-to-choose-and-get-accepted-to-an-accelrator.html
https://www.inc.com/magazine/201407/robin-schatz/how-to-choose-and-get-accepted-to-an-accelrator.html
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Exercise 2: 

Accelerators can be hard to get into. What are competitive accelerators looking for? Some look 

for a great team, an interesting market, and an interesting business model. Some want the start-

up to be coachable, but not so overeager that they will do what any mentor says. Some look for 

teams that have proved themselves enough to raise initial funding but now need to upshift to get 

to the next major milestone. Some only want warm referrals.   

Think about you own start-up and list the things you think you have to offer to an interesting 

accelerator. Do you have a great, innovative product-service combination? Do you have a 

market niche that only your product can serve? Do you have an innovative and eager team? Do 

you have a unique marketing/communication strategy? Does your business already have a 

good earning model? List the most interesting things an accelerator would appreciate: 
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UNIT 2 · PILLAR 9 

FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES: LOOKING 

LOCAL 

  

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Design a Swot analysis the tool used in the formulation of strategic 

management. It can help to measure the Strengths, Weaknesses, 

Opportunities and Threats of a company 

 Classify and analyze all the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and 

Threats of a company in the Swot analysis 

 Recognize all the funding opportunities: local/regional; national and 

European 

 Decide which funding opportunities is right to use 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

Local opportunities 

In order to market products and services on a territory, it is necessary to initially be good 

observers and then to create tools capable of rationalizing and evaluating the expressions of the 

place. Observe, participate and relate are the main tools to develop a network useful for the 

primary objective but essential to "live" the place. It is not possible to market something if it 

doesn‘t integrate into the life cycles of the territory and its inhabitants: customs, traditions, 

needs and pleasures are the keys to understand a territory. 

In this starting process of analysis, the possibility of supporting the marketing activity can be 

increased by using forms of public and banking funding, through opportunities offered by 

regional and/or national governments, together with the private financing system, which is the 

expression of the banking organization. 
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Funding Opportunities: Looking Local 

Generally, regional (local) governments offer a lot of opportunities to finance entrepreneurial 

activities that allow land development and employment growth. Production and marketing 

initiatives are encouraged as they encourage the growth of local wealth and allow the local 

economic system to be developed that is integrated into the processes of quality of life, welfare 

and culture. 

The regional funding systems are based on a four-year strategic planning and receive different 

aid with different intensities based on the development objectives identified by the European 

Community (i.e. the Sicily Region is in Objective 1 area with high aid intensity). Funds are 

divided into specific lines of intervention, constituting the structure of the Regional Strategic 

Framework. 

Together with the funding initiatives co-funded by the European Community, there are public 

funding offered by national governments and local public structures (such as Chambers of 

Commerce, Foundations, Regional Credit Institutes, and many others). 

 

METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

SWOT analysis 

The SWOT analysis is a tool used in the formulation of strategic management. It can help to 

measure the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats of a company. 

Strengths and weaknesses are internal factors that can create or destroy value. They may 

include activities, skills, or resources that a company has available, compared to those of its 

competitors. They can be measured by internal evaluations or external benchmarking. 

Opportunities and threats are uncontrollable external factors for the company: these can at the 

same time lead to the creation or destruction of value. These factors are often summarized with 

the abbreviation "PEST": Political and Legal factors, Economic, Social and Demographic, 

Cultural, Technological (Innovation). In addition, competitive dynamics of the industry or of the 

markets can emerge and they may represent opportunities or threats for the company. 

The SWOT analysis is a support for choices and responds to the need of rationalization of 

business processes. It‘s a technique developed for more than 50 years as a support to the 

definition of business strategies in contexts characterized by uncertainty and strong 

competitiveness. 
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Advantages and Disadvantages of SWOT analysis 

Advantages  

The advantages of an analysis of this type can be summarized in 3 points: 

• The deep analysis of the context in which we act, made possible by the preliminary 

observation and collection of data and by their skilful interpretation, translates itself Into 

a precise delineation of the strategies; 

• The continuous comparison between the needs of the organization and the strategies 

adopted leads to a reinforcement of the effectiveness achieved; 

• It allows to reach a greater consensus on strategies if all the parties involved in the 

intervention participate in the analysis. 

Disadvantages  

The limits related to this type of analysis are basically: 

• Risk of describing reality in a too simple way; 

• Its implementation requires a partnership context that if not realized, there is a risk of a 

gap between the theoretical and the political-pragmatic plan; 

• Risk of subjective procedures by the evaluation team in the selection of actions. 
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Funding Opportunities: European funding 

The European Community's cohesion policy is based on national or regional co-financing. This 

is a system that leads Member States to maintain their investment and growth commitments 

even in times of recession. Furthermore, the financial interventions of the Union must be 

additional to the ordinary public expenditure of the States, according to the principle of 

additionality explained in European regulations. 

Within the general scope of cohesion, each of the Structural Funds (European Social Fund and 

European Fund for Regional Development) pursues specific missions. 

The European Social Fund (FSE), which was established in 1957 under the Treaty of Rome, 

invests in people, paying special attention to improve the opportunities of training and 

employment. 

In addition, the European social fund wants to help people who are at risk of poverty or social 

exclusion. It has the task of intervening on everything that contributes to  

Support employment through interventions on the human capital. 

The FSE is structured around four thematic objectives of cohesion policy: the employment and 

support promotion for workers' mobility; the promotion of social inclusion and the fight against 

poverty; investment in education, skills and lifelong learning; the improvement of the institutional 

capacity and the efficiency of the public administration. 

 

The European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), established in 1975, aims to consolidate 

regional economic social cohesion by investing in growth-enhancing sectors in order to improve 

competitiveness, create jobs and correct the balance between the regions. The FESR also 

finances projects of cross-border cooperation. This fund concentrates investments on various 

priority areas identified and developed locally. The FESR reserves particular attention to 

territorial specificities. Its action aims to reduce the economic, environmental and social 

problems that afflict urban areas, investing mainly in sustainable urban development. 

The Rural Development Program contains funding actions to boost the competitiveness of the 

agricultural sector, ensure sustainable management of natural resources and climate action, 

and achieve a balanced territorial development of rural economies and communities, including 

creation and maintenance of jobs. There are six priorities that the European Union has set for 

the 2014-2020 period for rural development policy: 
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• Promote knowledge transfer and innovation in the agricultural and forestry sector and in 

rural areas; 

• Enhance the profitability of farms in all regions and the competitiveness of agriculture in 

all its forms and promote innovative technologies for farms and sustainable forest 

management; 

• Promote the organization of the food supply chain, including the processing and 

marketing of agricultural products, animal welfare and risk management in the 

agricultural sector; 

• Preserving, restoring and enhancing ecosystems related to agriculture and forestry; 

• To encourage the efficient use of resources and the transition to a low carbon 

emissions and climate resilient economy in the agri-food and forestry sectors 

• To work for social inclusion, poverty reduction and economic development in rural 

areas. 

 

Funding Opportunities: National and local funding  

Together with the funding initiatives defined by European strategic and territorial cohesion 

policies, other forms of funding are identified by national government institution and local 

institution. 

In Italy, Invitalia is active: it is the National Agency for the attraction of investments and 

business development, owned by the Ministry of Economy. It gives impetus to the economic 

growth of the country, focuses on the strategic sectors for development and employment and it 

is engaged in the revitalization of crisis areas and operates above all in the South. It manages 

all the national incentives that favour the birth of new companies and innovative start-ups. 

Among the financing actions of particular interest: 

• Remain in the South is the incentive that supports the emergence of new 

entrepreneurial activities started by young people in the Southern regions. 

• SELFI Employment finances zero-interest loans with the launch of small business 

ventures promoted by young NEETs. 

• Local authorities such as Chambers of Commerce and Foundations offer specific 

financing initiatives that are not identifiable in macro categories. Therefore, it will be 

appropriate to identify the subjects operating in the territory to request the necessary 

information to obtain the advantages of the local financing offered.  

 

DIGITAL RESOURCES 

 What is a SWOT analysis? (article) 

https://articles.bplans.com/how-to-perform-swot-analysis/ 

 What is a SWOT analysis? (video) 

https://youtu.be/qJyU5RqS_rk 

https://articles.bplans.com/how-to-perform-swot-analysis/
https://youtu.be/qJyU5RqS_rk
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 EU funding for your project? (video) 

https://youtu.be/P62sjnHL59w 

 Regional Policies FESR 

http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/atlas/beneficiaries/ 

 Social Fund FSE 

http://ec.europa.eu/esf/main.jsp?catId=31 

 Agricultural Development Fund 

https://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/rural-development-2014-2020_en 

 National Fund Invitalia 

http://www.invitalia.it/site/eng/home.html 

 National Rural Network 

http://www.reterurale.it/flex/cm/pages/ServeBLOB.php/L/IT/IDPagina/1 

 

 

EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS 

 

Exercise 1 
A small craft business could do a SWOT analysis of this kind. 

  

Strength: 
We know how to respond quickly because we do not need approval from above. 

We know how to take care of our customers because, having little work at the moment, we can 

spend more time with them. 

We have a good reputation in the market. 

We can quickly convert our offer if we know that it does not work. 

We have little recharge, so we can make good prices. 

  

Weaknesses:  
 

Our company is not very present in the market, only few people know us. 

We have people with limited basic knowledge in some fields.  

We are vulnerable to problems of vacation and illness.  

We have cash problems when starting work.  (Continue next slide….) 

  

Opportunities: 

• Our sector is expanding, with good prospects of success. 

• The local administration can give tenders and / or facilities to companies like ours. 

• Our competitors are slow to switch to new technologies. 

https://youtu.be/P62sjnHL59w
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/atlas/beneficiaries/
http://ec.europa.eu/esf/main.jsp?catId=31
https://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/rural-development-2014-2020_en
http://www.regent.edu/acad/global/publications/lao/issue_22/3Wiltshire_motivation_lao_22.pdf
http://www.reterurale.it/flex/cm/pages/ServeBLOB.php/L/IT/IDPagina/1
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Risks:  
Can technology change affect the market faster than we can adapt? A strong competitor could 

sweep us away quickly. The company could decide to specialize in rapid interventions and 

qualified services: advertising in the local press, to enlarge the market; updating the 

competencies of people, to adapt to changes in technology, where it is possible. 

 

Case Study 2: 

SWOT analysis of Volkswagen 

https://www.strategicmanagementinsight.com/swot-analyses/volkswagen-swot-analysis.html 

 

 

https://www.strategicmanagementinsight.com/swot-analyses/volkswagen-swot-analysis.html
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UNIT 2 · PILLAR 10 

FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES: GOING 

INTERNATIONAL (GET INVOLVED IN EU 

PROJECTS) 

 

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Develop a strategy on how to get involved in EU project; how to make use of 

European funding 

 Assess which EU programme choose to present an EU project  

 Distinguish among the EU programmes through their topics 

 Use the digital resources to access to the news of EU programmes and calls 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

Going international 

One of the success factors of the companies has been identified in the presence of international 

markets. This strategic line is of primary importance for the company that wants to encourage 

an access and an expansion of the company on foreign markets. Within the strategies and 

programs of internationalization cannot have a place of honour those ones with the European 

Union: cross-border cooperation, participation in economically efficient networks, the search for 

competitive supplies or new technologies are important elements for increasing the 

competitiveness of the company. 

The EU is certainly a privileged space for international activities. In recent years, the EU is 

pursuing a policy of support for the internationalization of SMEs based on support programs and 

a better coordination of the innovation policies with measures for internationalization, as 

statistics show that there are close correlations between international development processes 

and company performances. 

Over the years, the En has developed various tools to support companies in internationalization 

processes (free trade agreements, market access strategy tools, export helpdesk), together with 

a network of promoters and service providers - Europe Direct, Eurodesk, Enterprise Europe 

Network - which are flanked by the Foreign Trade Chambers and the Foreign Trade Institute 

offices. 
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Get involved in EU projects 

The EU has developed a complex system of European programs to help companies stimulate 

their growth, enhance innovation and increase competitiveness in global markets. The two 

macro areas divide the initiatives in programs implemented inside the UE, which are for the 

benefit of companies and for the development of their projects for the acquisition of new 

technologies and new production processes, and programs of cooperation with Countries, that 

are joining the UE, and with the other countries to offer companies the opportunity to enter the 

various areas of the world with a strategic presence. 

 

 

METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

Going International 

Depending on the different policies pursued by the EU, directly managed funds finance thematic 

programs that intervene in specific sectors (environment, research, transport, industry, etc.). For 

the 2014-2020 period, the EU has foreseen a series of thematic programs aimed at financing 

research and innovation (Horizon 2020), business competitiveness (COSME), environmental 

protection (LIFE), education and training (Erasmus), the promotion of culture and audiovisuals 

(Creative Europe). 

In the context of its relations with third countries, further some thematic programs, the EU has 

foreseen the adoption of a series of geographical programs, whose beneficiary countries are 

included within certain geo-economic areas, whose definition is closely linked to the same 

policies pursued by the EU in terms of enlargement (IPA), neighbourhood (ENI) and 

development cooperation (DCI) or to international agreements, of which the EU itself is a part 

(FES European Development Funds). 

 

How to get involved in EU projects 

The company that intends to make use of European funding must first identify the grant 

program and the entity who will manage it; the latter may be European or national or regional 

delegated. 
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The participation of companies in the financing initiatives, both in the case of funds with indirect 

management, and in of funds with direct one, takes place through the publication of both call for 

tenders for services, works and supplies, and invitations to submit proposals (Call for 

Proposals). In the first case, the realization of the works or the supply of goods and services is 

100% funded by the EU, while in the case of calls for proposals, those who propose the project 

are called to participate in its co-financing in variable percentages depending on the program. 

 

Main EU Programmes 

1. Horizon 2020: It‘s a program that finances the research and innovation sector for the 2014-

2020 programming period. The objective is to build a society of knowledge and innovation and a 

more competitive economy at a global level and, at the same time, to contribute to a sustainable 

development. This program consists of three fundamental principles: "Scientific Excellence", 

"Industrial Leadership" and "Social Challenges". These are flanked by other specific areas: 

diffusion of excellence and greater involvement of European actors; science with and for 

society, direct measures for common research centres, excluding the nuclear sector, European 

Institute for Innovation and Technology (EIT European Technology Institute). 

 

 
 

2. COSME: It‘s the program for the promotion of businesses and small and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs). The program finances projects that have, as their objective, the promotion 

of entrepreneurship and the internationalization of SMEs. Actions financed include training 

projects, actions to support access to new measures to foster trans-European partnerships. 

Within this program, exchanges between entrepreneurs (Erasmus for young entrepreneurs - 

EYE, Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs) have also been promoted. 
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3. LIFE: it is a program that contributes to the sustainable development and achievement of the 

objectives of the Europe 2020 strategy according to the EU plans on climate and the 

environment. LIFE consists in the "Environment" and "Climate" sub-programs. The Environment 

sub-program consists in three axes: the first one, "environment and resource efficiency" 

promotes innovative solutions for better implementation of environmental policies and the 

inclusion of environmental objectives also in different fields; the second one, "Biodiversity" 

promotes the development of good practices to stop the reduction of biodiversity and the 

restoration of ecosystem services; the third one, "administrative practices and information in the 

environmental field" supports the transfer of knowledge, the dissemination of good practices 

and procedures that have proved effective, so as well as awareness campaigns. The "Climate" 

sub-program has the following priorities: "climate protection" promotes the reduction of 

greenhouse gas emissions, "adaptation to climate change" supports the strengthening of 

resistance to climate change; " administrative and information on Climate sector "promotes 

awareness-raising, communication, cooperation and deepening of actions for climate protection 

and adaptation to climate change. 

 

 
 

4. Erasmus +: The objective of the Erasmus + program is support young people in  

professional academic training  through the process of modernization of education system and 

professional training; the objective is also improve the quality of teaching in the EU and in the 

surrounding areas; support Member States and partner countries in the process of modernizing 

education and vocational training systems; promote the active participation of young people in 

society; support teaching and research on European integration; support  for the practice of 

sport at European level. The Erasmus + program has three key actions: mobility for individual 

learning; Support for the reform of education, training and youth sector. 

 

 
 

5. Creative Europe: It is a European Union program that supports culture and the media sector. 

"Creative Europe" includes two sub-programs: The Culture sub-program and the Media one. In 

the cultural sphere, it‘s promoted the cooperation between creative cultural organizations and 

Member states, the creation of transnational platforms and networks, the promotion of literary 

production and of its translation. Within the Media sub-program, on the other hand, are founded 

activities such as professional training, support for European production companies and 

international coproduction, initiatives for employment, the production of audiovisual programs 

and video games, promotional activities for the sector, the creation of film festivals. There are 

also provided cross-sectoral financing that includes the constitution of guarantees to facilitate 
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access to credit for companies operating in these sectors, the promotion of a transnational 

cooperation policy and support to the help network "Creative Europe". 

 
 

6. IPA Instrument for Pre-accession Assistance: it‘s a EU cooperation program with third 

countries. This program is particularly active in the field of democracy promotion and good 

governance, of the state of law, of growth and competitiveness. The funding objective is to 

support projects that support the processes of change and adaptation of third countries to the 

European standards in the sectors mentioned. Funding focuses on the following policies: 

institutional and legal reforms in anticipation of entry into the EU; improvement of the capacity of 

the competent institutions; socio-economic and regional development; activities in the field of 

employment, social policies, training, gender equality and human capital development; 

agricultural and rural development projects; regional and territorial cooperation. 

 

 

 

7. ENI European Neighbourhood Instrument: it‘s a program aimed at a more intense political 

cooperation and progressive economic integration with partner countries. In particular, EU 

support aims at: 

• Promote human rights and fundamental freedoms, the state of law, the principles of 

equality, the construction of democracy, good governance and the development of a 

dynamic civil society; 

• Ensure the progressive integration in the internal market of the Union and more 

intensive sectoral and trans-sectoral cooperation, including through legislative 

approximation and regulatory convergence with European and international standards, 

related institutional development and investment, especially in interconnections;  

• Create the conditions for effective management of people's mobility and the promotion 

of interpersonal contacts; 

• Promote all aspects of sustainable and inclusive development and poverty reduction; 

• Promote internal, economic, social and territorial cohesion, rural development, climate 

action and disaster resilience; 
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• Promote trust-building measures and other security and conflict prevention and 

resolution measures; 

• Intensify cooperation at sub-regional, regional and neighbourhood level and cross-

border cooperation.  

The support is formalized in partnership with the beneficiaries and it is usually co-financed by 

them. The form and extent of support given to each partner varies according to their level of 

commitment to the reforms and progress made in their implementation. 

8. DCI Development Cooperation Instrument: the program provides support for development 

and cooperation through geographic programs, covering developing countries in Asia, Central 

Asia, the Middle East, Latin America and South Africa, both thematic programs. 

Its primary objective is poverty reduction, but it also contributes to the achievement of other 

objectives of the Union's external action, in particular by promoting sustainable economic and 

social development, as well as by promoting democracy, the state of law, good governance and 

respect for human rights. 

 

DIGITAL RESOURCES 

• Guide to European funding 2014 Veneto Region (book) 

http://www.eurosportelloveneto.it/public/doc/2014/Guida%20ai%20Finanziamenti%20E

uropei%202014.pdf 

• European Commission COSME (official page) 

https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en/cosme 

• European Commission Erasmus+ (official page) 

https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/erasmus-plus_en 

• European Commission LIFE (official page) 

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/life/index.htm 

• European Commission Europa Creativa (official page) 

https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/creative-europe_en 

• I.C.E. agency (Foreign Trade Institute)   

http://www.ice.gov.it/ 

• Associazione delle Camere di Commercio Estere Assocamere Estero 

http://www.assocamerestero.it/ 

• Enterprise Europe Network 

http://een.ec.europa.eu/ 

 

 

 

http://www.eurosportelloveneto.it/public/doc/2014/Guida%20ai%20Finanziamenti%20Europei%202014.pdf
http://www.eurosportelloveneto.it/public/doc/2014/Guida%20ai%20Finanziamenti%20Europei%202014.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en/cosme
https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/erasmus-plus_en
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/life/index.htm
https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/creative-europe_en
http://www.ice.gov.it/
http://www.assocamerestero.it/
http://een.ec.europa.eu/
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UNIT 3 · RECRUITING OF GLOBAL TALENT 

PILLAR 1 

MARKET SENSE AND RECRUITING 

GLOBAL TALENT  

 

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Select the human talent and motivated personnel to hire in a company 

 Manage company evaluation system 

 Use selecting process is characterized by 3 main steps: recruiting, 

evaluation, placement (―job analysis‖) 

 

 
 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

In the last few years, the world of work has rapidly and persistently change: the introduction of 

modern information and communication technologies in the workplace, the markets' 

globalization has had a great impact on content, forms of work and professions. 

The organizations' structures are becoming shorter 

and slenderer, with roles that are more fluid and 

empowered, with the reduction of figures strictly 

dedicated to supervision and control. The 

organization of work therefore requires a greater 

realization of project, group work and an increased 

virtual cooperation based on new information and 

communication technologies. 

People must change places, times and working 

methods more frequently and are therefore 
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continuously forced to adapt and face up to new problems: professionalism is no longer simply 

"routine" but requires skills beyond purely specialist knowledge. 

In the last few years, the world of work has rapidly and persistently change: the introduction of 

modern information and communication technologies in the workplace, the markets' 

globalization has had a great impact on content, forms of work and professions. 

The organizations' structures are becoming shorter and slenderer, with roles that are more fluid 

and empowered, with the reduction of figures strictly dedicated to supervision and control. The 

organization of work therefore requires a greater realization of project, group work and an 

increased virtual cooperation based on new information and communication technologies. 

People must change places, times and working methods more frequently and are therefore 

continuously forced to adapt and face up to new problems: professionalism is no longer simply 

"routine" but requires skills beyond purely specialist knowledge. 

 

The company evaluation system 

In this kind of framework know, manage and develop the skills of people becomes the essential 

factor for survival and business success. 

People, the human capital of the company, represent, in fact, a "heritage that must be firstly 

discovered with appropriate diagnostic tools, then quoted with appropriate incentive and 

development tools and oriented according to the strategies pursued through consistent 

interventions aimed at its growth "(Del Pianto, 2002). 

For these reasons, it's necessary to set up an effective evaluation system. 
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METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH 

The staff evaluation in a company could concern 3 different points of view: 

1. Performance, that is the contribute provided by the role played; 

Performances could be evaluated according to 2 different points of view: 

• The results obtained by the worker according to the assigned objectives (what has been 

done), 

• The organizational behaviours held by the worker (how it has been done); 

In order to evaluate the performance, it's necessary to define the expected performance, i.e. 

what is expected, in terms of results and organizational behaviour, by the person who holds a 

certain position, and compare it with the performance rendered, i.e. the results actually 

achieved and organizational behaviour actually held by the same person; the performance 

evaluation takes place periodically, typically every year. 

2. Positions, i.e. the skills consisting of professional and specialist knowledge, general or 

applicative skills possessed by the person and the distance-proximity of such baggage (or 

profile) with respect to the one really necessary to cover the specific position, adequately or 

excellent (ideal profile). 

This assessment is normally made when the position is assigned to the worker, after the 

external recruitment or internal mobility. 

3. The potential, that is, the unexpressed skills that the worker possesses but doesn't use in 

the current position. 

Also, in this case, the skills of the worker are the object of the evaluation, but the evaluation of 

the potential is for the future, while the evaluation of the profile related to the position to be 

covered immediately is for the present. While the performance evaluation is addressed to the 

past, because it's based on the contribution already provided by the worker, the evaluation of 

the potential tries to predict the contribution that the same worker could provide in the future; its 

purpose is to reveal the possibilities to employ successfully the worker in other positions, also of 

greater responsibility, through internal mobility and career paths 

 

Steps 

The selecting process is characterized by 3 main steps: 

• Recruiting 

• Evaluation   

• Placement 

And it is preceded by a "job analysis", during which contents and requirements. 

This is realized in the following actions: 

•  Job analysis 
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• Recruitment 

• Pre-selection 

• Job interview 

• Identification of right person 

• Orientation (on the job) 

 

Tools 

Psychometric tests are used to provide an overall picture of the personality, based on the 

measurement of some elements of the fundamental personality traits; measure the scale of 

professional values, intended as guidelines that guide the in the workplace; measure the 

potential and propensity with respect to particular professional activities. 

The individual interview is used to establish if the candidate possesses the requisites of ability, 

personality, knowledge and interests necessary to perform the intended task. It represents the 

main method of people selection, especially in private companies. 

The work samples are working tests that allow to evaluate practically the candidate's ability to 

perform some tasks considered critical. 

Assessment Center is a multiple type assessment method, which generally includes both 

individual (in-basket, role-playing, personality questionnaire, aptitude and situational test) and 

group tools (such as business games, discussions of group) created on the needs of the 

specific context of the company. 

The Development Center, which is used to identify strengths and weaknesses, as a starting 

point for a self-development process 

 

Digital Recruiting 

It represents the evolution of the digital approach, as human resources use the entire digital 

universe to manage their activities. Besides online announcement, professional and personal 

social networks, new forms and methods of recruitment are spreading, supported by 

technological innovation, by app and new start-ups. 

Some examples: 

Just Knock, who introduced the concept of talent instead of professional background: we 

propose ourselves to the company not by sending the CV, but an idea or an online project, 

that's an interesting mixture of presentation and application. Surely it can be a great tool to 

evaluate creative profiles. 

Meritocracy, on the other hand, offers the opportunity to virtually meet companies, through a 

digital tour within their work spaces; it also offers the opportunity, for companies, to present their 

reality at their best, to make an effective attraction action. 

Pulse, LinkedIn's integrated platform for publishing contents, born as a blog, is frequently used 

in an alternative way to advertise job offers 

http://justknock.it/en
https://meritocracy.is/en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pulse-news
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EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS 

Game Plan "Production meeting― 
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UNIT 3 · PILLAR 2 

GENERATING LONG-TERM COMMITMENT 

(PROVIDE LOCAL ATTRACTIVENESS AND 

GROW LONG-TERM COMMITMENT)  

 

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Recognize the type of intelligence 

 Match the type of intelligence with the right job place 

 Strength the skills of leaders and talents 

 Manage the career planning 

 Develop leadership skills 

 

 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

Talent management has changed. By 2018 it is expected that 75% of the global workforce will 

be represented by the generation of young Millennials. With 55 million of worldwide working 

employees, especially out of their country, it is not surprising that 80% of HR leaders consider 

talent selection an urgent problem. But the new global talent scenery requires new strategies to 

attract, engage and manage people. There are some obvious factors that influence the 

sedentary lifestyle of today's workers: the first one is that, many of those who now occupy 

managerial positions, pay great attention to the balance between work and private life; they 

don‘t want to overload themselves by overcoming excessive time for interests and relationships, 

as they don‘t want to oblige the partner to give up their careers to allow them to take care of the 

family. Another fundamental aspect is that, simply, they don‘t feel the need to move: thanks to 

technology they are used to working any time with people in any part of the world, without 

having to move from their desk.  
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Thinking about the relationship between skills, talents and recruitment, a study by the University 

of Teheran (by Omid Bajoulvand, presented at the Second National Conference), while studying 

the relationship between intelligence, skills and work environment, examines several types of 

intelligence: 

- Competitive intelligence: it is linked to the ability to analyse and collect information about the 

environment, competitors, customers, industrial trends and markets. According to Ben Guilad, 

competitive intelligence is based on four different sources: information on market situations, 

information on competitors' conditions, technical knowledge, and knowledge deriving from social 

strategies. Strengthening internal resources and focusing on external elements contributes to 

increasing the strategic and social intelligence of the organization, if the process focuses on 

building a management culture based on the sharing of knowledge. The operating and 

managerial competence is therefore the operating spin-off of competitive intelligence; 

- Commercial intelligence: consists of the flexible ability to provide different services for both 

individual and group needs. Also in this case, it is an essential managerial competence for the 

life of an organization;  

- Organizational intelligence: it would be a combination of human intelligence and machine 

intelligence and would be the decisive factor for the organization's success. 

The various forms of intelligence generate a plurality of cognitive/affective profiles and can form 

the basis for the development of individual and collective skills that have a direct impact on the 

professional types and management of human resources. The talent management, however, 

recommends to dynamically consider the concept of talent, to replace it with the concept of 

"potential", which implies the ability to adapt to change and alludes to the need to reformulate 

the skills owned by the person. 

 
 

METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

The right talent in the right place 

1. Clear message: underline the possibility that there are some periods of work abroad, 

clarify that the availability to move is a key element for career development. 

2. Studied and quality development interviews: an annual meeting with staff is no longer 

sufficient. Set up a constant dialogue on career aspirations, skills, training needs and 
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make it easier for everyone to express their needs and ideas, including on the 

possibility of transfer. 

3. Think globally, act locally: when you choose to dislocate someone, make sure you have 

best prepared for this new challenge, which has clear all the local dynamics. Only in this 

way you will favour a positive experience for everyone, perhaps encouraging others to 

take the same path. 

4. Adequate support: Be sure to simplify as much as possible the search for a home, the 

organization of the working day and of the not working time, for example by providing 

indications on how to move home-work better. One of the fundamental aspects is to be 

sure that there is no lack of constant contact with the main company; to do this you 

have to provide all the necessary technological supports. 

 

Responsibilities and tasks of the company to generate the 

long-term involvement of global talent 

1. Provide a job description of the role that will be played on a mission and understand if 

the proposed training is adequate and how this opportunity is inserted in its process of 

growth and development. 

2. Contemplate "travel packages" according to the type of assignment (for example short 

or long term) as well benefits suitable for the type of mobility and business needs. 

3. Present the services, offered by the company on site, of assistance and support. 

4. Offer both technical and cultural training, before or immediately after the start of the 

assignment, so that they can prepare adequately for the international transfer and what 

it represents. 

 

Strengthen the skills of leaders and talents 

1. Provide succession plans for top positions and clear career paths. 

2. Develop leadership skills. 

3. Identify and develop talents both at local level and at company level. 

4. Attract, select and retain the best professionals through internal mobility programs and 

training programs. 

 

Career planning 

The career planning process aims to identify for each person or organizational role, present in 

an organization, possible developments in terms of attitudinal characteristics (analysed by the 

assessment of potential) and performance data (deriving from the evaluation of individual 

performance). 
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To correctly set career planning, you need to have the following inputs: 

 Strategic plan with clear medium and long-term strategic corporate objectives; 

 Analysis of organizational positions, roles and tasks; 

 Mapping of skills and consequent model of skills; 

 Performance evaluations;  

 Replacement or succession tables 

 

Develop leadership skills 

3 trainings: 

1. Addressed to senior executives. The course, based on the self-analysis of the 

leadership style, aims to provide tools to build individual and group skills, involve and 

empower teams, increase awareness of leaders, strengthen performance and the ability 

to lead a team and support the execution of our strategy. 

2. For young managers and global talents. The initiative is aimed at transforming 

managerial skills into leadership skills to support talents in the transition from manager 

to leader. On the other hand, it aims to provide our future leaders with the tools they 

need to act as ambassadors of the transformation needed to achieve our strategic 

objectives. 

3. For senior leaders and global talents. The aim of the initiative is to support the 

development of the career and skills of future leaders by enhancing and sharing the 

experience of senior leaders. 

 

Tools 

 Periodic interviews, by one or more consultants. 

 Assessment Center with collective tests, group dynamics, individual interviews.  

 Self-Evaluation: an interview led by one or more consultants in which the candidate is 

encouraged to provide evidence of their work experience abroad. 
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DIGITAL RESOURCES 

 Silicon Valley, where talents become global entrepreneurs (Video) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-s7Qw5E0-Q 

 Millennial but not only: why "global cities" attract talent (Video) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3gE5aH6DkRo 

 Enel: in search of "hidden" digital talents in the company (Video) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x8IxUiZFYIY 

 Young talents competing in 11 cities in the world (Article) 

http://www.lastampa.it/2017/11/02/economia/lavoro/giovani-talenti-in-gara-in-metropoli-

del-mondo-d3A21CxkadxUXTbVaLRj5K/pagina.html 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-s7Qw5E0-Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3gE5aH6DkRo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x8IxUiZFYIY
http://www.lastampa.it/2017/11/02/economia/lavoro/giovani-talenti-in-gara-in-metropoli-del-mondo-d3A21CxkadxUXTbVaLRj5K/pagina.html
http://www.lastampa.it/2017/11/02/economia/lavoro/giovani-talenti-in-gara-in-metropoli-del-mondo-d3A21CxkadxUXTbVaLRj5K/pagina.html
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UNIT 3 · PILLAR 3 

FINDING INTERNATIONAL 

COMMERCIALIZATION SUPPORT (ENTITIES 

AND STRATEGIES) 

 

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Recognize the importance of developing a comprehensive family support 

relocation program of employees 

 Identify basic elements of a comprehensive family support relocation 

program of employees 

 Develop a comprehensive family support relocation program 

 Use the EURES Job Mobility Portal to get information on a wide range of 

practical, legal and administrative questions, when relocation of employees 

is inside Europe 

 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

Recruiting employees from other countries often face serious concerns regarding their 

children‘s education, family healthcare, eldercare, and the job market for their accompanying 

partner or fiancé. Understanding your employee‘s needs and concerns can help them make the 

right decision with regard to the new job placement. 

  

Three statistics that likely cause considerable stress to any human resources relocation professional or 
employer: 

• The number 1 reason for an employee’s reluctance to relocate is family resistance to the move. 
(60% of all relocating employees!) 

• The average cost to relocate a home owning employee comes in at around $72,000. 
• Career concerns for the trailing spouse is a top 10 issue in addition to family resistance to the 

move. 
Worldwide ERC’s latest 2015 U.S. Transfer Volume and Cost Survey 

https://www.worldwideerc.org/Newsroom/pressreleases/Pages/PR-TVC2015.aspx
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The previous mentioned statistics highlight the absolute necessity for comprehensive pre-

decision planning and quality family support solutions from you as an employer. 

Understanding your employee‘s concerns and needs can help them make the right mobility 

decision. The right decision means better return on investment for your organization‘s 

recruitment program and a smoother transition for the employee and their family into the new 

cultural environment. 

 

 

METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

Essential components of a family support relocation program 

Elements of a comprehensive family support relocation program of an employee needs to take 

in consideration the following essential steps and components. 

 

Organizational tips of a pre-decision family 

Relocation program 
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Career assistance of spouses 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Organizational tips for the smooth relocation of the family 

Financial Support 

 

 

Behavioural and networking assistance 

 

Trailing spouse issues 

The term trailing spouse is used to describe a person who follows his or her life partner to another 
country because of a work assignment. According to a 2010 survey of expatriates conducted by 
Brookfield Global Relocation Services, there is a 6% failure rate for international assignments, with 
65% of these failures being attributed to spouse/partner dissatisfaction with the new location. 
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Help employees make connections in the new country 

There are many ways to help your employees‘ family make connections, like getting to know 

people through forums, meeting up with nationals of the hosting country (e.g. using 

meetup.com), spending time online reading blogs, through friends and family connections, from 

foreign language schools in their country, and expatriates‘ social media, such as Twitter, 

Facebook, and LinkedIn groups (for a selection of them see here). 

 

Organizational tips for the smooth relocation of the family 

Help employees learn the national language of the new country 

and the new culture 

If they decide to learn the new language before their move but do not have the time to attend 

classes in their local language school, there are various options of online classes that they 

could be advised to take, for example with a teacher via Skype or on websites that offer free 

classes, such as BBC languages, livemocha.com or learnalanguage.com. 

In the hosting country, they can also be learning about the culture (literature, arts, music, 

cinema), the history of the country, its geography or anything related to their new country of 

residence. You may need to convince them that on many occasions it will act as an icebreaker 

(even if they have limited command of the language) and it can also rescue them from some 

embarrassing moments of misunderstanding and confusion. 

 

 

https://www.meetup.com/
https://www.internationalcitizens.com/expatriate-resources/forums.php
http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages
https://www.rosettastone.com/lp/sbsr/livemocha/?prid=livemocha_com
http://www.learnalanguage.com/
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Help them to get in touch with fellow compatriots 

Expatriates often experience disillusionment and culture shock, so your advice would be first to 

get in touch with fellow compatriots as soon as they arrive in the new country. Help them check 

out events and celebrations organised by their consulate or national cultural centre if there is 

one in the new city.  Remind them that they need to Go online and see if there is a meetup.com 

group or an InterNations ambassador in the new city. On InterNations, they can actually filter 

the expats list by nationalities, location, activities, expertise, etc., and find people with common 

interests so that they can organise a get together. 

 

Help them to get in touch with nationals 

The second phase of their networking activities should be orientated towards nationals of the 

country of expatriation. Advise them to join the school community networks of their children. 

They may also join the local gym or sport facilities, even they don‘t speak the language well, 

and they will always have someone who will try to engage in a conversation with them. In 

addition, they can take all the opportunities to get to know their neighbours, for instance by 

asking them for recommendations on local shops, restaurants, and service providers (such as 

internet connection, TV, landline, etc.). 

 

 

 

https://www.meetup.com/
https://www.internations.org/
https://www.internations.org/
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Services to support family relocation in Europe 

In order for families be able to make informed decisions about relocation, they need information 

on a wide range of practical, legal and administrative questions. You can use or advise them to 

use the EURES Job Mobility Portal, when relocation is inside Europe, the information tools of 

which aim to give help and support when considering moving to or recruiting from another 

country. 

The Living and Working Conditions database contains details on a number of important issues 

such as finding accommodation, finding a school, taxes, cost of living, health, social 

legislation, etc. 

Just select a country and find the relevant info as illustrated by the images below. 

  

https://ec.europa.eu/eures/main.jsp?acro=lw&lang=en&catId=490&parentId=0
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EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS 

Exercises 

Your Europe is an EU site designed to help you do things in other European countries. This 

may include moving, living, studying, working, shopping, or simply travelling abroad. 

Additionally, it can be useful for a company doing business abroad.  

You are assigned with the task of browsing Your Europe and answering the respective 

questions: 

1. You are the owner of a company in Spain and you hire a French employee who needs to 

relocate to Granada with his family. Their children don't speak the language of the 

country as they‘ve just moved to the city. What shall you advise them to do for getting 

more info on their rights as EU citizens? Where do they need to look for or apply to get 

this information?  Do they need to keep a file on each child's educational history? 

What does this file may include?  

2. If one of your employees comes from another EU country, his dependent EU family can 

move with him. How long after their relocation do they need to register their residence 

and to be issued with a registration certificate? Where do they need to apply? What 

documents do they need to obtain to get their registration certificate? 

  

https://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/index_en.htm
https://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/index_en.htm
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UNIT 3 · PILLAR 4 

CREATING A MOTIVATING WORKSPACE 

 

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Know the different types of motivation 

 Understand how to foster motivation in the workplace  

 Reflect on their own motivation sources 

 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

Creating a Motivating Workspace 

‗Your people may have all the expertise in the world but, if they're not motivated, it's unlikely that 

they'll achieve their true potential.‘ 

There are 2 types of Motivation: 

• Extrinsic motivation  

• Use external of factors (positive or negative)   

• e.g. Pay raises, time off, bonus checks, and the threat of job loss  

• Intrinsic motivation  

• ‗Personal desire to overcome a challenge, to produce high-quality work, or to interact 

with team members you like and trust‘ 

•  
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Motivation in the workplace advantages include: 

• Higher flexibility and change acceptance 

• Positive attitude at work 

• Can help spread an organisation‘s good 

reputation 

• Reduce rate of absenteeism 

• Improve performance and profit 

• Greater organisation, including time management skills 

• Greater sense of urgency and will to achieve goals 

• Higher self-esteem and confidence 

Source: https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/motivating-your-team.htm  

 

Self-motivation skills include: 

• Setting high but realistic goals 

• Taking the right level of risk 

• Seeking constant feedback 

• Commitment to personal or organisational goals 

• Seeking out opportunities  

• Being able to deal with setbacks 

 Source: https://www.skillsyouneed.com/ps/self-motivation.html  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/motivating-your-team.htm
https://www.skillsyouneed.com/ps/self-motivation.html
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METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

Motivation in the management – How to motivate employees to 

motivate themselves? 

Check Your Assumptions 

Management style is strongly influenced by your belief about your employees; explore what you 

believe truly motivates them, what passionate them?  

Personality tests such as Myers-Briggs can help you understand one‘s intrinsic motivation 

factors.  

Motivation is a complex intrinsic driving force that can be influenced by external factors. Work to 

create an environment in which both intrinsic and extrinsic motivational factors meet. Consider 

minimising rules and policies to the strictly needed ones, demonstrating trust for employees, 

transparency and involving them in decisions that affect their work can promote a motivational 

work environment.  

 

Eliminate Dissatisfaction and Create Satisfaction  

‗Psychologist Fredrick Herzberg said that you can motivate your team by eliminating elements 

of job dissatisfaction, and then creating conditions for job satisfaction.‘ 

Factors for satisfaction include achievement, recognition, the work itself, responsibility, 

advancement and growth. 

Whilst dissatisfaction factors can come from company policies, supervision, relations with 

supervisors and peers, work conditions, salary, status, and security. 

It is important to note that in Herzberg‘s work, the opposite of ‗satisfaction‘ is ‗no satisfaction,‘ 

and the opposite of ‗dissatisfaction‘ is ‗no satisfaction‘, meaning that removing dissatisfaction 

factors won‘t create satisfaction. 

Read more about Herzberg‘s Motivators and Hygiene Factors theory  

 

 

https://www.16personalities.com/free-personality-test
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/herzberg-motivators-hygiene-factors.htm?route=article/newTMM_74.htm
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/herzberg-motivators-hygiene-factors.htm?route=article/newTMM_74.htm
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Use Transformational Leadership 

‗Create an attractive, inspiring vision of a meaningful future, encourage people to buy into this 

vision, manage its delivery, and continue to build trusting relationships with your team 

members.‘ 

Clear communication, setting smart goals and regular feedback are essential to 

transformational leadership and to ensure ongoing motivation. Recognising and valorising great 

work, a positive work environment, purposeful tasks, responsibilities and a sense of security will 

empower employees; and empowerment itself is a crucial factor for motivation.  

Read more about Transformational Leadership 

Source: https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/motivating-your-team.htm 

 

DIGITAL RESOURCES 

• Motivation, Energizing Your People to Achieve Good Things (Article) 

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/motivating-your-team.htm   

• Herzberg's Motivators and Hygiene Factors, Learn how to Motivate Your Team (Article) 

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/herzberg-motivators-hygiene-

factors.htm?route=article/newTMM_74.htm    

• Transformational Leadership, Becoming an Inspirational Leader (Article) 

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/transformational-leadership.htm   

• Self-Motivation (Article) 

https://www.skillsyouneed.com/ps/self-motivation.html    

• 6 Things You Need to Keep Your Employees Happy (No, Money Isn't One of Them) 

(Article) 

https://www.inc.com/glenn-leibowitz/money-is-great-but-this-is-what-employees-really-

want.html?cid=sf01001&sr_share=twitter    

• The Best Ways to Foster Employee Motivation (Article) 

https://www.thebalance.com/fostering-employee-motivation-1918745   

• Motivation in the Workplace: Inspiring Your Employees (Article) 

http://www.trainingsolutions.com/pdf/motivating.pdf   

• The positive Psychology Toolkit (Article) 

https://positivepsychologyprogram.com/  

• 20 Simple Ways to Increase Motivation in the Workplace (Article) 

https://blog.bonus.ly/20-simple-ways-to-increase-motivation-in-the-workplace   

• You Need to Know What Motivation Is—Really (Article) 

https://www.thebalance.com/what-is-employee-motivation-1918108   

• How Great Managers Motivate Their Employees (Article) 

https://www.thebalance.com/how-great-managers-motivate-their-employees-1918772   

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/smart-goals.htm
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/smart-goals.htm
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/transformational-leadership.htm
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/transformational-leadership.htm
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/motivating-your-team.htm
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/motivating-your-team.htm
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/motivating-your-team.htm
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/motivating-your-team.htm
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/herzberg-motivators-hygiene-factors.htm?route=article/newTMM_74.htm
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/herzberg-motivators-hygiene-factors.htm?route=article/newTMM_74.htm
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/transformational-leadership.htm
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/transformational-leadership.htm
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/transformational-leadership.htm
https://www.skillsyouneed.com/ps/self-motivation.html
https://www.skillsyouneed.com/ps/self-motivation.html
https://www.skillsyouneed.com/ps/self-motivation.html
https://www.inc.com/glenn-leibowitz/money-is-great-but-this-is-what-employees-really-want.html?cid=sf01001&sr_share=twitter
https://www.inc.com/glenn-leibowitz/money-is-great-but-this-is-what-employees-really-want.html?cid=sf01001&sr_share=twitter
https://www.inc.com/glenn-leibowitz/money-is-great-but-this-is-what-employees-really-want.html?cid=sf01001&sr_share=twitter
https://www.inc.com/glenn-leibowitz/money-is-great-but-this-is-what-employees-really-want.html?cid=sf01001&sr_share=twitter
https://www.thebalance.com/fostering-employee-motivation-1918745
https://www.thebalance.com/fostering-employee-motivation-1918745
http://www.trainingsolutions.com/pdf/motivating.pdf
https://positivepsychologyprogram.com/
https://blog.bonus.ly/20-simple-ways-to-increase-motivation-in-the-workplace
https://blog.bonus.ly/20-simple-ways-to-increase-motivation-in-the-workplace
https://www.thebalance.com/what-is-employee-motivation-1918108
https://www.thebalance.com/what-is-employee-motivation-1918108
https://www.thebalance.com/how-great-managers-motivate-their-employees-1918772
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• The Top 9 Things That Ultimately Motivate Employees to Achieve (Article) 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/glennllopis/2012/06/04/top-9-things-that-ultimately-

motivate-employees-to-achieve/#6aa02e0f257e  

• Empowerment in Action: How to Empower Your Employees (Article) 

https://www.thebalance.com/empowerment-in-action-how-to-empower-your-employees-

1918102    

 

EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS 

Watch the following videos 

• Extrinsic vs Intrinsic Motivation: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUNE4RtZnbk  

• The puzzle of motivation: 

https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_pink_on_motivation  

• The happy secret to better work: 

https://www.ted.com/talks/shawn_achor_the_happy_secret_to_better_work?language=

en&utm_campaign=tedspread--a&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare  

• The Science Of Motivation: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZT-FZqfxZA  

• Workplace Motivation: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iu3IY_6BtH0   

 

Exercise 1 

Reflect on the following questions: 

• What opportunities do you offer to your employees? 

• What motivates your colleagues? 

• What kind of feedback do you give to your team? 

 

Exercise 2 

‗Think of a situation in which you felt motivated to do your very best.  

• Can you identify any aspect of that situation that inspired and supported your 

motivation? Describe it.‘[ 

 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/glennllopis/2012/06/04/top-9-things-that-ultimately-motivate-employees-to-achieve/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/glennllopis/2012/06/04/top-9-things-that-ultimately-motivate-employees-to-achieve/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/glennllopis/2012/06/04/top-9-things-that-ultimately-motivate-employees-to-achieve/
https://www.thebalance.com/empowerment-in-action-how-to-empower-your-employees-1918102
https://www.thebalance.com/empowerment-in-action-how-to-empower-your-employees-1918102
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUNE4RtZnbk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUNE4RtZnbk
https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_pink_on_motivation
https://www.ted.com/talks/shawn_achor_the_happy_secret_to_better_work?language=en&utm_campaign=tedspread--a&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare
https://www.ted.com/talks/shawn_achor_the_happy_secret_to_better_work?language=en&utm_campaign=tedspread--a&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare
https://www.ted.com/talks/shawn_achor_the_happy_secret_to_better_work?language=en&utm_campaign=tedspread--a&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZT-FZqfxZA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZT-FZqfxZA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iu3IY_6BtH0
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Exercise 3 

Analyse your own strengths to find the motivation to grow: 

Wheel of Strengths 

Step 1 – Complete the Wheel 

Draw a circle, divided into 8 areas, or use the following online tool: http://www.pure-

coaching.com/Flash/InteractiveWheel/Demo/InteractiveWheel.swf Choose 8 strengths you 

would like to focus on. 

Examples of strengths: Well-organised, flexible, disciplined, able to prioritise and set goals, 

able to motivate yourself, good networker, focused, good communication skills, creative 

thinking, perseverance, problem solving, etc.  

Score your satisfaction levels against each of the different categories you have on your Wheel 

in scale from 1 to 10, where 1 is very unsatisfied, 10 – very satisfied. 

 

Step 2 – Reflect 

• If you have scores of 8 to 10 for any of the categories, congratulations! You are very 

satisfied in this particular area. It‘s important you maintain what you are doing to ensure 

you remain satisfied in this area, however don‘t overlook that there may be areas for 

improvement. This is important to ensure you are not limiting your potential for even 

further growth and satisfaction in this area. 

• If you have scores of 5 to 7 for any of the categories, you are reasonably satisfied in 

this particular area but there is definitely opportunity to explore ideas to move this up 

the scale. 

• If you have scores of 0 to 4 for any of the categories, you are not very satisfied in this 

particular area and you will need to explore ways of enhancing your satisfaction here. 

No need to get down on yourself though, as scores of 0 to 4 are full of opportunity! It‘s 

the area where the individual can grow the most and get the most value. 

• The key is to find balance and that is the purpose of the Wheel. To do this, you want to 

grow your Wheel, not trade off some strengths for growth in other areas. It‘s about 

moving forward, challenging yourself and pushing your boundaries to expand your 

Wheel and make it bigger while maintaining a balance. 

 

Step 3 – Start the goal setting 

You now have a visual snapshot of how satisfied you are in different areas of your life and have 

identified where you are now and where you would like to be. With this, you can start setting 

goals.  

For more exercises and information about Positive Psychology, we would like to refer you to 

https://positivepsychologyprogram.com/  

 

http://www.pure-coaching.com/Flash/InteractiveWheel/Demo/InteractiveWheel.swf
http://www.pure-coaching.com/Flash/InteractiveWheel/Demo/InteractiveWheel.swf
https://positivepsychologyprogram.com/
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Kellogg‘s case study 

They focus on keeping employees motivated by: 

• Creating a culture of ownership 

• Driving continuous improvement 

• Increasing loyalty and reducing absenteeism 

• Supports the organisation‘s values  

• Making it a positive place to work 

• They offer financial and non-financial motivators 

Read the full case study: 

http://businesscasestudies.co.uk/kelloggs/building-a-better-workplace-through-motivation/  

  

http://businesscasestudies.co.uk/kelloggs/building-a-better-workplace-through-motivation/
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UNIT 3 · PILLAR 5 

HOW TO KEEP YOUR TOP TALENT (PROVIDING 

UPDATED TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF WORK; 

PROMOTE SELF-FULFILMENT) 

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Identify tactics and strategies on how to develop and keep top talent 

engaged and motivated 

 Learn the specificities of working with T-Shaped professionals and T-

Shaped teams 

 Recognize new management approaches for T-Shaped Teams 

 

 

 
 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

 Organisations are only as strong as their people. Talent management plays a crucial 

role in today‘s competitive market and society. 

 Keeping your top talent motivated and engaged in the organisation‘s activities needs to 

be embedded in the core objectives and strategies of your organisation.  

 From attracting and recruiting to hiring and developing talent, organisations need to 

ensure their talent management strategies support their overall strategic planning and 

business goals.  
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 Talent management strategies should result in a high-performing workforce, a system 

that identifies and improves weak areas, and a means for attracting, developing, and 

retaining quality and diversified talent. 

 

METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

How to develop and keep your top talent 

 Create Individual Development Plans: the development plan should provide a 

roadmap for the employee with quantifiable goals and a realistic timeframe for achieving 

each goal. It is important to add personal inputs to increase the probability for success. 

 Provide Performance Metrics: Start by setting specific quantitative metrics to help 

your employees understand where they need to be or what they can realistically 

achieve. When the performance metrics are met, you can adjust them again so the 

employees keep feeling challenged and with a continued sense of accomplishment.   

 Provide Opportunities Outside of Job Function: Create opportunities for employees 

to take on different responsibilities outside their job function, allowing a deeper 

understanding of how the organisation really works. 

 Give Constructive Feedback: deliver feedback regularly, in a constructive way, with 

specific recommendations to promote real improvement and development of your 

employees. 

 Remove Barriers: Make your organisational structure and processes less rigid in order 

to allow cross-functional development and dynamic growth of your teams.  

 Widen your networks: Helping your employees to grow their professional networks will 

give them access to additional contacts that can offer a real growth opportunity. By 

engaging with different players your employees will get additional advice, support and 

information on how to develop professionally as well as on a personal level. 
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 Outlay Resources: Investing in your talent is necessary and incredibly valuable when 

in line with your organizations strategic goals and the individual development plans co-

created with your employees. This investment can assume many forms such as 

training, online learning programs, mentoring and coaching. 

 Set the Example: Your leadership and your own commitment to continuous learning 

and growing will set the example for your employees who will more likely model your 

behavior and engage in development-building activities. This shows employees that 

development is a part of the organisation‘s culture. 

(Source: https://www.forbes.com/sites/steveolenski/2015/07/20/8-key-tactics-for-developing-employees/#5270ba4e6373) 

 

 

 

T-Shaped Professionals: a New Profile of Workers 

―Since any meaningful and sustainable effort to innovate has to start with the talent equation, 

one way for companies to break the mould is to change the composition of its workforce.‖ (The 

fifth age of work, Andrew Jones, 2013).  

T-Shaped professionals: 

• Combine knowledge across situations with deep functional/disciplinary skills; 

• Interact and understand specialists from diverse functional areas 

• Adapt innovatively to tackle unknown futures.  

 

New management approaches for T-Shaped Teams 

Organisations are exploring new management models that enhance the proper skills required 

for effective collaboration, preparing themselves for a new age of workers that need to 

cooperate, communicate and empathize in a daily basis work process.  

The traditional organisations‘ management model shows to be inaccurate for T-shaped teams: 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/steveolenski/2015/07/20/8-key-tactics-for-developing-employees/#5270ba4e6373
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Workspace – ―the combination of a well-designed work environment and a well-curated work 

experience are part of the reason people who cowork demonstrate higher levels of thriving than 

their office-based counterparts‖ (Spreitzer, Bacevice and Garrett, 2015)  

Management methodologies – ―shifting to a more iterative and open-ended style of work 

common at design-oriented firms‖ (Jones, 2013)  

Leaders‘ role - ―by encouraging each individual to put themselves in the shoes of their fellow 

co-workers‖ (Hoever, van Knippenberg, van Ginkel and Barkema, 2013) 

 
 

DIGITAL RESOURCES 

• Why It's Crucial To Train Your Employees (Article)  

http://www.businessinsider.com/why-its-crucial-to-train-your-employees-2010-5  

• Building a Game-Changing Talent Strategy (Article)  

https://hbr.org/2014/01/building-a-game-changing-talent-strategy  

• 4 Ways to Train Employees Effectively (Article) 

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/253023 

• IBM Training building skills for a smarter planet - The Value of Training (Report)  

https://www-03.ibm.com/services/learning/pdfs/IBMTraining-TheValueofTraining.pdf   

• Workforce of the future: The competing forces shaping 2030 (Report)  

https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/services/people-organisation/workforce-of-the-

future/workforce-of-the-future-the-competing-forces-shaping-2030-pwc.pdf  

 

 

 

http://www.businessinsider.com/why-its-crucial-to-train-your-employees-2010-5
https://hbr.org/2014/01/building-a-game-changing-talent-strategy
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/253023
https://www-03.ibm.com/services/learning/pdfs/IBMTraining-TheValueofTraining.pdf
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/services/people-organisation/workforce-of-the-future/workforce-of-the-future-the-competing-forces-shaping-2030-pwc.pdf
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/services/people-organisation/workforce-of-the-future/workforce-of-the-future-the-competing-forces-shaping-2030-pwc.pdf
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EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS 

Exercise 1 

Consider your organization. Write your employer brand core values and specify what is the 

added value of your organization to potential candidates. Use the Golden Circle Model to guide 

your reflection and support the definition of your organization value proposition. For more  

information on the Golden Circle Model follow this link:  https://www.smartinsights.com/digital-

marketing-strategy/online-value-proposition/start-with-why-creating-a-value-proposition-with-the-

golden-circle-model/  

 

 

Exercise 2 

The Persona tool helps to define different kinds of employees present in the organisation. 

Personas are fictional characters created to represent a particular group of people, based on 

their interests and behavior. In this scenario, Personas provide a range of different perspectives 

and expectations of employees about what your organization has to offer. Use the following 

items to help build the portfolio of employees in your organization. 

Backstory  

Psychographic Attitudes  

Demographic Identifiers  

Goals & Motivations  

Roadblocks  

Note: if you need inspiration for this exercise, please check ideas and templates here: 

https://www.contentharmony.com/blog/customer-persona-tools/  

  

https://www.smartinsights.com/digital-marketing-strategy/online-value-proposition/start-with-why-creating-a-value-proposition-with-the-golden-circle-model/
https://www.smartinsights.com/digital-marketing-strategy/online-value-proposition/start-with-why-creating-a-value-proposition-with-the-golden-circle-model/
https://www.smartinsights.com/digital-marketing-strategy/online-value-proposition/start-with-why-creating-a-value-proposition-with-the-golden-circle-model/
https://www.contentharmony.com/blog/customer-persona-tools/
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UNIT 3 · PILLAR 6 

PROVIDING MULTICULTURAL TRAINING 

 

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Recognize the importance of cross-cultural communication skills 

 Identify the needs for workplace diversity training  

 Name how to break the resistance related to cultural diversity in the 

workplace 

 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

Cultural diversity 

Cultural diversity is a group of diverse individuals from different cultures or societies. Usually, 

cultural diversity takes into account language, religion, race, sexual orientation, gender, age, 

and ethnicity. (Source https://study.com/academy/lesson/cultural-diversity-in-the-workplace-

definition-trends-examples.html) With the growing diversity and mobility of today‘s workforce, 

cross-cultural challenges and opportunities are present in every work environment; you no 

longer have to be an international organization to experience what have previously been 

deemed global challenges. (Source https://blog.shepell.com/cross-cultural-training-is-essential-

five-things-you-need-to-know/) 

https://study.com/academy/lesson/cultural-diversity-in-the-workplace-definition-trends-examples.html
https://study.com/academy/lesson/cultural-diversity-in-the-workplace-definition-trends-examples.html
https://blog.shepell.com/cross-cultural-training-is-essential-five-things-you-need-to-know
https://blog.shepell.com/cross-cultural-training-is-essential-five-things-you-need-to-know
https://blog.shepell.com/cross-cultural-training-is-essential-five-things-you-need-to-know/
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Culture impacts everything we do, at work and at home. While cultural values, beliefs, and 

norms are invisible, they fundamentally influence our behaviour. (Source 

https://blog.shepell.com/cross-cultural-training-is-essential-five-things-you-need-to-know/) We 

judge others by our own cultural lens. Without a proper cultural training, people are unable to 

see the same situation from multiple perspectives simultaneously. (Source 

https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-magazine/pages/010215-cross-cultural-training.aspx) 

 

Intercultural competence does not come naturally. While some people may be naturally more 

flexible and open to new experiences than others, intercultural consciousness is not something 

we are born with. It is a learned skill that comes from the real experience of interacting with 

somebody from a different culture. Learning how to switch your own behaviour according to the 

cultural context of the person you are with, or the context you are in, is a first step toward 

intercultural competence. (Source https://blog.shepell.com/cross-cultural-training-is-essential-

five-things-you-need-to-know/) 

 

Corporate demand for multicultural training is increasing. Being able to recognize and address 

cultural differences help to build stronger teams and better companies. When employees work 

together despite differences, unique ideas can turn into success for the company. But if we 

don‘t learn how to communicate and respect others we will lose valuable opportunities. (Source 

http://www.societyfordiversity.org/globalization-and-the-need-for-multicultural-training/) 

Multicultural training is an ongoing process to educate employees on the proper way to treat 

people of different backgrounds. The main goal of a multicultural training is to increase team 

members‘ cultural awareness, knowledge, and communication and educate employees on how 

to accept differences among fellow employees. Training also lowers the barriers that separate 

different types of employees, such as ethnic, social, and political barriers, so they can work 

together and be productive as a team. (Source https://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-

diversity-training-in-the-workplace-definition-importance-quiz.html) 

https://blog.shepell.com/cross-cultural-training-is-essential-five-things-you-need-to-know/
https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-magazine/pages/010215-cross-cultural-training.aspx
https://blog.shepell.com/cross-cultural-training-is-essential-five-things-you-need-to-know/
https://blog.shepell.com/cross-cultural-training-is-essential-five-things-you-need-to-know/
https://blog.shepell.com/cross-cultural-training-is-essential-five-things-you-need-to-know/
http://www.societyfordiversity.org/globalization-and-the-need-for-multicultural-training/
http://www.societyfordiversity.org/globalization-and-the-need-for-multicultural-training/
https://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-diversity-training-in-the-workplace-definition-importance-quiz.html
https://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-diversity-training-in-the-workplace-definition-importance-quiz.html
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METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

Cross-cultural communication skills 

The demand for effective training programs in cross-cultural communications and sensitivity has 

exploded in recent years, driven by the desire to prevent misunderstandings and to boost 

corporate competitiveness in the global marketplace.  

The commitment to improve internal and external cross-cultural communications must become 

part of the company‘s culture and apply to everyone equally, from the CEO down. (Source 

https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-magazine/pages/010215-cross-cultural-training.aspx) 

Everyone understands the problems of communication caused by lack of a common language, 

but many are unaware of the communication problems that can be caused by culture. That‘s 

because people don‘t usually recognize the ways in which their culture affects their own 

attitudes and expectations.  

The reality is that different assumptions based on cultural differences can be a major barrier to 

effective communication, even when you‘re all speaking the same language. Cultural 

competence training can help avoid costly failures of communication. The training needs to 

address at least following three issues:  

 

(Source https://www.bizjournals.com/philadelphia/blog/guest-comment/2013/04/cultural-awareness-training-a-new.html) 

 

Training program 

A good training program addresses invisible and 

subtle differences between people of different 

cultures. ―How is trust built differently in this 

culture? What is the most constructive way to 

provide criticism?‖  

These things vary greatly from country to 

country. These are the differences that impact a 

workplace the most, because even employees 

who work frequently with international 

colleagues may be unaware of them.  

(Source https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-

magazine/pages/010215-cross-cultural-training.aspx) 

Awareness of the effect of culture on one’s own 
communication 

Knowledge of and appreciation for the differences 
between cultures and the sources of those differences 

Learning to pick up the subtle clues that can signal a 
problem in communication  

https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-magazine/pages/010215-cross-cultural-training.aspx
https://www.bizjournals.com/philadelphia/blog/guest-comment/2013/04/cultural-awareness-training-a-new.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/philadelphia/blog/guest-comment/2013/04/cultural-awareness-training-a-new.html
https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-magazine/pages/010215-cross-cultural-training.aspx
https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-magazine/pages/010215-cross-cultural-training.aspx
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Training the workplace diversity 

Workplace diversity training is an investment in your employees and your company. Cultural 

awareness serves as a bridge between employees whose paths might not otherwise cross. 

(Source http://smallbusiness.chron.com/training-workplace-diversity-3026.html)  

Diversity training benefits a workplace by allowing employees to let their guards down and build 

healthy business relationships, as well as decreasing at-work bullying and discrimination. It 

produces a happier staff and increases productivity. A diverse workforce can give your business 

a competitive advantage.  

 

Please consider the following benefits that can be reached with diversity training identified by 

experts: 

Dimension Without training With training 

Cohesion potential cohesion issues greater team integration 

Communication many misunderstandings, conflicting 

communication styles 

limited misunderstandings, fewer 

issues over communication styles 

Conflict high conflict potential fewer conflicts, better management 

Creativity different ideas tend to be dismissed see the potential in differences 

Culture awareness cultural ignorance awareness of cultural differences 

Expectations unspoken diverse expectations appreciation for differences 

Participation potential issue better team management 

Performance risk of performing below par tend to perform above par 

Task orientation hampered by cultural issues concentration on task at hand 

Trust strong distrust and potential rejection creativity and flexibility 

Value of diversity ethnocentrism increased tolerance and appreciation 

 

http://smallbusiness.chron.com/training-workplace-diversity-3026.html
http://smallbusiness.chron.com/training-workplace-diversity-3026.html
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Workplace diversity training can be implemented in many ways. Through structured workplace 

learning and real experiences, employees can enhance their intercultural understanding and 

communication for business success. (Source https://blog.shepell.com/cross-cultural-training-is-

essential-five-things-you-need-to-know/) Training programs can bring a diversity professional to 

office or employees to an off-site location for a multiple-day program. For example, a weekend 

cultural retreat allows employees to get to know each other in a non-work setting. (Source 

http://smallbusiness.chron.com/training-workplace-diversity-3026.html) 

However, diversity training does not need to be expensive or time consuming. There are even 

free basic courses online, so there's no excuse for not putting a diversity training session 

together. (Source https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/219707) At minimum, company leaders 

should commit to treating every employee, customer, and client with respect and should define 

what that means—using no racial terms, jokes, or language, even if such conduct is legally 

permissible in a particular country. Circulating calendars that list holidays around the world—

when important stakeholders in other countries likely won‘t be reachable—or adopting universal 

time or date conventions are good strategies. (Source https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-

magazine/pages/010215-cross-cultural-training.aspx) 

In order to be truly effective, programs should also teach ―cultural differentiation,‖ or how to 

maintain one‘s own culture while recognizing the value that other cultures bring to the company. 

Combining the two types of training may be the best way to produce a workforce that will 

succeed anywhere in the world.  

(Source https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-magazine/pages/010215-cross-cultural-training.aspx)  

 

What Practices Could You Implement to Increase Cultural 

Sensitivity & Acceptance in the Workplace? 

You can build cultural awareness in your workforce through formal education classes and the 

informal recognition of other cultures at your company. Building an environment that 

encourages discussion and teamwork also reduces cultural issues.  

Please consider following four practical issues. (Source: http://smallbusiness.chron.com 

/practices-could-implement-increase-cultural-sensitivity-acceptance-workplace-16661.html) 

1. Education: A key step to increase cultural sensitivity at your company is building the cultural 

knowledge of your workforce.  

 Encourage your employees to find information from books and online. 

 Consider holding training classes to teach your employees about the practices of other 

cultures. 

 Frame these classes as a way for your staff to better understand how to deal with 

working in a multinational world and don't just focus on the cultures of your employees. 

 

2. Encourage Discussion: The earlier you address any cultural conflicts among your staff, the 

less damage that will be done to your productivity.  

 Encourage your employees to come to you if they are having any problems.  

https://blog.shepell.com/cross-cultural-training-is-essential-five-things-you-need-to-know/
https://blog.shepell.com/cross-cultural-training-is-essential-five-things-you-need-to-know/
https://blog.shepell.com/cross-cultural-training-is-essential-five-things-you-need-to-know/
http://smallbusiness.chron.com/training-workplace-diversity-3026.html
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/219707
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/219707
https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-magazine/pages/010215-cross-cultural-training.aspx
https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-magazine/pages/010215-cross-cultural-training.aspx
https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-magazine/pages/010215-cross-cultural-training.aspx
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 If conflicts arise, make sure to be non-judgmental and allow all employees to voice their 

concerns equally.  

 

3. Celebrate Diversity: Anything you can do to celebrate the diversity of your workforce will 

help increase cultural acceptance.  

 Consider hosting a staff dinner with the theme of cultural awareness.  

 Introducing your staff to the traditions of others will make them more sensitive to cultural 

differences. 

 

4. Strengthen Company's Teamwork: Cultural conflicts between your employees may be a 

manifestation of other problems. If your workers have a strong sense of teamwork and are 

driven to meet your company's goals, cultural conflicts should be minimized.  

 Building teamwork and a sense of company pride in your employees indirectly will 

reduce any cultural conflict. 

 

Breaking the resistance 

Diversity in the workplace often faces resistance from employees. For diversity to thrive, 

managers must be able to spot this resistance and put an end to it. Resistance comes in many 

forms. Resistance can be powerful, but your effort to encourage positivity can be powerful too. 

Here are some actions to be considered: 

1. Emphasize all employee differences as issues of diversity.  

 Putting everyone's differences on the same level, whether age, religion, or background, 

will help people see that everyone is different in their own ways.  

2. Share the company's vision for diversity with employees.  

 Communicate your plans to the staff. Keeping everyone in the loop will prevent a lot of 

resistance.  

3. Make sure all management personnel are on board.  

 If upper management doesn't seem interested in diversity, employees are likely to not 

take it seriously.  

4. Keep an open door policy.  

 Tell employees that if they have a concern, they can talk to management anytime they 

want. This will keep issues on the table and not in the break room. 

5. Be consistent with diversity training.  

 Facilitate regular diversity meetings and keep it fresh on everyone's minds. (Source: 

http://smallbusiness.chron.com/training-workplace-diversity-3026.html) 

 

http://smallbusiness.chron.com/training-workplace-diversity-3026.html
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DIGITAL RESOURCES 

 Intercultural Training Exercise Pack 

http://www.culturewise.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Cultural-awareness-

training-exercise-pack.pdf 

 The Impact of Direct and Indirect Communication (article) 

https://www.ombudsassociation.org/Resources/IOA-Publications/The-Independent-

Voice/November-2012/The-Impact-of-Direct-and-Indirect-Communication.aspx 

 Cultural intelligence—a new way to think about global effectiveness | Jeff Thomas | 

TEDxSpokane 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K3S76gAKp6Q 

 Humor and culture in international business | Chris Smit | TEDxLeuven 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MB6NXzGKMKg 

 Cross cultural communication | Pellegrino Riccardi | TEDxBergen 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YMyofREc5Jk 

 Leaders‘ Guide to Unlocking Cross-Cultural Communication 

http://www.sinicom.com/Sub%20Pages/pubs/Temp%20Docs/Intercultural%20comm

s%20guide.pdf 

 

EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS 

Exercise 1 

Make a list of practices that you could implement to increase cultural sensitivity and acceptance 

in your company.  

 

Exercise 2: 

See what kind of training exercises are presented in cultural awareness training pack, which 

can be found from the link below: 

http://www.culturewise.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Cultural-awareness-training-exercise-

pack.pdf 

Which exercises could be useful in your company? Why these ones? 

   

http://www.culturewise.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Cultural-awareness-training-exercise-pack.pdf
http://www.culturewise.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Cultural-awareness-training-exercise-pack.pdf
http://www.culturewise.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Cultural-awareness-training-exercise-pack.pdf
https://www.ombudsassociation.org/Resources/IOA-Publications/The-Independent-Voice/November-2012/The-Impact-of-Direct-and-Indirect-Communication.aspx
https://www.ombudsassociation.org/Resources/IOA-Publications/The-Independent-Voice/November-2012/The-Impact-of-Direct-and-Indirect-Communication.aspx
https://www.ombudsassociation.org/Resources/IOA-Publications/The-Independent-Voice/November-2012/The-Impact-of-Direct-and-Indirect-Communication.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K3S76gAKp6Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K3S76gAKp6Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MB6NXzGKMKg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MB6NXzGKMKg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YMyofREc5Jk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YMyofREc5Jk
http://www.sinicom.com/Sub%20Pages/pubs/Temp%20Docs/Intercultural%20comms%20guide.pdf
http://www.sinicom.com/Sub%20Pages/pubs/Temp%20Docs/Intercultural%20comms%20guide.pdf
http://www.sinicom.com/Sub%20Pages/pubs/Temp%20Docs/Intercultural%20comms%20guide.pdf
http://www.culturewise.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Cultural-awareness-training-exercise-pack.pdf
http://www.culturewise.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Cultural-awareness-training-exercise-pack.pdf
http://www.culturewise.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Cultural-awareness-training-exercise-pack.pdf
http://www.culturewise.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Cultural-awareness-training-exercise-pack.pdf
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UNIT 3 · PILLAR 7 

USING TECHNOLOGY TO IMPROVE CO-

WORKING  

 

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Define collaboration software and describe the main functionalities offered 

by such software tools 

 Name collaboration software categories and example software tools 

available 

 List factors to keep in mind when deciding on acquiring a collaboration 

software for your company 

 

 

 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

Technology Enhanced Co-working 

Collaboration software was described in 1990 as “intentional group processes plus software to 

support them” (Johnson-Lenz, 1990). Today, collaboration software leverages existing 

technologies to enable groups to communicate, share, coordinate, cooperate, solve problems, 

negotiate, or even compete for the purpose of completing a task. Collaboration software, also 

known as collaborative software or groupware, allows the managing, sharing and processing of 
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files, documents and other types of data among several users and systems anytime and 

anywhere. 

For spin-offs, collaboration software is essential for running their operations better, cutting 

costs, and replacing paper processes. The most popular software packages include accounts, 

office productivity, email, and communications and can make your staff or processes more 

efficient. Nowadays, most business activities can be improved through desktop or web-based 

applications.  

• Desktop software tends to offer richer functionality than web-based tools.  

• Browser-based applications often carry a lower cost or can be used for free in some 

cases and staff can access them wherever there is an internet connection, using any 

type of device. 

Source: https://financesonline.com/collaboration-software-analysis-features-types-benefits-pricing/  

 

Categories of collaboration software 

There are three main categories of collaboration software based on their functional capabilities: 

• Communication software: Helps in the exchange of communication between groups. 

The most common communication tools that are used are systems and applications for 

email hosting, file sharing, project management, and websites or online platforms that 

can be readily accessed. Example tools: email, voicemail, instant messaging, VoIP, or 

video calls  

• Conferencing software: Allows real-time collaboration among members. Groupware 

software tools make possible real-time discussions among project members through a 

virtual meeting room with a moderator who oversees the sharing of information. These 

online meetings are helpful when there are important matters to be decided on by 

project members who are in various locations. Example tools: video conferencing, IM 

conferencing, online forums, social media group chats, community boards, or 

application sharing 

• Coordination/project management software: Assists in group activities, schedule 

creation, and deliverables. Coordination software solutions are used for complex, 

interdependent tasks to realize a common goal. Typical systems applied here are for 

time management, project management, and online proofing so that team members are 

aware of deadlines, are properly coordinated, and can monitor the status of projects. 

Example tools: calendars, time trackers, spreadsheets, client portals, alerts, and status 

updates. 

 

METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

Groupware and collaboration tools can help to facilitate electronic communications, so staff 

can send messages, files, data, or documents more easily and even send and share voice files. 

Moreover, the sorts of functions that the software can bring include:  

https://financesonline.com/collaboration-software-analysis-features-types-benefits-pricing/
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• Online conferencing, electronic faxing, interactive voice mail, wikis, web publishing, and 

revision control of documents.  

This type of software can also help teams to share information in a more interactive way, for 

example, via internet or intranet forums, also known as message boards or discussion boards. 

They can also communicate using online chat, instant messaging, and video conferencing. 

Recently, attention has shifted to online collaboration software tools that can help your team 

work well together, even if distributed nationally or internationally. These can be further 

distinguished as tools for email and communication, for online project management, for online 

document collaboration and online file sharing 

 

Email and Communication 

Everyone already has it and knows how to use it. As long as you‘re mainly doing semi-regular 

one-to-one communication, it works great. It‘s only when you‘re sending hundreds of messages 

to dozens of different people that you may need to use another option. Following there is a list 

with highly-rated online communication software for small businesses and teams from to email, 

to team messaging apps, VOIP, video messaging, and more: 

• Gmail (http://gmail.com) 

• Slack (https://slack.com) 

• Skype (www.skype.com)  

• GoToMeeting (http://gotomeeting.com) 

 

 

Online Project Management Software 

Project management software tools are designed for breaking big projects out into smaller 

tasks, assigning them to people online, keeping a record of what‘s happened, and managing 

large projects up until the end. Here are some powerful project management apps your team 

can use: 

• Asana (https://asana.com) is a great way to break projects down 

into tasks and track them to completion online. It‘s highly 

customizable so it will fit most different kinds of projects. You can 

http://gmail.com/
https://slack.com/
http://www.skype.com/
http://gotomeeting.com/
https://asana.com/
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assign tasks, see who‘s working on what, make deadlines, discuss tasks and much 

more as you progress through a major project. 

• Trello (http://trello.com) is a simple board-based project 

management app that displays cards and columns and 

allows you to assign specific people to a task and apply 

due dates, which then serve to trigger reminders and 

notifications. 

Online Document Collaboration Software 

One of the most frequent collaborative tasks is creating and editing documents, tasks 

traditionally done in Microsoft Word. Here you can find some alternatives that allow 

collaboration in document editing: 

• Microsoft Office 365 offers a full range of online collaborative tools. Multiple people 

can work on the same Word document at the same time all from their own regular copy 

of Word.  

• Google Docs as a word processor it‘s streamlined, but as a suite of tools for people to 

work on documents together it‘s robust. Multiple people can all work on the same 

document at the same time, leaving each other notes, and making real-time edits, all 

from multiple locations. In a similar way you can have your people collaborate on a 

spreadsheet file using Google Sheets. 

• Quip combines all the features of a collaborative document editor, along with some 

advanced project management tools. If the only work your team does is work on 

documents together (such as spreadsheets and text documents), it is a good option. 

• GitHub is an essential tool for teams collaborating on writing computer code as it 

makes sure that everything is kept in order. Each person has a working copy of the 

code on their own computer. When they make changes they ―Push‖ it to GitHub which 

keeps everything managed. If one person‘s changes breaks things, it‘s easy to roll them 

back. 

 

Online File Sharing Software 

There are plenty of good file sharing options out there which will let your team keep large files 

and resources all team members need in sync. They all work more or less in the same way: 

Everyone has a folder on their computer that syncs over the internet to the same folder on 

everyone else in the team‘s computer. This way, files are shared automatically without any need 

for emails and file transfers. Options include: 

 

• Dropbox (https://www.dropbox.com) 

• Google Drive (https://drive.google.com) 

• Box (https://www.box.com) 

• OneDrive (https://onedrive.live.com) 

http://trello.com/
https://www.dropbox.com/
https://drive.google.com/
https://www.box.com/
https://onedrive.live.com/
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What should you consider when getting collaboration 

software?  

Getting and implementing collaboration software is a critical business decision. It is important 

that you assess certain factors and requirement in relation to your business. Here are some 

factors to keep in mind (in that specific order) when getting collaboration software: 

1. Know your needs: You have to know your specific needs before you jump right into a 

collaborative software environment, as there are many solutions available. How will it 

address existing problems? What can the software actually do and how does it 

perform? Is it cloud-hosted or on-premise? Will your data and files be secure? Once 

you have determined the specifics based on your parameters and got a clearer picture, 

then you can move on to the next important factor. 

2. Know the offered features (and whether they satisfy your needs): The software should 

carry all the basic set of features that you require for your collaborating employees and 

should also offer quality factors such as ease of use, responsiveness, robustness, and 

efficiency. It is always a good idea to get a first-hand experience on how features work 

by using free trials offered by vendors. For additional information, you should also read 

customer feedback and the reviews by industry experts. 

3. Know the cost (for purchasing the software, for maintenance, for required hardware if 

any): This is always a major consideration since a purchasing decision will rely heavily 

on your budget. Your investment must be reasonable and must take into account the 

product‘s long-term value and the appurtenant  maintenance expenses. Likewise, will it 

need a hardware upgrade? Ultimately, the advantages of collaboration software should 

be worth the cost of acquiring it. It is useful to know that there are collaboration software 

tools available for free. 

4. Know what kind of support is offered (training, tutorials, regular updates, etc.): A 

reliable technical and vendor support is a requirement. Trainings, tutorials, and a 

knowledge center should come with the software. There must be regular updates and 

improvements to keep the software always in top condition.  

(source: https://financesonline.com/collaboration-software-analysis-features-types-benefits-Pricing/) 

 

DIGITAL RESOURCES 

• 10 of the best project management tools for small business owners by Creative Boom 

(article) 

https://www.creativeboom.com/resources/10-of-the-best-project-management-tools-for-

small-business-owners/  

• The best software for small businesses (SMEs) - Essential Guide by Arif Mohamed 

(article)  

http://www.computerweekly.com/feature/The-best-software-for-small-businesses-SMEs-

Essential-Guide  

• 13+ Best Online Collaboration Software Tools for 2017 by Harry Guinness (article) 

https://business.tutsplus.com/articles/best-online-collaboration-software-tools--cms-

29382   

https://financesonline.com/collaboration-software-analysis-features-types-benefits-Pricing/
https://www.creativeboom.com/resources/10-of-the-best-project-management-tools-for-small-business-owners/
https://www.creativeboom.com/resources/10-of-the-best-project-management-tools-for-small-business-owners/
http://www.computerweekly.com/feature/The-best-software-for-small-businesses-SMEs-Essential-Guide
http://www.computerweekly.com/feature/The-best-software-for-small-businesses-SMEs-Essential-Guide
https://business.tutsplus.com/articles/best-online-collaboration-software-tools--cms-29382
https://business.tutsplus.com/articles/best-online-collaboration-software-tools--cms-29382
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• What is Collaboration Software? Analysis of Features, Types, Benefits and Pricing by 

FinancesOnline (article) 

https://financesonline.com/collaboration-software-analysis-features-types-benefits-

pricing/  

 

EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS 

Task 1 

Teleworking (also known as telecommuting), is becoming an immensely popular option for 

organizations of all sizes and shapes across the world. Along with saving companies a 

significant amount of money on office space, teleworking offers a myriad of benefits, such as 

lower employee turnover, reduced overhead costs, improved workability, and of course, greater 

productivity among employees. In the framework of spin-offs teleworking offers a flexible 

solution when it comes to hiring global talent as those gifted people do not have to move 

country/city to get hired.  Organizations that get the most out of teleworking are typically those 

that take advantage of the modern technological developments to keep remote workers 

productive and connected. One of these developments is teleworking software.  

Search the web for teleworking software tools and make a list of the top 4 such tools you will 

find. Make sure you include in your list software that is available for free (even if free versions 

do not support all features). It is a good idea to find articles on magazines or consultant sites 

that provide ratings/reviews and comparisons on such tools or data on how widespread is their 

usage.  

 

[Hint: locate sources like https://www.eztalks.com/telecommuting/teleworking-software.htm, 

https://www.businessnewsdaily.com/6176-communication-tools.html  or https://www.pcmag.com 

/article2/0,2817,2489110,00.asp 

 

Task 2 

Watch the video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=omm4cQQ62AQ to get a good idea of 

Google docs collaboration features in a nicely animated spot titled ―Google Docs: 

Collaboration Tools‖ created by Talent Development. Try out the options demonstrated with 2-

3 of your co-workers when working on a shared test document you will create and share with 

them. 

 

 

  

https://financesonline.com/collaboration-software-analysis-features-types-benefits-pricing/
https://financesonline.com/collaboration-software-analysis-features-types-benefits-pricing/
https://www.eztalks.com/telecommuting/teleworking-software.htm
https://www.businessnewsdaily.com/6176-communication-tools.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=omm4cQQ62AQ
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UNIT 3 · PILLAR 8 

PROMOTING HUMAN RESOURCES 

MANAGEMENT (IN A MULTICULTURAL 

CONTEXT) 

  
After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Recognise the importance of promoting Human Resources Management 

practices in a multicultural context. 

 Identify the five key fundamental HR Management practices that constitute 

the High Performance Work System (HPWS); 

 Understand how People Management practices and Leadership can 

contribute to entrepreneurial growth; 

 Design HR Management practices and models to put in place with your 

team and keep your top talent engaged and motivated.  

 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

The concept of diversity in the workplace includes not only race, but also gender, ethnic group, 

age and a diverse set of other dimensions that amplify the variety of differences to be found in 

each organization.  

Diversity requires understanding each employee as a unique individual and implies recognizing 

the individual differences in a multicultural environment.  
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Managing diversity in a multicultural context should be a process designed to embrace the 

similarities and differences of the employees, promoting their potential and maximizing their 

contributions to the overall organizational strategy and goals. 

 

METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

Knowing the basics: HRM as a High Performance Work System 

(Boxall and Macky, 2009) 

A High Performance Work System (HPWS) is a model for promoting Human Resources 

Management that includes a set of HR management practices in a consistent and mutually 

reinforcing fit that will lead to a better organizational and individual performance. 

  

There are five key fundamental HR Management practices that should constitute a High 

Performance Work System (Boselie et al., 2005): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HRM and Leadership for Growth  

In order to understand how People Management practices and Leadership can contribute to 

entrepreneurial growth, it‘s important to clarify what actually characterizes growth and the 

corresponding people management challenges associated with it: 

Selective 
recruitment and 

selection 

Compensation 
and performance 

related pay 
(PPR)  Appraisal and 

performance 
management 

Employee 
participation 

Training and 
development 
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Correia de Sousa, M. and Barroca, A. (2012). SPIN UP - HRM AND LEADERSHIP FOR GROWTH – Training Manual. 

Lifelong Learning Programme Project 

 

A meaning-based model for effective leadership in knowledge-based organizations 

(Milton Correia de Sousa and Dirk van Dierendonck, 2010, ON THE HORIZON Journal VOL. 18 

NO. 3, pp. 230-239) 

The proposed model establishes ―a direct connection between the need for meaning as a basic 

motivation for knowledge workers, servant leadership as an enabler of meaning creation and 

the emergence of complex adaptive behavior in an organization, leading to performance‖ 

(Correia de Sousa and Dirk van Dierendonck, 2010).  
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DIGITAL RESOURCES 

• What's Next: Future Global Trends Affecting Your Organization -Engaging and 

Integrating a Global Workforce (Report)  

http://futurehrtrends.eiu.com/report-2015/challenges-for-human-resource-management-

and-global-business-strategy/  

• Best Practices for Managing Organizational Diversity (Article)  

https://www.slac.stanford.edu/cgi-wrap/getdoc/slac-pub-12499.pdf 

• Knowledge workers, servant leadership and the search for meaning in knowledge-

driven organizations (Article)  

http://www.emeraldinsight.com/doi/pdfplus/10.1108/10748121011072681  

• Microsoft Workplace Advantage (Video). To better respond to the market demands and 

the workforce needs for organisational growth, managers and the organisation in 

general need to rethink the way teams are built and managed to foster creativity and 

innovation. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AK6WW3m5P6w   

• How Brazil Has Taken Workers' Rights to a New Level (Video). Semco - a Brazilian 

manufacturer - shows how employees can run the company by themselves. A radical 

model of leadership applied in the real life by Ricardo Semler. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gG3HPX0D2mU  

 

EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS 

Exercise 1: 

Diversity As Business - ―As Inclusive As Our Brands‖ - Case Study  

Global Mission:  

The Coca-Cola Company mirrors the rich diversity of the marketplace they serve, and is 

recognized for their leadership in Diversity, Inclusion and Fairness in all aspects of their 

business, enhancing the Company‘s social license to operate.  

Explore the framework proposed by Coca-Cola Company (http://www.coca-

colacompany.com/content/dam/journey/us/en/private/fileassets/pdf/2013/01/global-diversity-

strategic-framework.pdf ) and design the HRM practices for your organization in accordance 

with this value proposition.  

 

Exercise 2: 

Johnson & Johnson Case Study 

“Is This The Right Place For Me?  

It‟s not just about finding a job. It‟s about finding a home for the passion you bring to your 

work—a place where other people share your aspirations.  

http://futurehrtrends.eiu.com/report-2015/challenges-for-human-resource-management-and-global-business-strategy/
http://futurehrtrends.eiu.com/report-2015/challenges-for-human-resource-management-and-global-business-strategy/
https://www.slac.stanford.edu/cgi-wrap/getdoc/slac-pub-12499.pdf
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/doi/pdfplus/10.1108/10748121011072681
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AK6WW3m5P6w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gG3HPX0D2mU%20
http://www.coca-colacompany.com/content/dam/journey/us/en/private/fileassets/pdf/2013/01/global-diversity-strategic-framework.pdf
http://www.coca-colacompany.com/content/dam/journey/us/en/private/fileassets/pdf/2013/01/global-diversity-strategic-framework.pdf
http://www.coca-colacompany.com/content/dam/journey/us/en/private/fileassets/pdf/2013/01/global-diversity-strategic-framework.pdf
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Johnson & Johnson companies are known for the high level of commitment and caring that 

employees bring to their work for customers, to their professions, and to their teams.  

Our culture is interconnected by the shared values of Our Credo. It‟s a culture that celebrates 

diversity and diverse perspectives. It helps employees achieve an effective mix between work 

and home life and supports their efforts to have a positive impact on their communities.  

Finding the right work environment will be a critical factor in your success. We invite you to take 

a closer look at our Family of Companies to be sure our goals and values align with your 

aspirations.” 

After reading this statement from Johnson & Johnson company what HRM model would you put 

in place to keep your top talent in such purpose driven organization.  
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UNIT 3 · PILLAR 9 

MENTORING STRATEGIES FOR 

INTEGRATION AND SUCCESS 

 

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Know the difference between coaching and mentoring 

 Set up a ―Buddy System‖ 

 Understand peer-mentoring and cross-cultural mentoring advantages 

 

 

 

 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

Coaching and Mentoring 

Both coaching and mentoring have very similar skills and approaches yet the delivery and 

outcomes differentiate. These professionals can provide the mentee with greater confidence 

and the ability to achieve their true potential in the work place.  

Here‘s how we can define both approaches: 
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Coaching 

A coach helps people to open their perspectives and widen horizons in the short term by 

providing specific guidance on skills and competences. 

Coaching is: 

• Session/duration-based 

• Coaching generally focuses on specific issues 

• Short term (a week, a month) 

• One-way: coach to coachee 

• Adapted to specific skill development 

• Goals  maybe created to resolve development/issues in the work place 

 

Mentoring 

A mentor helps people to open their perspectives and widen horizons in the long term. 

A mentee is a person who is supported by a mentor in order to use their possibilities to the 

fullest. 

Mentoring is: 

• Relationship-based 

• Longer term (months, years) 

• Multiple ways: e.g. peer-to-peer  

• Adapted to a whole person development (e.g. career development) 

• Good for knowledge sharing 

 

The different levels of mentoring and coaching 

• Business coaching & mentoring 

• Executive Coaching & Mentoring 

• Performance Coaching and mentoring 

• Skills coaching & mentoring 

• Personal coaching & mentoring 
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The table below sums up the main differences between coaching and mentoring: 

 

Mentoring programmes can have different aspects: 

Diagram sources: 
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METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

Mentoring strategies for Integration and success 

‗Buddy system‘ 

In order to ease new employees into the work place, systems such as the buddy system can be 

incorporated to ensure they have someone to talk to. The ‗buddy‘ will not only explain the 

workplace‘s structure, but also share important unwritten rules. 

When efficiently integrated to their new workplace, a new staff member can bring new ideas 

and technologies to the organisation. A buddy should be patient towards the new member and 

not try to cover everything right away. It is important to remain positive, open minded and 

available so the new hire trusts them. 

Buddies‘ skills and knowledge: 

• Teaching, tutoring, explaining, sharing insights, good communication, and interpersonal 

skills. 

• A good knowledge of the workplace, or someone to refer to if further information is 

needed. 

‗Buddy system‘ advantages: 

• Reduces stress. 

• Fosters communication. 

• Understand the workplace‘s culture, vision, and business processes. 

• Faster integration & success. 

 

Practical steps 

1. Define how the buddy program works; e.g. purpose, roles, ground rules. 

2. Identify the buddy; make sure that they are willing to play this role and review the tasks 
with them. 

3. Plan the induction: 

• How experienced is the new employee?  You may need to tailor your approach 
around them.  

• What do new starters need to know? 
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• Who can they ask questions to? 

4. Create an induction checklist. 

5. Pre-start day: 

• Send useful information (about the organisation, the city). 

• Ask them to complete a training needs analysis in order to identify skills gaps to be 
addressed. 

• Prepare the team to the new starter‘s arrival. 

6. Day One: 

• Introduce new starters to the team and the workplace. 

• Give an overview of the company. 

• Run through the job description. 

7. Integration is an ongoing process, meeting regularly to exchange feedback and 
encourage knowledge. 

Read more about the buddy system   

 

Peer-mentoring 

Peer-mentoring is a form of mentoring when a person requires additional support and advice in 
that specific field – the mentee.  

A good mentor should have good teaching skills in order to pass on their knowledge and 
know-how, as well as good social skills to create a relationship. The social aspect is crucial for 
a successful mentoring relationship, as mentoring has a long-term dynamic. The compatibility 
of mentor and mentee should be evaluated prior to pairing them up together, and both need to 
be willing to commit to a peer mentoring program. 

Peer-mentoring is beneficial for both mentee and mentor. Mentees will gain practical advice 
and they will learn from the mentors‘ experience. Mentors can develop their leadership and 
management skills as well as gain recognition for their specific skills.  

Both mentees and mentors will improve their social skills and network, whilst developing their 
communication and personal skills.  

Read more about peer-mentoring programme 

 

Cross-cultural mentoring 

Good cross-cultural communication is a must for good collaboration in the workplace. It is 
particularly needed within an international team or in international cooperation in order to 

cultivate and demand mutual acceptance: 

„Cross-cultural mentoring involves an ongoing, intentional, and mutually enriching relationship 
with someone of a different race, gender, ethnicity, religion, cultural background, socioeconomic 
background, sexual orientation, or nationality.‟ 

The first step to cross-cultural mentoring is to develop awareness of individual cultures and the 
ability to see that a person‘s own behaviour is often culturally driven, and that is culturally 
appropriate even though it doesn‘t match your own.  

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTMM_89.htm
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTMM_89.htm
https://www.pmi.org/learning/library/implementing-buddy-system-workplace-9376
https://www.pmi.org/learning/library/implementing-buddy-system-workplace-9376
https://www.nesta.org.uk/sites/default/files/peer_mentoring_programme.pdf
https://www.nesta.org.uk/sites/default/files/peer_mentoring_programme.pdf
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Cross-cultural mentoring will also help individuals get a basic understanding of cultural 
diversity, which will help them learn how to better communicate with individuals and groups 
from different backgrounds. It is important that mentors develop active listening skills, a non-
judgmental attitude, patience, and diversity awareness. 

 

Best practices 

All team members should be involved. Because language barriers are a common factor of 
cross-cultural miscommunication, it is important to stress the importance of a simple style of 
communication and be open to employees‘ enquiries for help when needed.  

In cross-cultural mentoring in particular, setting boundaries takes time and has to be set in a 
long-term perspective. 

Read more about peer-mentoring programme 

 

 

Befriending programmes 

„Befriending is a process whereby two or more people come together with the aim of 
establishing and developing an informal and social relationship… Ideally the relationship is non-
judgemental, mutual, purposeful and there is commitment over time.‟ (Home Office) 

Befriending programmes allow reducing pre-judgement thanks to one-to-one contact creating 
understanding between individuals and communities from different cultural backgrounds. Core 
conditions include empathy, genuineness and acceptance. 

Read more about befriending programmes 

  

https://www.nesta.org.uk/sites/default/files/peer_mentoring_programme.pdf
https://www.nesta.org.uk/sites/default/files/peer_mentoring_programme.pdf
http://www.mandbf.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Running-a-Befriending-Project-for-Adults-with-Learning-Disabilites-The-Final-Report.pdf
http://www.mandbf.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Running-a-Befriending-Project-for-Adults-with-Learning-Disabilites-The-Final-Report.pdf
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DIGITAL RESOURCES 

• How Coaching & Mentoring Can Drive Success In Your Organization 

https://goo.gl/GNFDq9 

• Implementing a buddy system in the workplace 

https://www.pmi.org/learning/library/implementing-buddy-system-workplace-9376 

• Successful Inductions, Integrating New Starters effectively 

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTMM_99.htm  

• Cross-Culture Communication, Good Collaboration Is a Must 

https://www.mindtools.com/CommSkll/Cross-Cultural-

communication.htm?route=article/Cross-Cultural-communication.htm   

• Cross-Cultural Mentoring: A Pathway to Making Excellence Inclusive 

https://www.aacu.org/liberaleducation/2014/spring/crutcher  

• Mentoring and Befriending: A case study approach to illustrate its relevance to cohesion 

and cross cultural issues 

http://www.mandbf.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/4484-MBF_Cohesion_final.pdf   

• Integrating New Employees to the Workplace 

http://hr.oregonstate.edu/sites/hr.oregonstate.edu/files/elearning/integrating/integrating-

handbook.pdf   

• Running a Befriending Project for Adults with Learning Disabilities The Final Report  

http://www.mandbf.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Running-a-Befriending-Project-for-

Adults-with-Learning-Disabilites-The-Final-Report.pdf   

• Benefits of Peer Mentoring 

http://www.aston.ac.uk/current-students/get-involved/mentoring-at-aston-

university/peer-mentoring/benefits-of-mentoring/ 

• A guide to setting up a Peer Mentoring Programme   

https://www.nesta.org.uk/sites/default/files/peer_mentoring_programme.pdf  

 

EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS 

Exercise1 

Exercise for self-reflection for both mentors and mentees: 

Reflect on your experience(s) entering a new job: 

• What went well?  

• What didn‘t?  

• Why?  

• What would have improved that? 

Source: http://hr.oregonstate.edu/sites/hr.oregonstate.edu/files/elearning/integrating/integrating-handbook.pdf  

https://goo.gl/GNFDq9
https://goo.gl/GNFDq9
https://goo.gl/GNFDq9
https://www.pmi.org/learning/library/implementing-buddy-system-workplace-9376
https://www.pmi.org/learning/library/implementing-buddy-system-workplace-9376
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTMM_99.htm
https://www.mindtools.com/CommSkll/Cross-Cultural-communication.htm?route=article/Cross-Cultural-communication.htm
https://www.mindtools.com/CommSkll/Cross-Cultural-communication.htm?route=article/Cross-Cultural-communication.htm
https://www.mindtools.com/CommSkll/Cross-Cultural-communication.htm?route=article/Cross-Cultural-communication.htm
https://www.mindtools.com/CommSkll/Cross-Cultural-communication.htm?route=article/Cross-Cultural-communication.htm
https://www.aacu.org/liberaleducation/2014/spring/crutcher
https://www.aacu.org/liberaleducation/2014/spring/crutcher
https://www.aacu.org/liberaleducation/2014/spring/crutcher
http://www.mandbf.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/4484-MBF_Cohesion_final.pdf
http://hr.oregonstate.edu/sites/hr.oregonstate.edu/files/elearning/integrating/integrating-handbook.pdf
http://hr.oregonstate.edu/sites/hr.oregonstate.edu/files/elearning/integrating/integrating-handbook.pdf
http://www.mandbf.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Running-a-Befriending-Project-for-Adults-with-Learning-Disabilites-The-Final-Report.pdf
http://www.mandbf.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Running-a-Befriending-Project-for-Adults-with-Learning-Disabilites-The-Final-Report.pdf
http://www.aston.ac.uk/current-students/get-involved/mentoring-at-aston-university/peer-mentoring/benefits-of-mentoring/
http://www.aston.ac.uk/current-students/get-involved/mentoring-at-aston-university/peer-mentoring/benefits-of-mentoring/
http://www.aston.ac.uk/current-students/get-involved/mentoring-at-aston-university/peer-mentoring/benefits-of-mentoring/
http://www.aston.ac.uk/current-students/get-involved/mentoring-at-aston-university/peer-mentoring/benefits-of-mentoring/
https://www.nesta.org.uk/sites/default/files/peer_mentoring_programme.pdf
https://www.nesta.org.uk/sites/default/files/peer_mentoring_programme.pdf
https://www.nesta.org.uk/sites/default/files/peer_mentoring_programme.pdf
http://hr.oregonstate.edu/sites/hr.oregonstate.edu/files/elearning/integrating/integrating-handbook.pdf
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Exercise2 

Exercise for self-reflection for both mentors and mentees: 

Reflect on the following questions: 

• What is a good way to manage you? 

• What is the best way to communicate with you? 

• How often would you like to meet? 

• What challenges you? 

• What would you like to learn? 

Source: http://hr.oregonstate.edu/sites/hr.oregonstate.edu/files/elearning/integrating/integrating-handbook.pdf      

  

http://hr.oregonstate.edu/sites/hr.oregonstate.edu/files/elearning/integrating/integrating-handbook.pdf
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UNIT 3 · PILLAR 10 

PROMOTING EQUAL ACCESS 

OPPORTUNITIES  
 

After completing this pillar the learner should be able to:  

 

 Understand equal opportunity issues 

 Know key actions to diversity mentoring 

 Understand how to leverage differences in the workplace 

 

 

DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE TOPIC 

Equal opportunities 

‗Equal opportunities upholds the idea that all workers within an organisation should be entitled 

to and have access to all of the organisations facilities at every stage of employment, including 

the pre-employment phase.‘ 

Source: https://www.eoc.org.uk/ 

This means every individual should have: 

• An equal chance to apply and be selected. 

• An equal chance to be trained and promoted. 

• An equal chance to have their employment terminated equally and fairly. 

https://www.eoc.org.uk/
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It is against European laws to discriminate a worker because of any of these characteristics: 

• Age 

• Sex 

• Economic status 

• Social origin, birth, and property 

• Ethnicity, nationality, or national origin 

• Disability 

• Pregnancy 

• Marital status 

• Mental illness or ability 

• Sexual orientation 

• Gender 

• Gender reassignment 

• Religion or belief 

• Individual political opinions 

Source: http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2011/handbook-european-non-discrimination-law 

 

What is Diversity Mentoring? 

„Diversity mentoring is an instrument of personal change aimed at helping mentees identify 

how they and their circumstances could be different; and how they will bring changes to fruition.  

It is also an instrument of social change.  

In the workplace, it helps organisations achieve equal opportunities objectives, tap into a 

wider talent pool and become more representative to and better able to listen to their 

customers.‟  

Source: https://www.davidclutterbuckpartnership.com/wp-content/uploads/Diversity-book-sample-chapter.pdf  

 

Diversity mentoring advantages: 

• Maintain competitive advantage in a global environment and attract a wide range of 

knowledge and skills. 

• Discover talents. 

Empower all employees. 

Source: https://www.insala.com/mentoring-diversity.asp   

http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2011/handbook-european-non-discrimination-law
https://www.davidclutterbuckpartnership.com/wp-content/uploads/Diversity-book-sample-chapter.pdf
https://www.insala.com/mentoring-diversity.asp
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METHODOLOGIES, MODELS OR TOOLS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 

Diversity Mentoring Programmes – Steps 

1. Positioning difference and disadvantage:  

Mentors and mentees have to agree on what role they have to play, and what difference the 

mentee wishes to bring.  

They both need to understand that they will challenge and question each other when 

appropriate; educating participants on skills of managing differences and providing them 

resources for assistance when it becomes too challenging can help ease the process.  

 

2. Stereotypes and implicit bias: 

Even when diversity aware at a rational and conscious level, stereotypes subsist, and fixing 

these implicit bias is a long-term process. The aim of diversity mentoring is to provide ‗a safe 

environment, in which people can learn to face up to, accept and manage their stereotypes 

and stereotypical assumptions.‘ 

 

3. Managing the diversity dialogue: 

Defined as ‗finding the appropriate language to engage with another person‘ diversity 

dialogues can be ease when participants agree on the following guidelines: 

• Allow mutual feedback when using language that may potentially offend. 

• Develop greater awareness to others‘ body language, e.g. eye contact has a different 

meaning across cultures. 

• Recognise and respond appropriately to 

mistakes you make; admit it and talk it 

through with the other participant. 

• Focus feedback on specific behaviours or 

actions – not on the person – and choose an 

appropriate language. 

 

4. Power dynamics: 

Power dynamics need to be understood in order to reduce the negative impact of power in the 

learning relationship. Each culture has a different view on power (see Unit 1 Pillar 6) and 

some may have preconceived power issues, (e.g. based on gender, race or socioeconomic 

background). Power dynamics can lead to behaviours such as the inability to challenge what is 

said, feeling obligated to follow the other‘s recommendation, and the expectation that someone 

else will take the lead. 

The mentor should encourage the mentee to put forward their view and use a language that 

emphasis equality. Both parties can agree on learning goals and regularly review the 

relationship.  
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5. Individual and shared stories: 

Stories are one of the most powerful ways to create understanding. This doesn‘t mean that 

participants have to share their personal stories, but they can identify metaphors that describe 

and convey the best messages on social diversity. 

 

6. Choosing the media: 

Face-to-face mentoring is the most common form, but alternatives such as e-mentoring exist. E-

mentoring can leave more time for parties to reflect and lower the power dynamic 

challenges. 

 

7. Maintaining the relationship: 

Mentoring is long-term based; participants might find it difficult to share personal insights at the 

beginning of the relationship. Diversity mentoring should last as long as it needs to, so mentor 

and mentee can both learn from the relationship. 

 

From equal opportunities to leveraging difference 

The following table shows how the focus has evolved from equal opportunity, to diversity 

management to leveraging differences.  

At first equal opportunities were a requirement and issues had to be solved.  

Diversity management recognised that diversity could be beneficial to the organisation when 

well managed.  

Organisations are now shifting to leveraging differences, increasing ‗the emphasis on valuing 

differences as the engine of creativity and innovation‘. 
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Success factors 

• ‗Established confidence by beginning with work-

related issues; 

• Identified common interests and values; 

• Made efforts to learn about each other; 

• Showed empathy; 

• Were clear about needs and expectations; 

• Avoided stereotypes and untested assumptions; 

• Risked discomfort to make the relationship work.‘ 

 

Source: https://www.davidclutterbuckpartnership.com/wp-content/uploads/Diversity-book-sample-chapter.pdf  

 

DIGITAL RESOURCES 

• ―Only‖ a gender issue? 

http://www.davidclutterbuckpartnership.com/only-a-gender-issue/ 

• Understanding diversity mentoring   

https://www.davidclutterbuckpartnership.com/wp-content/uploads/Diversity-book-

sample-chapter.pdf 

• Equality Act 2010 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/contents  

https://www.davidclutterbuckpartnership.com/wp-content/uploads/Diversity-book-sample-chapter.pdf
http://www.davidclutterbuckpartnership.com/only-a-gender-issue/
http://www.davidclutterbuckpartnership.com/only-a-gender-issue/
http://www.davidclutterbuckpartnership.com/only-a-gender-issue/
https://www.davidclutterbuckpartnership.com/wp-content/uploads/Diversity-book-sample-chapter.pdf
https://www.davidclutterbuckpartnership.com/wp-content/uploads/Diversity-book-sample-chapter.pdf
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/contents
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/contents
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• Handbook on European non-discrimination law - 2011 edition 

http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2011/handbook-european-non-discrimination-law  

• Mentoring for Diversity and Inclusion 

https://www.insala.com/mentoring-diversity.asp 

• Equality and diversity 

https://www.shu.ac.uk/about-us/equality-and-diversity 

• Equality Priorities 2014–2020 

https://www.shu.ac.uk/~/media/home/about-us/equality-and-diversity/files/equality-

priorities-08-16.pdf?la=en 

• Six Thinking Hats  

http://www.debonogroup.com/six_thinking_hats.php 

• Inclusion and Diversity Training Tools 

http://www.prismdiversity.com/products/inclusion-diversity-training-tools.html  

 

EXERCISES, STUDY CASES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS 

Case studies 

Read Sheffield Hallam University ‗Equality  Priorities 2014–2020‘: 

https://www.shu.ac.uk/~/media/home/about-us/equality-and-diversity/files/equality-priorities-08-

16.pdf?la=en  

The role of an equal opportunities policy: A Ford case study:  

http://businesscasestudies.co.uk/ford/the-role-of-an-equal-opportunities-policy/introduction.html  

 

Exercises 

Six Thinking Hats: 

To help raise awareness on the need of equal access opportunities and therefore a diverse 

team, the ‗Six Thinking Hats‘ can help participants realise that different thinking processes 

foster creative and innovative thinking.  

http://www.debonogroup.com/six_thinking_hats.php 

Inclusion and Diversity Training tools to explore: 

http://www.prismdiversity.com/products/inclusion-diversity-training-tools.html 

 

 

 

http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2011/handbook-european-non-discrimination-law
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2011/handbook-european-non-discrimination-law
https://www.insala.com/mentoring-diversity.asp
https://www.insala.com/mentoring-diversity.asp
https://www.shu.ac.uk/about-us/equality-and-diversity
https://www.shu.ac.uk/about-us/equality-and-diversity
https://www.shu.ac.uk/about-us/equality-and-diversity
https://www.shu.ac.uk/~/media/home/about-us/equality-and-diversity/files/equality-priorities-08-16.pdf?la=en
https://www.shu.ac.uk/~/media/home/about-us/equality-and-diversity/files/equality-priorities-08-16.pdf?la=en
https://www.shu.ac.uk/~/media/home/about-us/equality-and-diversity/files/equality-priorities-08-16.pdf?la=en
https://www.shu.ac.uk/~/media/home/about-us/equality-and-diversity/files/equality-priorities-08-16.pdf?la=en
http://www.debonogroup.com/six_thinking_hats.php
http://www.debonogroup.com/six_thinking_hats.php
http://www.debonogroup.com/six_thinking_hats.php
http://www.prismdiversity.com/products/inclusion-diversity-training-tools.html
http://www.prismdiversity.com/products/inclusion-diversity-training-tools.html
https://www.shu.ac.uk/~/media/home/about-us/equality-and-diversity/files/equality-priorities-08-16.pdf?la=en
https://www.shu.ac.uk/~/media/home/about-us/equality-and-diversity/files/equality-priorities-08-16.pdf?la=en
http://businesscasestudies.co.uk/ford/the-role-of-an-equal-opportunities-policy/introduction.html
http://businesscasestudies.co.uk/ford/the-role-of-an-equal-opportunities-policy/introduction.html
http://www.debonogroup.com/six_thinking_hats.php
http://www.prismdiversity.com/products/inclusion-diversity-training-tools.html
http://www.prismdiversity.com/products/inclusion-diversity-training-tools.html
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FAILURE PRACTICES 

CASES FOR COMMERCIALIZATION OF 

NEW PRODUCTS AND SERVICES ABROAD 

 

CASE: HOME DEPOT‘S EXPANSION IN CHINA 

Description 

Home Depot is a home improvement 

supplies retailing company that sells 

furniture, home appliances and 

equipment, building materials and 

tools. It is headquartered in Atlanta, 

Georgia. The company currently owns 

multiple stores at all states of the 

United States, Canada and the country 

of Mexico. 

In 2006, the company decided to 

expand in China and at the end of the 

year they announced the acquisition of ―The Home Way‖, a Chinese home improvement retailer 

and all of its 12 stores in 6 different cities. By the end of 2012 all the stores in China has been 

closed. 
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Conclusion 

According to some analysts and the company itself, the main reason why Home Depot‘s 

expansion failed is the fact that the ―do-it-yourself‖ culture does not exist in China. Culturally, the 

low-cost manual labor is considered as a lower-class activity in the country, and the consumers 

prefer to buy a finished product.  

Unlike the West, the home ownership was non-existent in China about 5 years ago, as the 

majority of the families used to share a single, small room that was used for all activities. Since 

home ownership is a new thing, the Chinese population has no experience in decorating and 

furnishing a home and they prefer buying a finished product. This specific cultural difference 

has not been taken into account by the company, when they tried to expand to that new market. 

Moreover, unlike a typical American middle-class family, the Chinese do not live in single family 

homes and do not have garages where they can store tools and ladders. Ready-to-go packages 

that are better suited for condominium apartments would be a more appropriate for the local 

market. In this case study, the company failed to understand the target market and adapt to it. 

 

CASE: HAILO – A BRITISH TAXI BOOKING APP 

ATTEMPT IN THE UNITED STATES 

Description 

Hailo was a smartphone application that allowed passengers to hail taxis online through their 

mobile phone. It was founded in London in 2011 and the service was available in 16 different 

cities, registering over 30,000 taxi drivers and enabling more than 3 million rides during the 

application‘s prime days back in 2013. 

 

In 2013 Hailo decided to join the U.S market. They started with New York, targeting the more 

than 40,000 yellow cab drivers operating in the city.  Unfortunately for the company, the 

expansion turned out to be a failure. The success of the app was directly related to the number 

of the drivers who would download and use the app, and Hailo managed to secure only a small 

fraction of them. Consequently the service would soon discontinue forcing Hailo to refocus its 

attention to other parts of the world until the company‘s eventual acquisition by the German 

company mytaxi in 2016. 
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Conclusion 

The main reason why the application failed was because Hailo attempted to outright copy what 

worked in London to New York ignoring the yellow cub drivers‘ lackluster background of using 

smartphone technology in their work. Moreover, it was assumed that with the density of the 

population and the need for a taxi in New York, the drivers do not meet any difficulty to find 

clients so they weren‘t particularly motivated to download and use the app. 

This case is a fine example of what a tech-based service must watch out for when it tries to 

expand to a new country: the target customers‘ familiarity with mobile phone applications and 

technology in general. In London, taxi driving is far more prestigious job than in New York and 

the drivers are well trained and used to employ technology to help them do their profession. In 

the old fashioned, yellow-cub driver pool of New York, that‘s not the same. The American city‘s 

well-defined blocks make it easy for a new driver to learn the streets without the use of a GIS 

application. 

 

CASE: BEST BUY‘S FAILURE IN THE UK 

Description 

Best Buy is a multinational consumer electronics retailer company, based on Minnesota, USA.  

They are selling electronic equipment intended for everyday use like TVs, printers, cell phones, 

video games and kitchen appliances. Best Buy is now considered to be the largest American 

consumer electronics retailer company. 

In 2010 Best Buy decided to expand their operations into the UK market. They first bought 50% 

of Carphone Warehouse, a British mobile company, planning to open 100 mega-stores during 

the next two years.  At the end of 2011, just 18 months after the opening of its first store, Best 

Buy decided to retreat from UK, although retaining assets like the option to buy the other half of 

Caphone and owning half of Wireless World, a tablet and smartphone retail company. 

 

Conclusion 

According to the analysts, BB failed in Europe for a multiple array of reasons. Announcing their 

plans two years earlier than the actual move to the market gave time to its competitors to 

respond. Moreover, they failed to understand the electronics market in Europe. Best Buy 

used the ―American‖ format of out-of-city mega stores in a country where people prefer 

smaller formats and buy electronics not as often as the people in the US.   

Finally, by the time Best Buy entered the company, there was an increase in buying online (for 

reasons that have to do with convenience and cost) and a growing interest in buying tablets and 

smartphones, a market in where specialized corporations like Apple have the lion‘s share. 

Latest trends and market habits are catching up faster in some countries than some 

others and this is something an entrepreneur must have in mind during the process of 

internationalizing their company. 
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CASE: FAB‘S PREMATURE GLOBAL EXPANSION 

Description 

Fab was an e-commerce startup company founded by Jason Goldberg and Bradford 

Shellhammer in 2010. Its headquarters are located in New York. It is selling unique home, art 

and tech accessories being known especially for products constructed from independent 

designers. During its prime, Fab was selling 5.4 products per minute, reaching in 2012 almost 

4.4 million sold products since its launch. It reached 1 million members faster than Facebook 

and Twitter. 

After the success of Fab in the US market, many similar companies started to appear in other 

parts of the world.  Fab, determined to claim Europe‘s market from competitors as early as 

possible, decided to acquire three of those companies in 2012 and set up an office in Berlin, 

Germany. That move cost the company almost 100 million dollars, when it was still trying to 

consolidate its strength at its home market. 

Having too many employees and not enough sales, the company was forced to close the office 

in Germany in July 2013, sacking 100 employees. Eventually, it was acquired by PCH 

International for only 15 million dollars and it‘s currently running as a new entity, with no relation 

to the original founders. 

 

Conclusion 

Although it is regarded that premature internationalization wasn‘t the only reason why Fab 

failed after a very strong start, it most certainly was one of the main factors for the fall. The 

company could never recover from the 100 million dollar internationalization, which was about 

half the total amount of money they had spent from 2011 to 2013. Not having established a 

long-term strong presence in the local market and a sustainable business model despite the 

good start, trying to claim other foreign markets Fab bit off more that they could chew at that 

time. In hindsight, it is assumed that Fab could afford to make that step with good odds of 

success at least 2 years later. 

 

CASE: HOMEJOY 

Description 

Homejoy was an online house cleaning 

service that connected customers with 

independent, professional housecleaners. The 

company‘s headquarters were in San 

Francisco, U.S. Founded by Adora and Aaron 

Cheung in 2010, it served more than 30 cities 

in the U.S, UK and Canada, charging the 

service from $25 to $35 per hour. 

In April 2014, Homejoy has made the first step 

into globalization by expanding into the United 

Kingdom. Unfortunately, one year later on 
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July 31, 2015, Homejoy stopped its operations after a number of problems including lawsuits 

concerning the status of employees, an inability to rise additional funding and the high cost of 

operating and expanding comparing to the money they made on their customers. 

 

Conclusion 

One of the main factors for Homejoy‘s failure was their aggressive international pursuit for 

growth. When they started operating in London, the company‘s executives soon acknowledged 

that they couldn‘t meet up with the level of demand for cleaners. Prioritizing growth above 

retention and cost reduce and by trying to overstretch their operations across multiple regions, 

basic operations and practices were ignored. For instance, they didn‘t update soon enough their 

algorithm responsible for scheduling visits so the cleaners would have enough time for travelling 

to house from house or they didn‘t rewarded their best cleaners to avoid issues like independent 

deals between cleaner and customer. 

Although internationalization was merely one of their problems, Homejoy remains as an 

example of how prioritizing growth over revenue can lead a startup to failure, and a case to 

study for any entrepreneur who is planning to go global without having solved basic operation 

problems and secured the viability of his/her business back home. 

 

SOURCES 

• Why Best Buy Failed in the UK: Risks of Global Expansion (Article) 

https://risnews.com/why-best-buy-failed-uk-risks-global-expansion   

•  Why a taxi app with $100 million in funding failed in the U.S. (Article) 

http://fortune.com/2014/10/14/hailo-taxi-app-funding-failure   

•  Why Homejoy failed (Article) 

https://www.wired.com/2015/10/why-homejoy-failed  

•  Why Home Depot Struggles and IKEA Thrives in China? (Article) 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/helenwang/2011/02/10/why-home-depot-struggles-and-

ikea-thrives-in-china 

• How the billion-dollar startup Fab died (Article) 

http://www.businessinsider.com/how-billion-dollar-startup-fab-died-2015-2 

  

https://risnews.com/why-best-buy-failed-uk-risks-global-expansion
http://fortune.com/2014/10/14/hailo-taxi-app-funding-failure
https://www.wired.com/2015/10/why-homejoy-failed
https://www.forbes.com/sites/helenwang/2011/02/10/why-home-depot-struggles-and-ikea-thrives-in-china
https://www.forbes.com/sites/helenwang/2011/02/10/why-home-depot-struggles-and-ikea-thrives-in-china
http://www.businessinsider.com/how-billion-dollar-startup-fab-died-2015-2
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FAILURE PRACTICES 

CASES FOR ATTRACTING AND 

RECRUITING INTERNATIONAL HIGH 

QUALIFIED HUMAN CAPITAL 

 

 

PRACTICE: FAILURE TO HELP A FOREIGN EMPLOYEE 

INTEGRATE 

Description 

Travelling to a foreign country and starting a 

new life is a challenge for everyone, let alone 

adjusting to a new business environment 

and the new corporate culture. Many 

companies tend to neglect that critical factor 

when they are hiring foreigners or they are 

simply not doing enough. They are expecting 

them to immediately start working and be 

productive according to their credentials and 

skills ignoring the difficulties they may face 

during their relocation. 

Conclusion 

A company that neglects to help a newly recruited foreign employee with the following things 

will not be able to attract and recruit skilled foreign employees, let alone retain them if they 

eventually accept an offer: 
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  Learn about the process of living and working in the country 

  Join with other members of the community 

  Find a house 

  Learn the local transit system 

  Get a social insurance number 

  Set up a bank account 

 

PRACTICE: NEGLECTING AN EMPLOYEE‘S SPOUSE 

OR FAMILY 

Description 

Usually, the key for a foreigner to adopt to his/her new life to a new country is directly connected 

to how happy his/her spouse or children are after the relocation. A troubled personal life can 

demoralize the employees and negatively affect their productivity. A happy and well integrated 

spouse also helps the employee to integrate, improving his/her motivation, morale and 

productivity at work. To attract and hire foreign talent your company has to make sure it can 

offer social and employment support to the spouse. 

 

 

Case Study: Moving to Japan 

Journal of Business Studies Quarterly offers a case study of a couple than moved to Japan 

because of the husband‘s new job assignment. Fred Bailey, was a manager working for Kline 

& Associates, a multinational consulting firm. After four years he was offered a promotion 

along with an assignment as the director of the company‘s office in Tokyo. Fred, his wife Jenny 
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and their children took the big decision to move to Japan. From Jenny‘s point of view, the study 

points: 

“At the beginning, Jenny was determined to make the move to Japan and it would be filled with 

adventure. However, it did not take long before her experience in Japan became one filled with 

equal frustration as Fred‟s. She was tired of not fitting in and not being able to read or 

understand the language. After a matter of months, with all the frustration built up inside on top 

of the incidents and challenges that came with the move, Jenny was more eager than ever 

before to leave Japan for good... however, it was far from it and now she was ready to give 

Fred an ultimatum: either they leave together or she leaves alone.” 

 

Conclusion 

The study case above is characteristic of how the dissatisfaction and frustration of the spouse 

can outright affect not only the employee‘s productivity but even their desire to keep working for 

that company or sometimes even working abroad again. A company that fails to address the 

―trailing spouse‖ syndrome is very possible that will not be able to retain valuable 

international talent to its ranks. 

 

 

PRACTICE: NATIONALITY & RELIGION BIAS  

Description 

So far, it is mentioned how important for a company is to facilitate a foreign employee‘s and 

their family adaption to the local culture. However, the company must not ignore that foreigners 

are themselves representatives of their own culture as well. If a company aims to attract and 
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retain foreign talent, the problem of bias and prejudice in the workforce against people from 

different cultures is something that has to be solved.  

 

Case Study: Deep Diversity: Overcoming Us vs. Them 

Deep Diversity: Overcoming Us vs. Them a book by Shakil Choudhury that aims to tackle 

racism offers a case where two people are involved: Jackie, a department manager and 

Humera, a Muslim employee who wears a hijab. As the case study explains:  

―Jackie‟s confirmation bias interprets Humera‟s quiet, patient disposition and wearing of a 

hijab as indications that Humera is a follower and passive, with only adequate 

competencies for the job.  The reality is that, other staff highly value Humera‟s problem-solving 

skills and initiative on team projects. She is seen as pragmatic and resourceful, a respected 

peer. 

Yet, Jackie interprets the team‟s positive feedback as being protective of Humera rather than 

representative. Jackie‟s incorrect, pre-established filter—“Muslim women are docile and op-

pressed”—interferes with her ability to acknowledge Humera for who she is as a whole person, 

beyond the stereotype. Jackie‟s tone during staff meetings tends to be patronizing towards 

Humera, which confuses Humera and results in her talking less than in other team contexts. 

Jackie‟s unchecked bias results in mediocre and unrepresentative performance evaluations for 

Humera. Demoralized, Humera begins searching for new job opportunities. She eventually quits 

after securing a new job at a different company.” 

Conclusion  

As a consequence of the manager‟s bias against Muslim women, the company failed to retain a 

valuable employee who may end up joining a rival company. 

  

PRACTICE: FAILURE IN ORGANISATIONAL 

STRATEGIES IN THE CONTEXT OF DIVERSITY 

Description 

In today's organizations, a global mindset is crucial. Companies are now looking, more than 

ever, to hire international talent with intercultural competences. 

There is however an ambiguity in the assessment of cultural competence as a capacity in itself: 

international talent is assessed on one hand as a contribution to the companies of greater 

internationalization and on the other as problematic, with poor national linguistic skills and 

therefore difficult to work with.  

Organizational strategies are necessary for managing roles in global work teams to 

ensure collaboration building of a productive, inclusive, and multicultural working environment.  

Case Study: CopCorp* is a company established in 2008, part of Copenhagen municipality. 

CopCorp specialises in: advising international businesses on trade issues and providing a 

political-strategic contribution to the municipal business strategy and is known for its diversity 

profile in the Danish context, thanks to its ethnically diverse and highly skilled workforce.  
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In order to promote equality among diverse workers, CopCorp implements a flat organisational 

hierarchy. The strategy used intends not to ignore personal differences but to base the 

distribution of tasks on competences. However, this has created power dynamics where 

majority, Danish-speaking employees take on more valued tasks as compared to foreign 

employees take on ‗low-prestige‘ jobs. In this way, organisational inequality and hierarchy 

(exactly what the company is trying to avoid) is reproduced to the point that almost 30% of its 

employees report harassment and bullying based on language, skin color and ethnicity. 

*The name of the organization has been changed to protect its identity. 

 

Conclusion  

The case study above shows how organizational practices have failed despite 

organizational commitment and support for a program of change in favor of diversity, with the 

result of power dynamics that reproduce organizational inequality. 

Therefore, the impact of organizational strategies must be critically evaluated together with the 

organizational and ethical implications of the intervention in the processes of diversity. 

 

PRACTICE: CULTURAL DIVERSITY CHALLENGES 

WITH EXPATRIATE MANAGEMENT 

Description 

The employment of expatriate management is one of the key policies used by multinationals to 

occupy managerial positions in their operations abroad. 

Over the years, a number of studies have identified the failure of expatriate management − the 

early termination of an international assignment − as a major problem for multinational 

enterprises.
1
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case Study: A study carried out in the Albanian region of Shkoder involved 30 randomly 

selected foreign companies where the transfer of expatriates has been problematic. 

                                                           
1
 Guidelines for the preparation of expatriates on international assignments in south African 

multinational enterprises by Adolf Johan Vögel  
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The results of this investigation have indeed revealed the presence of cultural and linguistic 

integration expatriate failure cases, in particular of cases of premature repatriation in foreign 

companies in Albania. 

One of the important issues to underline that could have led to the failure concerns the job 

placement process. During the surveys it turned out that the pre-departure training focused on 

the technical aspects, ignoring the cultural issues. 

Considering the fact that failure rates for international assignments average 45%, 

employers should understand how to best prepare, support and train expatriates for an 

international assignment.
2
  

Conclusion  

The identification of the factors that cause the phenomenon of expatriates‘ job placement failure 

and pre-departure initiatives are fundamental for companies in order to reduce the probability of 

the occurrence of expatriate failure cases. 

The integration and training process could involve not only the companies but universities 

presenting courses in international management and international human resource 

management as well. 

International studies have indeed shown that if expatriates are properly prepared, supported, 

and trained at a linguistic, cultural, and technical level, the success of their assignment can be 

ensured.  

 

SOURCES 

• Deep Diversity: Overcoming Us vs. Them |Shakil Choudhury (Book) 

http://deepdiversity.animaleadership.com/2015/10/28/bias-and-racism-in-the-workplace-

a-case-study/    

• Journal of Business Studies Quarterly (Article) 

http://jbsq.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/10/Sep-2011-4.pdf 

• Putting diversity to work: An empirical analysis of how change efforts targeting 

organizational inequality failed 

http://research.cbs.dk/files/45075992/lotte_holck_putting_diversity_to_work_postprint.p

df 

• International Journal of Economics, Commerce and Management United Kingdom  

http://ijecm.co.uk/ 

• Guidelines for the preparation of expatriates on international assignments in South 

African multinational  

https://repository.up.ac.za/bitstream/handle/2263/25913/Complete.pdf?sequence=10&is

Allowed=y 

 
                                                           
2
 Fitzgerald-Turner, 1997:70.  

 

http://deepdiversity.animaleadership.com/2015/10/28/bias-and-racism-in-the-workplace-a-case-study/
http://deepdiversity.animaleadership.com/2015/10/28/bias-and-racism-in-the-workplace-a-case-study/
http://jbsq.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/10/Sep-2011-4.pdf
http://research.cbs.dk/files/45075992/lotte_holck_putting_diversity_to_work_postprint.pdf
http://research.cbs.dk/files/45075992/lotte_holck_putting_diversity_to_work_postprint.pdf
http://research.cbs.dk/files/45075992/lotte_holck_putting_diversity_to_work_postprint.pdf
http://ijecm.co.uk/
http://ijecm.co.uk/
http://ijecm.co.uk/
https://repository.up.ac.za/bitstream/handle/2263/25913/Complete.pdf?sequence=10&isAllowed=y
https://repository.up.ac.za/bitstream/handle/2263/25913/Complete.pdf?sequence=10&isAllowed=y
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SUCCESS PRACTICES 

CASES FOR COMMERCIALIZATION OF 

NEW PRODUCTS AND SERVICES ABROAD 

CASE: YORKSHIRE PIANOS 

Description 

Yorkshire Pianos, located in Yorkshire Dales, England, is a piano manufacturing company, 

one of the only two companies producing pianos in the United Kingdom. It is known for the 

production of the Cavendish Pianos, a well renowned brand of pianos. 

In May 2014, YP was awarded a five-year deal to supply Cavendish to a Chinese distributor 

located in Beijing. Up until now, they have sent more than 20 hand-crafted pieces to Beijing. 

Adam Cox, the Managing Director of the company said that the key to the success of having a 

relationship with a Chinese distributor was "having someone on the ground over there to be 

able to do that full-time, someone who speaks the language and understands the system". 

YP cooperates with Chamber International, a company that helps a business develop its 

overseas presence and begin or increase international trading. Adam Cox added: ―We couldn‟t 

have done it without Chamber International, especially the first time. It is good for us to know 

that all that side of things is being taken care of.‖ 

 

Conclusion 

Pianos are tremendously popular in China and despite the fact that Asia is a huge market, 

European instruments are perceived as having more finesse and that‘s they are preferred over 

the locally manufactured ones.  This is a characteristic example of how a certain foreign 

product can be appealing to a local market due to cultural reasons, even if the cost of 

importing is higher than obtaining the same product locally. 

Moreover, the importance of cooperating with someone who has knowledge of the local 

market is fundamental. In this case, YP cooperated with an intermediary company, Chamber 

International, who helped with making connections, negotiating policies issues, with legislation, 

with shipping and any other issue. 
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CASE: INTERMET 

Description 

Intermet, located in north-western Poland, is a company that manufactures and sells innovative 

metal products, mainly wire protection systems like razor wire fences. Their products are 

mainly used for defense against terrorist attacks like protecting ships from pirates. Although, 

Intermet‘s main customers are from Europe, the company has also customers in countries like 

Syria, Egypt, Jordan and Turkey where armed conflicts are frequent and Nigeria, Cameroon, 

Congo and Rwanda where there‘s a need of housing the poor. 

Intermet‘s internationalization commenced in 2004 after the realization that the polish market 

was too small for the company‘s specialized products. They developed contacts in several 

ways, most notably through trade exhibitions in remote cities, through trade companies and 

through meetings organized by Polish embassies and organizations of foreign trade. To lower 

the cost in selling equipment in foreign countries, the company often sells their products under a 

customer‘s name. 

The biggest challenge Intermet faced during internationalization, was the different business 

culture. Careful communication practices should be used in the Middle East and as such, the 

company uses market- specialized agencies for that reason.  

 

Conclusion 

Simple ways to establish contacts with foreign customers are through trade exhibitions, trade 

chambers and embassies.  In this case study, the local business environment was 

fundamental for the company‘s development, targeting markets in countries with armed 

conflicts, turbulence and need for protection.  To overcome the cultural differences in those 

foreign markets, specialized local agencies or international consultancies can help. 

In addition, doing business in developing countries means that a company has to be in contact 

not only with the trade partners but with the local government that are engaged in the current 

project. Hence, closely cooperating with the local embassy can be very helpful. 
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CASE: KAPRO INDUSTRIES 

Description 

Kapro Industries is a company headquarted in Kadarim, Israel. They are developing hand 

tools for both professional markets and single consumers. They are renowned for their quality 

and innovative products like spirit levels, laser levels, marking and measuring tools. 

Kapro‘s internationalization was required due to the relatively small home market of Israel. The 

company has established a subsidiary in the United States for activities concerning sales and 

a manufacturing plant in China for production, run by an Israeli director. Since most R&D 

takes place in Israel, Chinese engineers collaborate on a daily bases with headquarters using 

VoIP and telephone. For its sales, Kapro relies on its vast network of local distributors, enabling 

the company to sell its products without maintaining a strong local presence in the target 

markets. 

Barriers for internationalization was the cultural differences Kapro met when expanded to 

China, creating a need to develop good communication practices to tackle problems like 

different working mentalities and of course, language. Moreover, the physical and time 

distance between the headquarters was a minor hurdle. To deal with it, the company is 

allowing local distributors to handle communication. Also, the Israeli director of the factory works 

as the ―physical‖ presence of the headquarters in China. 

Conclusion 

Kapro‘s practices show that a network of local distributors can be sufficient for sales 

abroad. Neither extended physical presence nor sophisticated practices are needed. Moreover, 

spreading the activities on multiple countries, taking advantage of local characteristics can be 

advantageous. Kapro is only performing R&D in the home country, leaving production to China 

where low-cost labor is available and maintaining a subsidiary for sales in the US, one of the 

biggest markets of the world. 
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CASE: BREWDOG 

Description 

BrewDog is a Scottish Craft Beer Company, originally based in Fraserburgh, Great Britain. It 

was founded in 2007 by beer fans Martin Dickie and Scots James in a cobbled-together brewing 

facility.  Starting with 2 shareholders - employees, they ended up with 750 employees and 

55,000 shareholders by 2016 with 82 different beers, 46 owned bars and a new state-of-art, 

eco-friendly brewery in Ellon. 

In 2013 BrewDog opened their first ever international bar in Sweden and next year Japan 

followed, opening a bar in Roppongi, a popular district in Tokyo. To get a good foothold on 

Japan, they worked with the Japan-based company Whisk-e Limited, involved in the drinks 

business since 1995. Initially, a big challenge for the company was the limited space at both 

retailers and bars. Consequently, BD decided to support 12x330 ml bottle case formats. To 

lower the cost of shipping, they worked with a Dutch company in the development of one-way 

plastic keg, tackling the problem of shipping back the returnable steel ones.  

 

Conclusion 

Listening to the needs of the market was crucial for BD to succeed in Japan. In that country 

space is a commodity so they adapted accordingly by reducing the bottle case sizes. 

Moreover, to lower the cost of shipping they used one-way plastic kegs instead of the reusable 

steel ones. This is one more case where the company worked with a local partner to make the 

first step, highlighting again the importance of having someone who has good knowledge of the 

local market at your side when you are first entering the targeted market. 
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CASE: KEYGENE 

Description 

KeyGen eis an AgroBiotech company based in Wageningen, the Netherlands. Their main 

business is R&D in agricultural biotechnology, and their main activity is the natural genetic 

variation of vegetables and other crops.  

The corporation has developed several innovative technologies which are used in the research 

of improved crops like the KeyPoint® Technology that promotes efficiency in growing crops and 

tackling challenges like the increasing world population and the shrinking of water availability 

and land. 

KeyGene internationalized by establishing a subsidiary in the United States, finding a R&D 

partner in China and maintaining contacts with various institutes across the world. The US 

subsidiary was established due to the large amount of R&D investments done in that country 

and it currently has 10 employees. Moreover, the corporation internationalized to the inside by 

changing the main language within the company from Dutch to English and actively recruiting 

foreign employees. According to the manager Arjen van Tunen, the company seeks to have a 

quarter of the board position taken by someone who wasn‘t born in the Nerherlands.  

Due to its field of business, the biggest challenge KeyGene met during their internationalization 

was the regulation. According to Arjen van Tunen, the EU regulation about new breeding 

technologies is pending for a long time and a decision has yet to be made. Other problems were 

the unwillingness of some countries like China or India, that consider the food security as an 

major issue, to cooperate and the respect for the intellectual property that is low in some 

countries. 

 

Conclusion 

Reforming your company‘s policies and practices to accommodate internationalization is a 

major issue before going global. Like KeyGene, a company that desires to expand abroad, must 

proceed to change the main language to English and actively seeking employees from foreign 

countries.  
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Also, the same business may have a different regulation depending on the country and that may 

turned out to be a major barrier to internationalization.  Finally, for products that are mostly 

intangible, a search about how well a country tackles the intellectual property theft is required. 

 

SOURCES 

• Exporting to China is grand for Dales Piano maker (Article) 

http://exportbritain.org.uk/case-studies/exporting-to-china-is-grand-for-dales-piano-

maker.html   

• Success is Brewing for Scottish craft beer company BrewDog (Article) 

http://www.exporttojapan.co.uk/case-studies/success-is-brewing-for-scottish-craft-beer-

company-brewdog ) 

• Internationalization of innovation in SMEs, Directorate-General for Research and 

Innovation (European Commission), 2016-08-24, pages 45-57  

 

  

http://exportbritain.org.uk/case-studies/exporting-to-china-is-grand-for-dales-piano-maker.html
http://exportbritain.org.uk/case-studies/exporting-to-china-is-grand-for-dales-piano-maker.html
http://www.exporttojapan.co.uk/case-studies/success-is-brewing-for-scottish-craft-beer-company-brewdog
http://www.exporttojapan.co.uk/case-studies/success-is-brewing-for-scottish-craft-beer-company-brewdog
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SUCCESS PRACTICES 

CASES FOR ATTRACTING AND 

RECRUITING INTERNATIONAL HIGH 

QUALIFIED HUMAN CAPITAL 

PRACTICE: EMPLOYER BRANDING 

Description 

The package of functional, economic, and psychological benefits provided by employment, and 

identified with the employing company‖. - Amber & Barrow. 1996 

―The employer brand establishes the identity of the firm as an employer. It encompasses the 

firm‟s value system, policies and behaviors toward the objectives of attracting, motivating and 

retaining the firm‟s current and potential employee‖. -Dell, Ainspan, Bodenberg, Troy, Hickey 

2001.  

Employer branding aims to portray your organization as a desirable place to work, focusing on 

both physical and non-physical benefits that a potential employee can enjoy by joining your 

company. This practice works for both attracting local and international human capital. For 

attracting international personnel, it‘s important for the company to brand itself as a place where 

they can help a foreigner adapt to the local environment by help him solve basic issues like 

accommodation and transportation.  

Conclusion 

 By using employer branding, a company can understand itself and affirm its ethos and 

values, culture and history, mission and vision for the future.  

 Demonstrating a good image to the human resource pool, it can portray itself as a unique 

and differentiate from its competitors.  

 Employer branding has negatives. Failing to fulfil the promises can create negative issues 

for the company, such as having difficulties not only to attract high qualified personnel but to 

retain the one that already works for it. 
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PRACTICE: USING AN ONLINE JOB POSTINGS 

WEBPAGE  

Description 

Internet is the way to have access to talented people globally. In many countries, there are 

webpages -created either by governmental bodies or by privateers- where employers and HR 

managers can make job postings asking people who are interested to send their CVs. In the 

following case study, you‘ll learn how a company tried to reach the global talent pool and attract 

foreign personnel. 

 

Case Study:  James Frizelle‘s Automotive Group 

James Frizelle‘s Automotive Group is a motor dealer headquartered in Queensland, Australia. 

They own five stores and they are selling over 8000 vehicles each year. Because of the local 

skills shortage for American and European vehicle mechanics, the group decided to hire skilled 

and experienced foreigners. 

Using  the Employment Office webpage they posted an application about the job requirements 

and desired skills, highlighting the benefits in migrating to Australia and the help they could 

provide for every candidate with the process to obtain the 457 VISA that is needed to work in 

the country. Eventually, they managed to hire personnel with experience in American and 

European vehicle engineering. 

 

PRACTICE: USING SOCIAL MEDIA 

Description 

Social Media has the undeniable ability to connect people from different parts around the globe. 

That power hasn‘t been ignored by a plethora of companies who are actively using their social 

media accounts for employer trending; to empower their image and attract people from all over 

the world. 

http://applynow.net.au/jobs/31044-automotive-technicians-vw-chrysler-jeep-dodge
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Case Study: L‘Oreal 

L‘Oreal, a famous company specializing in cosmetics industry, owns several accounts in several 

big social media dedicated to find the right people to hire. L‘Oreal currently owns: 

 Facebook: The L‘Oreal Talent Recruitment Facebook page is the central page for the 

company‘s vacant job position worldwide. Connected to it, there are pages for certain 

countries like the United States, the United Kingdom and India. 

 Twitter: L‘Oreal currently owns a general twitter account for attracting global talent with 

almost 16,000 followers. There‘s also an account for careers in United Kingdom and 

Ireland with 25,000 followers. 

 LinkedIn: Since LinkedIn is a platform made for recruiters and employers to find and 

hire talented personel, the company owns a single page for all job openings worldwide. 

 

PRACTICE: PARTNERSHIP WITH AN INTERNATIONAL 

HR CONSULTING AGENCY 

Description 

A human resource consulting agency is an organization that helps a company address human 

resource management activities like recruiting personnel. Most of those agencies employ highly 

qualified and experienced consultants able to perform any human resource related assignment. 

In many cases, a company consults such an agency to help them spot highly qualified talent in 

any part of the world. 

 

Case Study: Blutip Power Technologies and Globe 24-7 

Globe 24-7 is an international human resources consulting and search firm, partnering with 

mining, power, manufacturing and oil and gas companies around the world.  According to their 

site, Globe 24-7 employs professional consulters with a good background in global human 

resources industry and rich experience in the field having travelled and work to places like Peru, 

https://www.blutipower.com/
https://www.blutipower.com/
http://www.globe24-7.com/
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Kenya, Senegal, Suda, Sierra Leone and Tanzania. Blutip Power Tecnologies is an Canadian 

company engaged in engine controls and powered machinery industry providing solutions for 

fuel consumption and engine emission reduction.  

In 2012, Bultip commenced an internationalization plan to push their products in various mining 

markets beyond North America like Australia, South America and Africa. Determined to hire 

highly qualified personnel the company engaged Globe 24-7 to assist them. Cooperating with 

Bultip‘s management team, the HR consulting agency managed to find skilled candidates for 

positions like Business Development Manager, Technical and Field Services Technicians. 

 

PRACTICE: FIND INTERNATIONAL TALENT FROM 

SHOWCASE SITES, PERSONAL PORTFOLIOS AND 

PUBLIC PROJECTS 

Description 

One of the advantages of the internet is that someone can showcase his talent by uploading 

samples of his/her work online. There is a number sites that host online portfolios of any kind 

(artists, architects, software developers), that can be used by recruiters to search and find 

talented people of the desired skill.   However, have in mind that there is an ongoing discussion 

about hiring or not hiring someone depending on what he/she is doing in his leisure time is 

ethical and fair.  

 

Case Study: Recruiting a software developer using GitHub  

GitHub is an cloud-based hosting platform that is used by millions of programmers, scientists 

and engineers to share open source (OS) programming code. It was founded by Tom Preston-

Werner, Chris Wanstrath, and PJ Hyett in 2008. As a service, GitHub offers the users private 

and free repositories where they can publicly post samples of their work. 
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The users accounts are visible to the public and GitHub offers search filters so the recruiters 

can search and spot software developers with desired skills. This article describes the 

necessary steps for a recruiter to make a search through GitHub‘s accounts. 

 

SOURCES 

• International Recruitment: A Case Study (Post) 

https://employmentoffice.com.au/international-recruitment-a-case-study  

• What is Employer-Branding (Article) 

https://universumglobal.com/what-is-employer-branding 

• How L‟oreal uses Social Media for Recruitment (Article) 

https://linkhumans.com/blog/how-loreal-use-social-media-for-recruitment  

• How to: Use GitHub to Find Super-Talented Developers 

https://www.socialtalent.com/blog/recruitment/how-to-use-github-to-find-super-talented-

developers 

  

https://www.socialtalent.com/blog/recruitment/how-to-use-github-to-find-super-talented-developers
https://employmentoffice.com.au/international-recruitment-a-case-study
https://universumglobal.com/what-is-employer-branding
https://linkhumans.com/blog/how-loreal-use-social-media-for-recruitment
https://www.socialtalent.com/blog/recruitment/how-to-use-github-to-find-super-talented-developers
https://www.socialtalent.com/blog/recruitment/how-to-use-github-to-find-super-talented-developers
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The Project Transnational Entrepreneurship and Corporate Learning: 

Fostering Effective Internationalization Strategies in Academic Spin-

Offs - GLOBAL-SPIN - has developed an innovative and inclusive 

training tool for managers of academic Spin-Offs on transnational 

entrepreneurship, based in a new approach to corporate learning 

and using web and tablet technologies, to provide the knowledge, 

skills, and resources needed for these professionals to implement 

effective strategies of internationalization in their ventures. 

As a result, the expectations of the project are to contribute to an 

increase on the European academic Spin-Offs’ competitiveness by 

supporting these organizations to deal effectively with the 

challenges of markets’ globalization. The project plans to support 

entrepreneurs in the primary decision making affecting two 

internationalization strategies: a) the commercialization of new 

products and services abroad and b) the competition, attraction and 

recruitment of global talent. 

The Global Spin Training Programme can be done through this 

handbook or using the free and online training tool. To know more, 

visit the website: https://globalspin.eu/  

 

The European Commission support for the production of this publication does 

not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of 

the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which 

may be made of the information contained therein 

https://globalspin.eu/

